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ABSTRACT

INTEGRATING REVERSE ENGINEERING INTO

COMPUTER-AIDED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.' (CASE)

by

Thaddeus W. Usowicz

A framework for the integration of reverse engineering of software

systems into computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools has been

developed and applied to C source code. The process of coding a system

conceals design information useful for system and code modification and

upgrading as the system evolves during the operation and maintenance

phase of its life cycle. Significant resources are being expended by

the industry in maintaining existing code which was designed and

implemented prior to CASE tools and for which little accurate

documentation can be found. The framework developed here is intended to

facilitate the recovery of design information in a manner which would

allow the direct application of modern CASE tools to maintaining the

software within the context of a Structured Design methodology.

The design recovery framework emphasizes the identification of : module

dependencies; visibility of information exchanged between modules,

specifically, what data is exchanged and in which direction; visibility

of information among modules through the global data area; and

appropriate module assignments to subhierarchies in a structure chart.

A software tool for reverse engineering of code to structure charts

(RESC) is developed to demonstrate the framework. The RESC system



employs heuristic rules to ensure repeatability, consistency, and

Correctness.

The RESC system requirements are specified for several steps. The first

is that of extracting information needed by the rules through parsing

and lexically analyzing the code. The parser is generated from a

grammar oriented towards a language's modular constructs and the usage

of passed arguments in invocations, formal arguments within functions,

and global variables by each function. Information extracted by the

parsing program is used as input to a second program which applies the

heuristic rules developed to produce a structure chart object database.

A graphic layout procedure is specified for laying out the objects

within a structure chart. A final program is specified to take the

detailed files provided and create a structure chart description file

which can be imported directly into a existing CASE tool which has

graphic display, editing, and analyses capabilities. The application of

this system to C-source code supports the feasibility of the approach.
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1. O Introduction

Good maintainable software design is as important in medical

applications as it is in other software application areas. A number of

tools are available to the software engineer to support the design of

maintainable software. Such a tool may be conceptual in nature like a

methodology; it may be hardware like an advanced graphics workstation;

or it may be a software application which supports the engineer in

organizing the software design and generating an implementation.

Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) technology is one recent

addition to the software engineer's bag of tools which can

synergistically combine a number of such tools into a working

environment.

As CASE tools have been introduced into the software production

environment over the past few years, they have been used predominantly

to develop new information systems. In this, they typically follow the

software development life cycle in one direction, beginning with

requirements identification and ending with implementation. MIS

organizations, on the other hand, spend from 60% to almost 80% of their

programming resources in maintenance [Ramamoorthy et al. 1984], [Bush

1988], [Carlyle 1989). This effort is typically spent on the large

amount of source code developed prior to the introduction of CASE tools,

as well as prior to the routine exercising of a well defined software

development methodology, such as Structured Analysis and Structured

Design, within the organization. Indeed, it is estimated that



approximately 75% of existing software code was produced prior to the

significant use of programming techniques as fundamental as structured

programming [Schneidewind 1987].

The life cycle pattern for much of this code as described in [Osborne

and Chikofsky 1990] has been that the original programs were written

about 10 to 15 years ago when program size and storage space were the

principal design criteria. The programs would then be migrated to new

hardware platforms as they were introduced. The change would provide

opportunity to add new functionality and other enhancements to the

programs, but without real concern about the software architecture and

without deleting code supporting no longer used functions. Meanwhile,

the resulting software would become increasingly more difficult to

maintain.

The difficulties in maintaining the software are exacerbated through the

lack of good documentation, if any exists at all, for the program design

specification. Recovering the design specification from the code would

provide the documentation needed for supporting maintenance. Also,

integrating the recovered information into a CASE tool makes the

efficient rebuilding of the software in accordance with current software

engineering principles feasible. In cases of well designed software,

integrating the recovered information into a CASE tool would aid

identifying reusable components for supporting development of new

programs.

In medical applications the emphasis must necessarily be on developing



safe, as well as effective, software. When serious risks to patients

may be identified due to flaws in the software, it must either be fixed

quickly and correctly, or discarded. There have been a number of

reported problems with medical applications. The Special Interest Group

for Software Engineering (SIGSOFT) of the ACM maintains a "Risks to the

Public" section in its newsletter, Software Engineering Notes, which

lists incidents related to defects in software. In the past five years,

at least eleven incidents occurred related to the medical and patient

care software in which the problems could be attributed to flaws in

software system concept, requirements, design, or implementation

[Neumann 1990]. Perhaps the most serious of these cases has been the

software error on the Therac 25 used for radiation treatment which has

resulted in possibly three fatalities and at least as many injuries. In

that case the quick fix was hardware based and removing an editing

functionality available to the operator; however, since the flaw appears

to have been associated with a side effect of editing input data,

appropriate reverse engineering of the code which identifies visibility

of information shared among software modules should also have been

useful in identifying a fix to the software.

Unfortunately, software for medical applications is subject to the same

problems afflicting all software. A greater proportion of it also

appears to be written in languages that are more difficult to maintain,

e.g. MUMPS, without proper documentation than those in the commercial

sector. Under these similar circumstances, the role and contributions

of reverse engineering to medical software maintenance would be similar.

Additionally, because of the importance of delivering safe and correct



software in medicine, reverse engineering can have an expanded role

through support in the verification and validation of completed

software.

The purpose of this study is to investigate and provide a tool for

recovering design information for integration into CASE for maintaining,

restructuring, or reengineering software at the software architectural

level. Such a tool should recover information on module dependencies,

that is, invocations, and on the degree of module coupling, that is, the

visibility of data between and among modules. The information should be

compatible with a conceptually complete analysis and design methodology

supported by CASE and used for the development of new software systems.

The primary contribution of this research is to develop and implement a

series of heuristic rules that allow the identification of the data

visibility between and among modules. The tool developed on these rules

would then also form a foundation for further investigation into data

and function visibility, and programming practices, in existing source

code.

A number of tools for recovering design information, but not for

integrating that information into CASE, have become available during the

period of this study. These were reviewed for applicability and for

whether the information recovered was consistent with the requirements

of the methodology most commonly used in conjunction with CASE, that is,

Structured Analysis and Structured Design (SA/SD). Some tools recovered

information at the detailed procedural level, attempting to clarify the

complexity of control and data flow through the lines of code. Others



did recover information at the software architectural level, but limited

it to module dependencies. In the tools reviewed, the information

recovered was not integrated into a CASE environment and was not

targeted for use with a complete analysis and design methodology.

This report on the development of a reverse engineering tool meeting the

aforementioned criteria begins with Chapter 2 providing a context as to

where and how reverse engineering would fit into a CASE environment.

The chapter first discuss software engineering and the requirements of a

complete analysis and design methodology, and implications on these

requirements of changes in approaches to design methodology. It

continues with a description of CASE, and its state of the art, and CASE

goals. It identifies evolutionary trends and needs in CASE, and places

the role of reverse engineering within the framework of these needs.

The next chapter, Chapter 3, discusses concepts related to reverse

engineering of software. A critical issue raised here is the point in

an analysis and design methodology with which the output of the reverse

engineering process should be integrated. Newly available tools for

recovering design information are reviewed here. Finally, specific

requirements for reverse engineering to structure charts (RESC) are

identified. Structure charts are a graphical component of the

Structured Analysis and Structured Design (SA/SD) methodology.

Chapter 4 presents the specifications for the RESC tool. The chapter

describes the architecture of the tool and the manner of its integration

with CASE. It describes the rules which have been developed to identify



design level objects, such as modules, couples, global variables,

transaction centers, and iterative dependencies. The rules related to

couples and global variables allow recovering information on the

visibility of data between and among modules. Since structure charts

display design information graphically, an algorithm had to be developed

to provide for the graphical layout of the modules identified by RESC;

the chapter concludes with a description of this algorithm. The actual

requirements and design specification for RESC are given in the Appendix

to this report.

Chapter 5 describes the actual output of the tool, evaluates its

usefulness, and identifies desirable enhancements. Finally, Chapter 6

focuses on the potential contributions of this tool in both commercial

and academic areas.



2.0 Issues in Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)

2. 1 Conceptual Modeling and Design with CASE

2.1. 1 Software Engineering

Software engineering is the systematic approach to the development,

operation, maintenance, and retirement of software [IEEE 1984]. The

major research focus in this relatively new discipline has been on the

development of software, specifically, the requirements specification,

design, and construction of programs -- in short, the elements of what

is called the software development life cycle. A number of methodical

approaches have been proposed as a result and are discussed extensively

in books published on systems analysis and design [Birrell and Ould

1985, Page-Jones 1988, Yourdon 1989). Much of how these methodologies

are organized is determined by the nature of the design and

specification process, itself, which has its intellectual roots in

scientific problem solving.

The software design and specification process for any complex project

possesses general characteristics regardless of whether the target of

the process is a software system or hardware. The process, in general,

is iterative, tentative, and multi-stage. Multiple, often inconsistent,

aspects describe the target system during the earlier stages of this

process. As a result, the analyst and designer cannot instantly give a

complete description and specification of a software system. Good

design, therefore, requires a gestation period and proceeds in steps.



It begins with a conceptualization of a solution to a problem through a

clarification and specification of the functions that must be served.

It continues on to producing a detailed blueprint of the object that is

to be constructed, thereby completing the design process proper.

Finally the object is constructed, tested, and verified. The object's

life cycle may continue with operation and observation of its

performance. Feedback based on monitoring performance results in

maintenance requirements and, at times, the redesign and rebuilding of

the object.

The initial steps of design are associated with answering what functions

should be served by the object being designed and, in software

development, are often grouped together in an analysis phase [Peters and

Trip 1978]. The latter steps address in detail how the object is to be

constructed and, in software development, are grouped together in a

detailed design phase. As constraints to the chosen solution are

encountered, or as previously unidentified requirements appear,

alternatives to parts or all of the design may be considered and the

steps retraced for the selected alternatives. When this happens during

the development of complex software systems, the analysis and design

team would normally iterate through the steps in the same predetermined

sequence.

The design is considered to be tentative since, until a baseline design

is consciously established, details of the design are volatile. Changes

are common as the software designer first refines that aspect of the

design at hand, perhaps generating several alternatives to consider.



The designer may then cycle or iterate through the steps of the

development process producing a new version which is baselined. The

baseline may be implemented and released; however, the baseline version

or its implementation may merely represent another stage in the

development of the system. The analysis and design steps would be

reiterated in order to develop the next stage of the system, with the

designer building upon and reusing much of what was produced for the

previous stage.

Each of the steps in the process presents a different aspect of the

system based on the perspective needed at that point in the process.

Take, for example, the process of designing a major extension to a rapid

transit system. The steps would more or less follow the same sequence

as for a new system or a downtown office building. First, potential

demand is analyzed and presented graphically on a regional map. Next,

architectural sketches are prepared to present a conceptual view of

vehicles, stations, and right-of-way. Specifications are written for

capacity, speed, vehicle size, system behavior in operational and

failure modes, and safety requirements, among many other items.

Computer simulations may then be developed for both operations and

patronage, the results analyzed, and specifications rewritten. Finally,

blueprints will be drawn up. However, there will be many different

types of blueprints drawn: architectural and civil engineering

blueprints for structures, mechanical drawings for vehicles and other

objects, wiring schematics for electrical systems, signal and state

diagrams and stopping profiles for operations, and so on. In any modern

system, the detailed design specifications for software are included
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among these.

Inevitably there are incompatibilities among the blueprints which have

to be identified and resolved before the system can be built. The

inconsistencies often exist within the same type of drawings, as well as

among the different types. Modern CAD systems oriented towards or

captured for specific design objectives, such as those for designing

refineries or chemical plants, have additional computational support to

ensure that inconsistencies are identified and a range for alternative

solutions is presented. In the case of the complex network of pipes

required in a refinery, the CAD tool would identify mismatched or offset

connections, as well two objects occupying the same space.

Here, then, are examples of a complex system which would be impossible

to construct correctly without the designers creating multiple views or

perspectives throughout the process. A relevant point to consider is

that the example encompasses areas which have evolved for many decades

over several generations of designers. The design process has had

plenty of time to develop procedures and standards which ensure

correctness and consistency within and among the different views of the

system. The relationships among the views with respect to each other

and to the target object being designed are usually well understood.

The designer can move from one view to another with little difficulty

and can easily map where each view belongs in relation to the target

object.

On the other hand, software development has had only four decades to
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develop appropriate procedures and standards. Therefore, it should not

be surprising to discover that there is no universal agreement as to

which views of a software object to be constructed are or are not

appropriate to be presented. The disagreement is often expressed in

terms of which methodology is to be applied to software development

[Birrell and Ould 1985). Each methodology has a set of views which

constitute the requirements and design specifications of the software

system. Each attempts to present its own set of rules for relating the

different views, including often incomplete and informal rules for the

transformation of requirements specifications to design specifications.

This study will remain focused on the Structured Analysis and Structured

Design (SA/SD) methodology which is one of the most widely accepted in

commercial data processing organizations the United States and is quite

robust in its capability to include views developed by other approaches.

In summary, the software design specification process is similar to any

engineering design process in that it is tentative, iterative, and

multi-staged with multiple aspects needed for the specification of the

object which is the target for construction. Moreover, software design

is subject to alternative methodologies which themselves are still under

development.

2.1.2 Methodology

Common themes in software engineering methodologies help pull together a

number of principles applicable to the design and construction of

systems. These principles of software engineering can be summarized as
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follows:

Functional decomposition and hierarchical ordering. The

functional elements of a solution are progressively reduced in

size as modules following a stepwise refinement or "divide and

conquer" philosophy. The latter concept also applies to data

structure centered and the more current object-oriented views of a

problem which complement or supplant the functional view in some

environments. All elements of a solution are organized

hierarchically where the resulting structure is tree-like in terms

of element to subordinate relationships.

Information hiding and modularity. Functions are performed by

modules with identifiable boundaries and interfaces. The modules

receive only information necessary to accomplish their stated

purpose [Parnas 1972 ) . Modules may not access any non-essential

information and hide any internal information used not needed

elsewhere.

Abstraction and completeness. Those aspects of a problem are

selected for description and solution that permit the problem's

representation in a generalized, simplified, yet relevant and

complete form.

Logical independence from physical implementation. The

requirements specification and design focus on logical functions

which must be performed allowing portability of the design from
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one physical implementation to another.

Localization. Logically related elements and modules are placed

in proximity to each other. If the elements are highly cohesive

they should be placed within the same module.

Conceptual integrity and formality. A consistent design

philosophy and architecture is followed. Whenever possible, a

rigorous, systematic, and formal approach, that is, a methodology,

is used to solving the problem.

CASE tools support a wide variety of methodologies which implement these

principles. Many of the CASE tools had been developed to support some

specific methodology, one usually also developed by the tool maker.

Most, however, have settled on supporting a selected set of widely

accepted methodologies which had been in use in some form prior to the

arrival of CASE. CASE served to instill new life into those which

proved clumsy or difficult to use without automated support or which had

been momentarily supplanted by enthusiasm for prototyping and fourth

generation language (4GL) approaches, as, for example, Structured

Analysis [Yourdon 1986). The generic methodologies supported today in

approximate order of popularity include: Structured Analysis,

Structured Analysis with real time system extensions, Structured Design,

Entity-Relationship Data Modeling for database and 4GL application

development, and Jackson System Development (JSD). Many of the

separately developed methodologies include elements of these more

popular methodologies with customized variations. Currently, CASE
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vendors have moved to add support for object-oriented design. Again

they have proposed a variety of methodologies but this is likely to

standardize with time.

The Structured Design (SD) methodology was selected for this reverse

engineering study because it is widespread in its use in system design,

it implements the aforementioned principles of software engineering very

well, and it does emphasize the visibility of the information exchanged

among modules better than the others. Structured Design marries very

well with the Structured Analysis (SA) methodology to cover requirements

specification and structured programming techniques to cover

implementation. In combination with these, it gives full software

development life cycle coverage in the forward direction in what is

referred to as the Structured Analysis and Structured Design (SA/SD)

methodology. Transform analysis and transaction analysis techniques

[Page-Jones 1988] have been developed which allow a direct mapping of

requirements specified in Structured Analysis into first-cut elements of

Structured Design, thus maintaining the correctness of the design with

respect to user requirements. Therefore, some discussion of SA is

presented below for orientation, but the reader is encouraged to seek

further information from the literature available.

Extensions to SD for object-oriented design which continue the concept

of showing the visibility of communication among modules and objects are

now being developed [Wasserman et al. 1990). Some discussion of these

concepts is presented below because compatibility of any reverse

engineering approach to SD is desirable.
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2.1.3 Structured Analysis (SA)

Structured Analysis has been used in the past as a generic term to

describe methodologies which approach system requirements specification

in a structured way, that is, using some semi-formal approach employing

top-down functional decomposition. It has come to explicitly mean the

Yourdon-DeMarco methodology described in [DeMarco 1979 ) or [Yourdon

1989). The Gane-Sarson methodology [Gane and Sarson 1979) is very

similar except for superficial variations in graphics used and

philosophical variations on conceptual leveling, i.e. decomposition, of

processes. Yourdon-DeMarco more closely follow human cognitive research

[Miller 1956] for the in allowing fewer processes at each level. Though

the most familiar aspect of SA is the data flow diagram, four major

components comprise the essential structured analysis specification.

These are:

(1) A set of leveled data flow diagrams beginning with a context

diagram which defines the environmental interface for the

system being developed to diagrams showing the functional

primitives at the bottom.

(2) A set of minispecs, one for each functional primitive, in the

form of structured English, a decision table, a decision

tree, a state-transition diagram, or other easily understood

form, which unambiguously describes how the process input

data flows are transformed into the output data flows.
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(3) A data dictionary which defines the composition of every

composite data flow and data store, and provides definitions

for every data element in the composites or data structures.

(4) A data or information model, usually of the entity

relationship type, but there is some flexibility here.

The data flow diagram shows four type of elements: data flows

representing information and the direction it takes in moving through

the system, processes representing functions which transform data by

changing or restructuring it, data stores representing time-delayed

repositories of information between processes handling different events,

and outside entities representing sources and sinks of data in the

system environment. Data flows are shown graphically by vectors or

arrows which are labeled with the name of the data. Processes are shown

as circles or "bubbles", or, in the Gane-Sarson notation, as boxes with

rounded corners, are numbered for identification purposes only, not

sequence, with a variation of decimal coded numbers” which indicate the

level of the diagram as well, and are named with an action verb and

object. Data stores are usually shown by a pair of parallel lines; in

Gane-Sarson notation, the left side of the pair would be closed off with

a square containing an identification number. Outside entities are

shown by rectangles.

Extensions to SA for specifying real time systems have been developed.

1. The numbering scheme is similar to that used for the sections and
subsections of this report.
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The data flow diagram is extended into a process model into which a

control model may be integrated. The control model involves graphical

identification of control processes and transaction centers, discrete

and continuous control flows and process controls which trigger other

processes, and control stores. Process specifications support the

process model in a manner similar to minispecs; control specifications

support the control model and contain finite state machine

representations of the system behavior. These specifications, the

process and control models, a response time specification, and a

requirements dictionary complete the requirements model. A fuller

description of this extension is found in [Hatley and Pirbhai 1987].

The reader can also find a parallel but slightly less complex extension

in [Ward 1986] or [Ward and Mellor 1985 and 1986a-b].

2.1.4 Structured Design (SD)

2.1.4.1 Structured Design Specification

The primary goal of Structured Design (SD) is to provide a viable system

blueprint for both the architectural structure of a system and the

detailed modular design from which a system may be constructed. The

architectural structure is the program modules, their interconnections,

and the communication of information among them. The detailed modular

design involves the module's specific algorithms and data structures.

Most other approaches focus on module dependencies, i.e. the modules and

their interconnections, only at the architectural level. The methodology

described here follows the Yourdon-Constantine SD [Yourdon and

Constantine 1979]. The structured design specification normally
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comprises four major components:

(1) A set of structure charts laying out the program architecture,

module relationships, and module communication.

(2) Detailed module specifications in pseudocode for each module

represented in the structure charts which is not part of a

library.

(3) An extended data dictionary which, in addition to the

information carried over from SA, contains record

specifications, report and screen layouts, mask

specifications, and other details necessary for a completed

design.

(4) Procedural specifications for control and sequencing of the

programs.

2.1.4.2 The Structure Chart

The structure chart shows many details of the system design which become

obscure during coding, specifically details related to communication

among modules. Therefore, it is the blueprint of specific interest for

reverse engineering. For these purposes, a structure chart minimally

comprises [Stevens et al. 1974, Page-Jones 1988) :

(1) A graphical representation of modules and their hierarchical
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lines of authority representing boss-subordinate calling

relationships among them.

(2) Module specifications including both an interface

specification and a functional specification for each

module.

(3) A graphical representation of data and control couples passed

through the module interfaces along the lines of authority

showing the visibility of information between and among the

modules.

The modules represent both the logical functions being performed and the

standalone source code for procedures, subprograms, or subroutines in

programming languages which support these constructs. In practice,

however, such logical functions may be performed sometimes by predefined

library routines which have no source code present in the system or by

source code physically included in another procedure, subprogram, or

subroutine. This lexical inclusion of the code for a function

physically inside a superordinate module can be represented on the chart

with a special symbol, called a hat symbol.

Visibility of information appearing in module coupling is, in a real

sense, the inverse of information hiding. Therefore, the emphasis on

visibility in the structure chart provides the system designer with a

view of the exceptions to information hiding. Lexical inclusion, on the

other hand, highlights both data and functional procedures which may be
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hidden in a module.

Samples of graphical representations of structure chart elements are

shown in Figure 2.1. An example of how they would be employed in a

structure chart of a system is shown in Figure 2.2. A structure chart

represents modules with rectangles and lines of authority with single

headed arrows from the calling module to the called module. The calling

module is sometimes referred to as the "boss" or superordinate module;

the called module is also often referred to as the subordinate module.

A software system is then represented by a hierarchy of modules; the

graphical representation deviates from a strict hierarchy in that a

single subordinate module may be shown responding to lines of authority,

i.e. calls, from several different calling modules. In this sense, the

structure chart presents a network or web-type representation of the

software system, rather than a strict hierarchical representation.

Indeed, structure chart notation can show recursive calls by placing

loops on to the lines of authority back to the calling module or to a

subhierarchy including the calling module. A specific example based on

on the relationship between structure chart symbols and code is

discussed in Section 5.1.

Of course, implementing the system while maintaining the benefits of

modular design requires that the target language permit modular

constructs. It is still possible, however, to get the most out of the

structured design specification by following appropriate structured

programming styles for the target language which is not as amenable to

the principles of modularization.
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Figure 2. 1 - Typical Structure Chart Elements
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Predefined, or library, modules are represented by boxes with doubly

scored sides. They also are terminal in the graph hierarchy or web in

that they do not show calls to other subordinate modules.

The interface specification provides: (a) the module name which clearly,

precisely, and succinctly states what the module does when invoked, (b)

a brief one statement description of the purpose of the module, (c) what

couples or parameters are used by the module, and (d) what couples or

parameters are returned to the invoking module. (In programming

languages with modular structures such as functions or subprograms, the

couples passing between modules are implemented through the formal

function or subprogram arguments). In the structure chart, the couples

are graphically identified through different symbols as either data or

control couples.

The functional specification may be a description of functional details

with a minimal amount of procedural details leaving the programmer free

to program the module any which way, as long as the interface contract

is satisfied. The functional specification may also be more detailed

procedurally and given in terms of pseudocode. The latter is preferred

since it more clearly specifies the computational requirements and

design of the modules.

Useful, but not essential, enhancements to the structure chart include

showing whether the subordinate module is invoked as the result of a

decision making process, showing whether the subordinate module is
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invoked iteratively, and the information cluster. The first two have

graphical representations of a diamond and a semicircular arrow,

respectively, at the source of the emanating lines of authority at the

bottom of the box representing the calling module. The information

cluster is a set of modules with exclusive right of access to particular

data elements or a data structure. Graphically it appears like a single

object with the modules, each with a separate interface, drawn

contiguously and appended above a rectangle representing the data

structure. The information cluster logically depicts the procedural and

data abstraction which may be found with data encapsulation, though the

originators of the symbol do not appear to have originally conceived it

that way. An extension to the structure chart notations can also

represent single data modules, i.e. repositories of data elements and

structures, such as a global area or labeled common, with boxes with

rounded ends.

A structure chart is appropriately balanced if there are coordinating

modules at the top levels managing three type of subhierarchies. The

afferent subhierarchy consist mostly of input type modules which start

with physical inputs and progressively refine the data into more logical

forms as they pass it on to the program. The efferent subhierarchy is

on the other end taking logical data from the system and changing it

into a physical form for presentation to the environment. The transform

subhierarchy tends to be in the middle and accepts logical data,

performs computations with it, and then returns logical data back to the

system.
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2. 1. 4.3 Benefits of Structure Charts

In addition to directly supporting the stated goal of SD, structure

charts provide an additional number of benefits valuable to the

designer, to the project manager, and to those programmer-analysts who

will have to maintain the system. These benefits relate to the

localization of functions performed, the localization of policy related

decision making modules, the localization of computational modules,

verification of information hiding, module reuse, testing, estimating

project progress, and ensuring completeness and correctness.

If partitioned correctly, the program design on each chart solves a

single problem; all modules on the chart are related to the general

function identified by the controlling module. Each module on the

structure chart becomes a subroutine or procedure which performs a

single function as stated by its name on the chart. The highest level

of the chart provides an overview of the program logic. The controlling

levels, since they represent the system logical information and

organization policy tend to be resistant to change. The lower level

modules represent the interfaces to files, report formats, calculations,

etc., and, thus, are most likely to change as the system environment

changes.

Modules which are called often are easily identified on the charts and

become candidates for utility or library modules in the organization.

The structure chart can be used to implement a prototype for validating
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user requirements. The prototype is based on implementing input and

output modules with program stubs for the remainder. Once accepted by

the user the prototype becomes a testbed for the modules being coded to

replace the stubs.

An appropriately balanced design should aid in estimating progress

provided that appropriate historical data has been collected from prior

projects. Modules at each level, and in each type of subhierarchy,

should have approximately equivalent levels of complexity. Therefore

they should require similar amounts of time and resources to complete

and test. Historical information would then be used to estimate project

progress.

Finally, the initial derivation of the structure charts from the data

flow diagrams of the SA phase helps to ensure completeness and

correctness of the design.

2.1.4.4 Relationship to Structured Analysis

The initial versions of structure charts are derived directly from the

data flow diagrams of SA using rules incorporated into transform or

transaction center analysis techniques [Page-Jones 1988]. The

derivation proceeds as follows once a set of data flow diagrams is

partitioned and selected for a single logical program. The central

transform area or a transaction center is identified. It maps into the

control module on the structure chart. Other aggregate data flow

diagram processes map into coordinating modules, while processes
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representing functional primitives map into afferent, efferent, or

transform subhierarchy modules. The data flow links map into lines of

authority with the direction determined by relation of the module to the

controlling modules; the data flow names themselves map into data

couples going in the direction of the original data flow link. Data

stores become interfaces which map into read/write modules and the

external entity interfaces map into input/output modules. Control

couples are added as needed and module names are reasonably derived from

the data flow diagram names.

The derivation of this first cut structure chart preserves the logical

link to the requirements specification from SA. The designer must now

refine this structure chart. Refining includes adjusting module names,

applying SD design criteria, adding needed input/output and read/write

modules, adding error handling, adding process initialization and

termination details, and identifying any additional transaction centers,

iterative invocations of modules, and information clusters. Applying SD

design criteria evokes most of the refinement effort. These criteria

include achieving low coupling, high module cohesion, factoring modules,

acquiring a good system shape and balance, achieving low fan-in and high

fan-out for the modules, resolving decision-splitting problems, editing

data progressively at several levels, and a number of other criteria

discussed with thoroughness in [Page-Jones 1988].
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2.1.5 Object-Oriented Design

2.1.5.1. Objects, Methods, Classes, and Inheritance

Just as it is not necessary to have a target language for implementation

that directly supports structured programming constructs to take

advantage of structured analysis and design, it is not necessary to have

an object-oriented target language to take advantage of new ideas in

object-oriented design. Object-oriented design are likely to become

more popular and to complement SD approaches. Therefore, it would be

useful to ensure that any reverse engineering techniques employed for SD

are also compatible for object-oriented design. To understand that this

will be the case here, it first may be helpful for the reader to become

familiar with the terms object-based and object-oriented [Wegner 1987].

The object-based paradigm proposes the use of instances of abstract data

types, called objects, which encapsulate both data and behavior, for

extended modeling more directly related to objects in the real world.

Objects present an interface of named operations and hide instance

variables defining their local state. The named operations, which are

supported by methods, are invoked by messages which may have zero or

more arguments. The methods are procedures coded within the object

module. The basic form that such message expressions take is:

receiver_object message

All of the methods required to do this are also held within the

receiver_object module.
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The last statement would be strictly true only if the receiver object

had no associated inheritance. However, as we move from an object-based

to an object-oriented paradigm, objects belong to classes, or types, and

the classes support inheritance, usually through an inheritance

hierarchy. Both data and methods can be inherited through this

hierarchy. In many ways the class may be considered to be an abstract

data type with inheritance. The abstract data type is an example of

data encapsulation of data and procedure abstractions supported by

modern procedural languages.

In summary, an object, in an object-oriented programming system, is an

entity which has both state and behavior encapsulated within itself as a

protected data structure with methods. It can only interact with

another object through an interface to the outside accessed by messages.

As a result it has limited visibility of and by other objects. Also, it

is a unique instance of some class and is denoted by a name. Much of

this perspective can be applied to the more popular procedural

languages. The one important exception is inheritance of both data and

methods from a superclass through the object's membership in one of its

subclasses.

Object-oriented design was originally developed to support these

concepts of object-oriented programming [Booch 1986). However,

extensions have been able to synthesize some of the more useful features

of SD, object-oriented programming, object-oriented design and other

approaches into a comprehensive object-oriented approach to structured
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design [Wasserman et al. 1990].

2.1.5. 2 Contrasts with Structured Approaches

The objective of analysis and design is to produce a blueprint for

programming code into a working system. In this, object-oriented

programming offers a contrast to structured programming. Structured

programming concentrates on classical control structures and expresses

algorithmic abstractions well; object-oriented programming, on the other

hand, concentrates on mechanisms for defining objects (i.e. abstractions

from the problem space), classes (i.e. collections of objects), and

relationships among objects and classes through inheritance and other

mechanisms. Neither method of programming gives a systematic method for

deciding which abstractions to express, or for determining the

abstraction boundaries; therefore, design methods must be approached

separately from programming [Booch 1986].

Traditional structured analysis and design focuses on functional

decomposition of systems into modules representing major steps in the

overall process; older languages are well suited for this approach

through the availability of subprograms or procedures as modular

building blocks. Object-oriented languages also offer a mechanism for

defining new objects and classes of objects. The traditional functional

design methods are limited in addressing data abstraction, information

hiding, and natural concurrency in problem domains; they are often not

responsive to changes in the problem space of user requirements. An

object-oriented design approach may mitigate these problems [Booch
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1986].

Both approaches may begin with a data flow diagram modeling the behavior

of the system in transforming data. Structured design would continue

with the creation of a structure chart which decomposes the system

functionally into modules denoting operations according to an input

process-output model. This involves a transformation of the problem

space to match the nature of the subprogram and its emphases on the

algorithmic abstractions. On the other hand, the alternative object

oriented approach supports decomposition into objects more closely

matching a model of reality. The fundamental unit of decomposition of a

system structure in structured design is the subprogram and the

resulting system topology after decomposition is that of a parent-child

hierarchical tree with all of the interesting logical data defined at

the highest levels. In object-oriented design the fundamental unit of

decomposition of small and medium sized systems is the object. The

resulting topology is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with data

distributed throughout the system; more complex systems take the form of

a (seniority) hierarchy of subsystems with stronger, more frequent,

interactions inside the subsystems than among them.

Interestingly, this last description also fits the criterion of high

functional cohesion with low coupling sought as an objective in

structured design [Stevens et al. 1974, Page-Jones 1988]. Both

approaches to design seek to implement information hiding and

encapsulation. The object-oriented approach appears to be more

successful at it.
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2.1.5.3. Object-Oriented Structured Design (OOSD)

Object-Oriented Structured Design (OOSD) [Wasserman et al. 1990)

provides a valid design notation which includes the symbols of structure

charts, specifically those related to calling structures and data and

control coupling, as well as an object-oriented notation derived from

Booch. Each class is represented by a box-like symbol with allowed

operations in smaller boxes overlapping one edge. Modules may interface

through lines of authority and coupling with each of the operations.

Objects sent to the operations and exceptions use a variation of the

couple notation. A graphic notation similar to the line of authority

with thicker lines shows the visibility of a class to a module; an

output data couple on the visibility connection indicates instantiation

of class objects. The reader is encouraged to learn more about this

notation as it is used for objects other than modules in [Wasserman et

al. 1990]. The relevant conclusion for this study is that reverse

engineering of procedural code is compatible with the approach taken

here and extensions which will capture object-oriented design

information are possible.

2. 2 CASE Goals

2.2.1. Overview

Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) provides automated support

for the conception, development, implementation, and management of

software systems. A CASE system is a collection of hardware and

software tools; the complexity and extent of the support provided by
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this collection makes it preferable to speak in terms of a CASE or

software development environment. Indeed, the term "design and

programming environment" is often used synonymously and interchangeably

by researchers who wish to focus on the concept of a current CASE or a

more advanced development system and its interface with the software

developer using the environment. CASE environments differ significantly

from earlier "programming environments" which supported only the coding

phase of the software development life cycle. CASE environments differ

in the breath of coverage of the life cycle. They address requirements

analysis, design, rapid prototyping, testing, documentation, and project

management in addition to coding. On the whole, since CASE environments

are still evolving, they address the development of new systems in the

"forward" direction through the life cycle. However, concepts here are

already changing in the direction of integrating reverse engineering

[Bush 1988, Bachman 1988].

The primary goals of CASE environments are: (1) to increase software

development productivity by speeding up the software development process

and reducing development costs; (2) to improve the quality of the

software produced through the reduction of errors; and (3) to reduce

maintenance costs of implemented CASE developed software by providing

standardized and correct documentation for the current "asis" software

system and by allowing a quicker introduction of modifications. These

goals can be accomplished by a number of specific supporting subordinate

objectives [McClure 1987a). Automation of aspects of software

development such as code generation, software documentation generation,

and project management, mechanisms for software and documentation reuse
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and for rapid iterative prototyping, and the integration of software

development steps and tools lead directly to a speeding up of the

development process, thereby resulting in productivity improvements and

reductions in cost. Emphasis on analysis and design specifications,

automation of error checking, and better control of the software

development process are likely to have a positive impact on software

quality and correctness. Finally, formalization and standardization of

software documentation and improvements in software portability

contribute to the reduction in maintenance costs of an information

system during the operation phase of its life cycle.

The following discussion reviews areas where CASE can contribute

significantly to improving software development productivity and

software quality. The review should make it clear that most of these

gains are made through comprehensive and integrated system development

environments. Such environments are the current stage of the evolution

of CASE systems.

2.2.2 Productivity

The majority of users of CASE are in business and the aerospace

industry. By far, from their point of view, the dominant issue in using

CASE today is its effectiveness in improving software development

productivity. Throughout all sectors of the economy demand is

increasing for automation supported by the requisite hardware and

software. This, in turn, has driven concern in software productivity.

The hardware "miracle" evinced by astronomical improvements in hardware
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capability and reduction in cost has focused attention on the labor

intensive software development side of the response to this market

[Brooks 1987, Chikofsky and Rubenstein 1987]. Not only has the

proportion of software to hardware costs risen, but actual absolute

software development costs have risen and are continuing to rise at

about 12% per year despite slowly improving productivity in this area.

The importance and value of significantly improving software development

productivity is underscored by looking at the numbers. Boehm estimates

software costs for 1985 to be $70 billion for the year in the US overall

and $140 billion worldwide [Boehm 1987]. By 1995 these figures will be

$225 billion and $450 billion, respectively. Even a conservative impact

of a 20% improvement in software productivity would be worth $45 billion

annually in the US in 1995 and $90 billion worldwide.

Existing CASE systems have already impacted significantly on software

development productivity. Because of the nature of the software

development process, and the fact that the manner and extent of use of

CASE is still evolving, much of the evidence for its impact is

perceptional [Norman and Nunamaker 1989), but reliable. CASE systems

appear to be delivering productivity improvements of 30% or better

[Stamps 1987] .

How does CASE provide these improvements 2 An answer to this question

can be found by first looking at factors impacting on software

productivity. Boehm has identified six branches in a software

productivity improvement tree [Boehm 1987] : getting the best from

people, making the steps in the software development process more
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efficient, eliminating steps, eliminating rework, building simpler

products, and reusing components. CASE, either in its currently

available forms or as part of an integrated project support environment

(IPSE), actually impacts or would impact directly in all but the first

of these, even though Boehm had identified the role of CASE in only two

of the branches from his literature survey. Boehm specifically calls

out the benefits of an integrated environment in the from of an IPSE

which makes software development steps more efficient through providing:

a set of common assumptions about the software process model or

method being supported by the tools;

an integrated project master database or persistent object base

serving as a unified repository;

support of the entire range of activities and users throughout

all phases the software development life cycle;

- a unified user interface;

- a critical-mass ensemble of tools covering significant project

activities; and

a computer communication architecture facilitating user access

to data and resources.

An integrated CASE would eliminate steps by automating the generation of

computer programs and documentation, and by providing quality assurance

functions, such as software standards checking and requirements and

design consistency checking. Boehm identifies specific CASE products as

front-end aids which eliminate rework by providing better visualization

of software requirements and design specification, more formal and
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unambiguous specifications, automated consistency and completeness

checking, and automated traceability of requirements to design. In some

products, CASE provides a capability for rapid prototyping which

contributes both to eliminating later requirements rework and to

building simpler products. Other products under current development

with analytic goals in mind provide a capability to simulate state

transition behavior in real time systems. Finally, an integrated CASE,

with access provided to a repository of completed and tested software

system components and modules from prior projects, would contribute to

improving productivity by allowing the reuse of the components and

modules without significant rewriting. It should be noted that much of

this last benefit would depend on the methodology and the software

development process model supported by the integrated CASE system. It

would also depend on the capability of the CASE system to recapture

design information about tested reusable components and modules in

programs which had not been originally developed with CASE.

2. 2. 3 Quality

Measuring the quality of the software developed is difficult. One

measure may be the rate of errors, but not all errors are equal. Errors

related to system correctness, that is, those which result from an

incorrect requirements specification or interpretation of those

requirements, and which occur early in the software development life

cycle, are more costly than errors in coding and implementation. There

are other aspects to software quality like clarity, understandability,

elegance of design, maintainability, etc., which are more subjective
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than objective in nature. The use of standards in the development shop

is one important way to help ensure quality. CASE systems do not bring

standards to a project, unless they have a strong artificial

intelligence underpinning for some specific application domain and

methodology. However, CASE systems do help maintain standards that have

already been put in place in the shop.

An aspect of many software systems overlooked in discussions of software

development productivity and quality is the degree to which both the

client setting the target software system requirements and the system

developer using the CASE environment are familiar with the domain of the

application under development. Many software systems developed in

studies of productivity have been business information systems for which

well understood manual versions have been around for centuries, or

projects like operating systems which are coming to be well understood

in the last few decades. A significant learning effect in software

development is known to exist, but its study has usually been limited to

teams of developers working on similar projects in tandem and the impact

of the experience they gain on productivity [Boehm 1973 ) . The impact on

quality, if studied at all, is assessed through the errors produced and

is mapped into a reduction of effort and resources needed to produce the

system, that is, a productivity measure. It should be clear, however,

the developer's knowledge and familiarity with the domain of the

application system being developed or maintained would have a impact on

the various dimensions of quality. It may be noted that, in cases where

working older code exists and must be maintained or upgraded, such

knowledge may be partially acquired through reverse engineering of the
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application.

Many of the new applications being developed for software systems in

medical and other highly advanced technical areas, like aerospace,

however, are often in domains for which there exist no previous systems,

manual or automated, performing precisely the same functions at the same

level of complexity. Though a completely new system is rarely

encountered, and even the newest applications borrows functionality from

existing systems, the client is still the primary source for knowledge

and experience about the system. For such systems, productivity is not

as important an issue as system correctness. The developer, therefore,

must concentrate on the quality aspects of the software. CASE systems

are useful here because of correctness and consistency checking

functions which are applied as the requirements get translated into

design and architectural specifications and then get implemented in

code. CASE systems may also provide a capability for rapid prototyping

by which the client can assess the appropriateness of the given

requirements specifications and introduce changes. CASE systems also

help by removing concern about redundant tasks thereby allowing the

developer to concentrate on the unique aspects of the software under

development.

2. 3 CASE Evolution

2. 3. 1 Approaches and Trends in CASE

CASE has its historic roots in the single tools like assemblers and

compilers, with linker-loaders, used to produce executable programs
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[Wasserman 1987). These evolved into interactive programming

environments supporting a specific language, e.g. Interlisp [Barstow et

al. 1984]. Such environments have been most useful for programming-in

the-small activities such as editing, interpreting, compiling,

executing, and debugging [Henderson 1987). However, they had not

covered the full range of the software development life cycle -- they

focused on the "back end" of the life cycle where coding and

implementation takes place. In addition, they did not adequately

address the issues of programming-in-the-large, which involves the

construction of large information systems from many modules, and

programming-in-the-many, which involves large multi-programmer projects

requiring change and version control, configuration management,

communication, and other project management support, if at all.

Current CASE research and available products, on the other hand, have

moved on to address the life cycle "front end" through toolkits,

workbenches, and methodology companions [McClure 1987b). CASE systems

oriented towards the early part of the software development life cycle

are sometimes also referred to as upperCASE, to distinguish them from

lowerCASE systems oriented towards coding. Most of the front-end

products tend to support software development at various stages of the

life cycle focusing on requirements analyses, design, and partial code

generation for data structures, screens, and reports. A few others

focus on project management and documentation. The latter are typically

frameworks of the IPSE family with few, if any, software development

tools provided leaving the user with the task of customizing the system

with tools already in use.
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the exponential growth of commercially available

CASE tools based on products described in an industry wide directory

[CASE 1988a). This directory published in May 1988 listed 133 vendors

with approximately 207 CASE and CASE related products. The graph also

shows growth in three mutually exclusive categories of back-end, front

end and full life cycle tools. The rate of growth of back-end tools has

begun to decrease to the benefit of the other two categories.

Increasingly, however, research and discussions of CASE are concerned

with integration aspects of CASE. Much of this trend can be seen in

the emphases on "full-cycle" tools in recent years, as well as in the

several categorizations of CASE tools and their environments provided by

researchers [Wasserman 1987, McClure 1987b, Henderson 1987, Dart et al

1987, Ellison 1988). Though each categorization may emphasize the

specific characteristics of interest to the researcher, some overlapping

does occur. Three of the categorizations, those by Wasserman, McClure,

and Henderson, capture the flavors of the variations presented by most

researchers.

At a time when researchers in the CASE field were struggling to

understand the various visages of CASE, [Wasserman 1987] categorized

CASE according to five generations distinguished directly along the

dimension of integration: language translators, programming

environments, life cycle tools, integrated programming support

environments, and comprehensive system development environments.

Language translators are the standalone assemblers and compilers that
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translate symbolic languages to machine language. Programming

environments provide integrated tools aimed at the execution of programs

written in a single language; some of these environments are quite

sophisticated and provide a broad array of program development and

runtime facilities. Life cycle tools address development tasks other

than programming; they are typically independent of one another as each

would address a separate task, such as requirements analyses, design,

testing, or project management. Life cycle tools, however, may

communicate through files in a common operating system. Integrated

programming support environments include a suite of tools able to share

a "project database" which the tools can access and update; thus,

program development tools may utilize information placed in the database

by analysis and design tools. Comprehensive system development

environments are the next generation of CASE environments aimed at a

"womb to tomb" coverage of the system development process in both

technical software development tasks (analysis, design, coding, and

testing) and management tasks (proposal preparation, cost estimation,

configuration management, project history maintenance, etc.).

Integrated project support environment (IPSE) capabilities are included

here. These categories are well defined and mutually exclusive leaving

little ambiguity as to which generation a CASE product would belong.

Wasserman has also categorized CASE systems by their architecture

[Wasserman 1989). They can be either vertical or horizontal. Vertical

tools support specific activities in a single software development life

cycle phase, such as analysis or design. They include tools for

prototyping, , data modeling, code generation and reengineering or
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restructuring. Horizontal tools support activities across the life

cycle; they include individual and project planning tools.

The McClure categorization of CASE into toolkits, workbenches, and

methodology companions provides a convenient reference for understanding

the current state of the art in available tools [McClure 1987b). This

breakout focuses on the life cycle support generation of tools

identified above with some overlap into programming environments and

IPSE. CASE toolkits -- the simplest types of CASE tools -- are sets of

integrated tools automating one task or phase of the software

development life cycle, such as analysis or design. CASE workbenches

are combinations of toolkits intended to cover the entire life cycle.

Workbenches are most effective when the output of one tool can be used

directly as input into another tool with the differences among the tools

hidden by a common user interface. Their final product should be an

executable system with documentation. A CASE methodology companion

provides assistance for a particular software aevelopment methodology

such as Yourdon-DeMarco Structured Analysis or Jackson Structured

Design; a methodology companion may be either a toolkit or a workbench.

My experience has been that most methodology companions are typically

toolkits advertised as "workbenches", though not under the same

definition of workbench proposed by McClure. With the exception of the

Yourdon-DeMarco-Constantine Structured Analysis/Structured Design

(SA/SD) methodology, most other methodologies have only a single

proponent or commercial vendor who has insufficient resources to develop

a full workbench system according to McClure's definition.
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McClure decomposes the toolkit and workbench categorizations further

[McClure 1987a). Toolkits are divided into analyst, designer,

analysis/design, data design, programmer, maintenance, project

management, and framework toolkits. Frameworks are of particular

interest to this work; their purpose is to provide an infrastructure for

tool integration, management and customization. Frameworks are built on

an open architecture which allows the incremental addition of new tools

and tools from different sources. For example, McClure describes

Atherton Technology's Software Backplane and Softlabs's Maestro as

frameworks. Workbenches are divided into program specification and code

generator workbenches. These two differ in that the first results in

high level graphical program specifications and database or file

definitions stored in an automated repository which may be interfaceable

to a code generator, while the second uses high level program

specifications to output executable source code and documentation.

Other technical characteristics or dimensions by which these categories

are classified are also of interest. They can all be classified by (a)

the hardware environment and operating system used, (b) the methodology

supported, and (c) the application class of the target systems which can

be developed, e.g. real time, online, high volume transaction

processing, or the programming language used. Both toolkits and

workbenches can also be classified by the openness of their

architecture, i.e. open or alternative interfaces for the "front end" or

the "back end". Furthermore, workbenches can be classified by

characteristics of the CASE information repository. For example,
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- is the repository centralized on a mainframe or server or is it

distributed to local workstations;

- is the mechanism by which it is implemented a dictionary, a

database management system, or a knowledge base; and

— does it merely interface with the workbench or is it integrated

at some level like a common user interface, data

transferability between tools, or a single system

representation available to all phases of the software

development life cycle such that a change made to some

information impacts throughout and changes all affected

objects appropriately 2

The last characteristic represents a useful view of different levels of

integration which may be applied to discussions below. As an aside, it

may be noted that CASE researchers today have come to view a repository

as representing something more than a mere data dictionary. The modern

repository does include a knowledge base in the form of rules for

relating software development objects. It also allows for integration

of views of these objects between various tools.

Finally, methodology companions can be classified by the level of

support provided. The level of support begins at automated production

of documentation, then automated guidance through the methodology itself

by help screens, menus, and checking mechanisms, and, lastly, an

automated design process with the methodology driven by an artificially

intelligent or expert system.
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Henderson does not attempt to define mutually exclusive categories.

Rather he starts with developing a perspective on approaches to CASE,

and, more importantly, to integrating design and programming

environments, based on issues [Henderson 1987). These are posed in

terms of environments for programming-in-the-small, programming-in-the

large, and the full software engineering life cycle; integrated vs.

independent tool environments; multi-user vs. single user environments;

multiparadigm environments; and user interfaces. He has evolved these

into a more straightforward set of three dimensions [Henderson and

Notkin 1987] :

- software development and maintenance activities;

- domain of the supported target software systems under

development; and

- mechanisms characterizing the environment's internal and

external organization.

Approaching design and programming environments from these dimensions

leads to an identification of some current needs for pushing forward

their evolution.

2. 3.2 Evolutionary Needs for CASE Environments

In analyzing environments under the dimensions they identified,

Henderson and Notkin reach several important conclusions. In the

activity dimension, successful environments to date have focused on a

narrow and related set of development activities; there has been no
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clear-cut demonstration of the ability to manage information

successfully across all activities in a broader environment. However,

the broader environments are more desirable in order to lower software

development costs and facilitate the tracking of debugging and changes

in requirements throughout the software development life cycle.

In the domain dimension, a single environment may not be suitable for

all domains, just as a single programming language is not suitable for

all tasks. As software developers come to gain experience in dealing

with an expanded range of domains, it will become necessary to consider

environments which simultaneously support multiple domains.

Handcrafting environments for each domain, as has already been done

successfully, is expensive; developing environments for widely varying

domains cannot yet be done cost-effectively.

In the mechanism dimension, external structures determine the user's

style of interaction with the design and programming environment; in

turn, internal structures impact on the environment's composition. As a

result, internal mechanisms are generally developed in response to

desired external mechanisms and needs. Another conclusion is that

separating the mechanisms from policy gives an implementor maximum

freedom in using them; this is seen as beneficial. Also, the costs of

developing environments would be reduced if mechanisms were available

for reuse. Finally, at the current state of the art, specific

mechanisms are needed in database support and tool integration. In the

database area, Henderson and Notkin identify a need for supporting rich

type models, multiple representations, and versioning. In tool
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integration, they identify a need for a simple and ubiquitous model of a

set of general tool integration mechanisms that would allow the easy

gluing together of representations of software entities into an

environment on an as needed basis.

These conclusions put forward the idea of an environment architecture,

or type of meta-environment or metasystem, which would be a platform for

constructing design and programming environments more simply and quickly

than is possible today. Joining this idea with the notion that no

single environment is appropriate for all software development problems,

we can put forward the requirement for a tailorable framework for

integrating CASE tools. The user developing a software system would

thereby have extensive flexibility In defining the methodology and

software entities to be used.

2. 3. 3 Problems Encountered in CASE

Any blueprint for improving CASE should not ignore weaknesses in current

CASE systems and the reasons for their failures when adopted by an

organization. The causes for CASE failures can be categorized as

extrinsic, that is, related more to the organization rather than the

tools themselves, or intrinsic to the tool architecture and CASE system

behavior.

Extrinsic causes include: a lack of methodology standards in the

organization; a lack of standards in data nomenclature and data

structure in the organization's existing software; confusion about what
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the CASE tool does or can do; misuse of the tool; an emphasis on the

tool as the whole solution; poor problem definition; lack of training in

use of the tool; lack of training in appropriate analysis and design

methodologies; ignoring the importance of good project management;

unwillingness to change; indecision as to how to employ the tool in a

project; and a perception of the CASE system as a risk, especially in

light of the high initial costs of acquisition and training. These

problems cannot be solved by any CASE system and must be handled through

organizational and management solutions.

Intrinsic problems and limitations of CASE tools include: poorly

integrated tools; poor documentation; insufficient functionality in the

tool; inability of the tool to highlight poor problem definition and

requirements and design inconsistencies; incomplete life cycle

coverage; lack of support for project management functions; lack of

linkage between existing project management functions provided and the

software development functions; inconsistent user interfaces among

tools; limited text capture; inadequate consistency checking across

project phases; limited data gathering and lack of metrics for project

management functions such as cost-estimation and for software

development functions such as testing and program performance. Many of

these intrinsic problems can be solved by appropriate integration of

CASE tools. The CASE problem here is the lack of a model and an

appropriate approach for CASE integration.

One important intrinsic limitation of CASE relates to an ultimate goal

of providing a system cradle to grave software development tool. That
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is, there is still a gap between the high level human interface at the

front end of the software development process and the interface required

to actually generate executable code (CASE 1988b). Suggestions for

solutions appear to follow two general approaches: (1) formalizing and

constraining program specification within a particular application

domain; or (2) supporting the CASE environment with expert system rules

based on the specific application domain and target environment. The

first approach would do much to constrain the flexibility of the front

end, forcing the interface closer to looking like programming, and

therefore is unlikely to be acceptable to users. The second requires a

better understanding of how to integrate it into the CASE environment.

Again, the problem may be seen as the lack of a model and an appropriate

approach for CASE integration.

Another important limitation for CASE has been that typically only

systems developed in CASE have been maintained with CASE, thereby

receiving the benefits of CASE. Maintenance of systems developed

without CASE usually continues independently of the CASE tool.

Integrating a reverse engineering capability into the tool would help

extend the use of CASE.

2. 4 CASE Integration Requirements

What desirable capabilities are to be found in a fully integrated CASE

environment 7

Comprehensive CASE is an advanced data-intensive application with highly
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tentative, iterative, multistage, and multi-view data modeling needs.

Similar requirements are found in CAD/CAM systems. A review of proposed

solutions [Katz et al. 1984, Katz et al. 1987, Ketabchi et al 1987) for

CAD/CAM environments has been helpful in identifying a set of useful

capabilities for integrated CASE environments which many existing CASE

products are beginning to possess. These desirable capabilities fall in

the general areas summarized in Table 2. 1. The first ten are discussed

more fully elsewhere [Usowicz 1988]. The last is the subject of this

study.

Table 2. 1

Desired Capabilities of a Fully Integrated CASE Environment

1. Storage of large variable length objects, e.g. code, text,
document.

2. History/versioning mechanisms:
a • Storage of multiple versions of objects and

relationships.
b. Version control and configuration management for system

under design.
C - Version/derivation graphs.
d. Re-creation of any previous state in the development

process.

3. Modeling of software entities as objects:
a • Multiple representations of software entities.
b. User capability to extend existing object-base schema.
C. Full abstract data types under local control of the

user with inheritance of object properties through a
type hierarchy.

d. Support of lattice relationships among objects.
6 * Inheritance of properties through the lattice.
f. Bidirectional inheritance mechanisms.

4. User interface:

a • Standard and consistent user interface for all existing
and newly added tools in environment.

b. Graphically oriented interface in a windowing
environment.

C - Associative access to object base.
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5. Shared database/repository:
a • Shared object database among tools.
b. Shared database among environments within a project.
C. Access to database across projects and to a library of

reusable objects.
d. (Networked) multi-user support for concurrent access to

object base.

6. Consistency checking and enforcement:
a • Mechanisms for checking consistency within a tool's

rules and constraints.

b. Tolerance for partial consistency within a tool until a
software development transaction is closed on

completion.
C - Mechanisms for checking consistency and determining

degree of partial consistency across tools with
different views/types of objects representing directly
related or the same software entities.

d. Mechanisms for coercing consistency among objects with
different views/types in different tools.

e. Mechanisms for allowing user selectable and definable
rules for establishing relationships and consistency
rules to generate the different views/types of objects
across tools.

7. Implementation and execution of design.
a • Generation of code or code skeletons.

b. User definition of program design language.
C. Generation of prototypes of systems under design.

8. Tool portability:
a • Integration of new tools from user's environment into

the CASE environment.

b. Tool/environment portability to different input/output
hardware and operating systems.

9. Knowledge bases:
a • Generic and application domain specific rules for a

standard analysis and design methodology.
b. Application domain specific for code generation.

10. Project management:
a • Project directory organization.
b. Document and report management.
C. Project management tools with work/task breakdowns.
d. Integrated project task monitoring, productivity data

gathering, and forecasting database.

11. Reverse engineering of existing software:
a • Design recovery of design objects for restructuring,

reengineering, and reuse.
b. Requirements recovery for verification and

reengineering.
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What would be the minimum requirements for a fully integrated

CASE environment? In addition to the standard user interface and

the needed central repository for the object database,

integration should provide the following advanced functions as

minimum requirements.

(a) Integration should support user specified customization

of the environment's tools and/or the addition of new tools.

It should specifically support those that have impact on or

are impacted by operations on objects in the object database

as would be carried out in other tools as part of an

analysis and design methodology, e.g. those that involve

transformations of views of objects from one tool to

another.

(b) Integration should ensure consistency in different views

of any object when either a "standard" or a user specified

methodology is followed by the environment's user

(system/analyst) from tool to tool in the development

process, e.g. ensuring bidirectional consistency of

transformations.

(c) Integration should support reuse of both design and

requirements specifications.

(d) Integration should provide mechanisms for monitoring and

determining the degree of progress toward completion of
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system development.

Reverse engineering is involved with all of these aspects of CASE

integration. Integrating reverse engineering into a CASE

environment requires the preexistence of an analysis and design

methodology. The methodology determines content and form

requirements for the design objects which must be recovered. The

SA/SD structure chart has been identified as an appropriate tool

within a standard methodology for presenting design recovery.

Rules do exist for forward transformation of requirements to the

structure chart and of the elements of SD, including the

structure chart, to code. In support of the second requirement

for ensuring bidirectional consistency, rules can be developed

for the reverse direction. Rules for reverse engineering of code

back to structure charts are developed in this study. Rules for

reverse engineering back to requirements can be part of a follow

up study. The potential of reverse engineering contributing to

the third requirement for support of reuse should be self

evident. The application of the reverse transformations to

bexisting code would provide candidates for reuse. Finally, if

project data is available is available for the system undergoing

reverse engineering, there is the potential for providing

calibration for the last minimum requirement of CASE integration

identified above.
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3.0 Concepts for Reverse Engineering

3. 1 The Context for Design Recovery

3.1.1. Overview and Taxonomy

The extent of the problem associated with maintenance of existing

software has already been indicated in the Introduction. Maintenance of

existing code presents difficulties because much of the documentation

associated with the original development of this software is

inconsistent with the final source code implemented. The design

documents do not reflect modifications made to the software and do not

have a design representation consistent with the methodology in use in

the maintenance shop.

The programmers who wrote the code, and who could explain it, are long

gone. Thus the code itself becomes the only reliable documentation of

what the software system actually does. The resulting difficulties in

program maintenance lead to the great commitment of resources indicated.

CASE cannot impact greatly and positively on reducing the resources

required in maintenance through its productivity gains unless the

software systems already developed can be integrated into the CASE tools

available through reverse engineering.

There are a number of definitions used in the context of reverse

engineering software based on [Chikofsky and Cross 1990) and [Bigerstaff

1989) which will help clarify the issues. They are given below:
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Forward engineering follows the direction of traditional software

development life cycle from analysis and requirements

specification through architectural and detailed design to coding

and implementation of a software system.

Reverse engineering involves analyzing the software system

components and their interrelationships, then creating a

representation of the system at a higher level of abstraction

which is less implementation dependent. Reverse engineering does

not change the programs and components of the software system.

The concept of reverse engineering can encompass both the

regeneration of design artifacts from the program code and the

deciphering of requirements specifications from the design.

Redocumentation is a subset of reverse engineering in which a

semantically equivalent representation of the system is created at

the same level of abstraction. Neither the functionality in terms

of external behavior nor the semantics of the system are changed.

An example of this at the design level would be if a Warnier-Orr

diagram were redone as a Jackson System Development (JSD) data

structure diagram which is semantically equivalent. The closest,

albeit incomplete, semantic equivalent to a structure chart would

be a module dependency graph augmented with a listing of the

module interface specifications.

Design recovery is a subset of reverse engineering which applies a
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set of heuristic rules to the program code and any available

documentation to produce the design artifacts needed at a higher

level of abstraction which allow a person to understand the what,

how, and why of the program. The rules are developed from a

general knowledge about the problem and application domains, and

from the designer's personal experience. The use of rules adds a

degree of consistency and reproducibility to the process. The

[Chikofsky and Cross 1990] definition is slightly looser since it

does not require that a set of rules be applied to adding "domain

knowledge, external information, and deduction or fuzzy

reasoning ... to observations of the subject system to identify

higher level abstractions beyond those obtained directly by

examining the system itself."

Restructuring, like redocumentation, is accomplished at the same

level of abstraction and does not change the external behavior of

the system in terms of functionality. However, the

representational forms are changed and the system may be reshaped

to the extent that the meaning of what is done is affected. For

example, at the coding level, If statements may be changed to Case

statements. At the data model level, data normalization rules may

be applied. At the architectural design level, information hiding

principles may be applied to data that had been available

globally. Restructuring does not of itself imply any reverse

engineering unless the existing documentation for the higher

levels of abstraction is either missing or inconsistent with the

implementation.
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Reengineering includes both reverse engineering of a system and

its restructuring to a new form. Reengineering may go beyond

restructuring by adding new functionality to the system. In the

latter case reverse engineering would have to be first carried

back to requirements specification. In this sense it combines

both forward and reverse engineering,

Maintenance of software systems usually requires either restructuring or

reengineering. For example, it is common to require that system be

ported over to a new technological environment, or that it must be

recoded into a different language. The first is an example of

restructuring, the second of reengineering. In either situation the

programmer-analysts must turn to the existing design level

representation of the system first to support these maintenance

activities. Another common maintenance task is to add new functionality

to the system. A software engineer would become involved in integrating

the new requirements specification into the design specification. Now,

if, as we pointed out above, the common situation prevails, existing

documentation is inconsistent or the system has not been originally

developed with a CASE tool, and now, for the sake of future

productivity, it must be integrated into one, the software engineer must

proceed through the process of design recovery.

Design recovery recreates design abstractions based on several sources

of information: the code itself, existing design documentation, and the

general and specific knowledge and experience of the software engineers
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performing the recovery [Bigerstaff 1989). With the reliability of

existing documentation in doubt, two sources remain. Therefore, using

the nomenclature presented in this section, we can restate the purpose

of this study as developing means for supporting design recovery from

existing code. This information derived is then integrated with a

specific CASE tool, the Structure Chart Editor (SCE) of Software through

Pictures (StP), which will allow the software engineer to add his or her

domain knowledge about the problem and application. The point at which

defined heuristic rules cease to be applied and the software engineer's

art comes into play is clearly delineated in this approach. SCE also

has the capability of acting as the graphical interface for displaying

and restructuring the system architecture with module interrelationships

and communication.

3. l.2 Goals of Reverse Engineering Software

[Chikofsky and Cross 1990] identify six key objectives for reverse

engineering:

(1) Allow decision makers in the software development process to

better cope with system complexity by providing a way to

extract relevant information for controlling the process in

combination with a CASE environment.

(2) Facilitate the generation or regeneration of alternative

graphical views of the system.
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(3) Recover design information lost during the evolution of large,

long-lived systems.

(4) Detect unintended ramifications and side effects before users

report them as bugs.

(5) Synthesize higher abstraction levels for viewing the system,

possibly with the aid of expert-system technology.

(6) Facilitate reuse by helping detect candidates in present

systems.

The characteristics of a reverse engineering tool for design recovery

which would support these objectives would minimally provide the

following after analysis of the system code:

- a design object database which can be used to provide

information for alternative views of the system,

specifically in a form compatible to a CASE environment,

- specific information in the database on

system architecture in terms of modules and

their interrelationships, and

data visibility in the system,

- an interface for the graphical presentation and restructuring of

the design information in a CASE environment.

If the above database, the information, and presentation interface are
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not integrated with a CASE tool, the reverse engineering tool would

directly support the second and third objectives of reverse engineering,

as well as partially support the first. Even while lacking an automated

expert-system foundation, a reverse engineering tool, integrated with a

CASE tool, with a flexible interface which allows manipulation and

restructuring of the graphical design representation, would, in

conjunction with the domain expertise of software engineer, support all

six of the above objectives.

3. 1. 3 Issues Related to Target Languages

The pertinent issues related to the languages in which existing software

is written are a language's support for modularization and for

information hiding, or its inverse, the visibility and scope of

variables throughout the program code. The value of a reverse

engineering tool which focuses on these issues could be best

demonstrated by applying it to source code written in a language which

has support for these concepts. The language C, for which there is much

existing code developed prior to CASE, has mechanisms to support these

concepts through functions, function arguments, and local and global

variables. A programmer can also easily use it in a manner which

ignores the benefits of these mechanisms. Therefore, it was selected as

a good example for demonstrating the approach. Indeed, C has

interesting aspects in this respect since it provides several levels to

modularization and variable visibility at both function and file

boundaries. It also raises issues with respect to function or procedure

visibility. All of these would be addressed in the follow-up versions
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of the tool.

Another issue is the degree to which reusability would be supported by

reverse engineering the code of any language. The tool would help

identify developed and tested modules in existing source code for

inclusion in a system development library. There are some interesting

statistics with regard to reusability. Capers Jones has quantified the

amount of redundancy in software systems which can benefit from

reusability. He estimates 75%, 50%, and 70% of application programs,

systems programs, and telecommunications programs, respectively, contain

identical functions [Jones 1986). The implication in these statistics

is that reverse engineering which helps identify identical functions

could have a significant role in supporting reusability.

3.2 Current Research in Reverse Engineering

3.2.1 Categorization of Current Tools

A loose classification of commercial reverse engineering tools was given

in [Bigerstaff 1989). The categories included: test coverage analyzers;

debuggers and execution monitors; source-to-source translators; cross

reference facilities; code reformaters, pretty printers, and

restructurers; structure and metric analyzers; file comparators; and

CASE-oriented reverse engineering (and reengineering) tools. The names

are fairly self-explanatory and provide a flavor of the functions these

tools perform. We shall look at them in two broad categories: (1)

maintenance and debugging tools which are, more or less, stand alone

tools in purpose and use, and (2) design recovery databases which have
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the potential for providing extensive design information in support of

the objectives of reverse engineering mentioned above. The

characteristics of interest are a tool's emphasis on code structure, the

graphical display of module dependencies, and the identification of

control and data flows in the program, as through techniques like

program slicing [Weiser 1984), and the relating of the flows to

communication among the modules.

In general, the tools available may focus either on the detailed code

structure and use graphical displays to aid in restructuring, or on the

architecture and use graphical displays of module dependencies. Data

flows are not shown in conjunction with module dependencies as they

would be in a structure chart. [Oman 1990) illustrates the output of

several of these tools; [Hanna 1990] also lists and discusses a number

of representative commercial restructuring/reengineering tools within

the context of the Chikofsky and Cross taxonomy. A very relevant

statement made by Hanna is that "in the area of design recovery, no

products fully meet Chikofsky's definition."

3.2. 2 Maintenance and Debugging Tools

A number of existing maintenance and debugging tools have reverse

engineering capability. They provide either a textual or graphic

representation of the code structure, though some only produce a

database which may be used to support other tools which can provide such

representations. They operate by parsing code, but some may also

provide browsers to allow the user to help identify structures
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interactively. None provide a structure chart of the type used in

Structured Design showing the visibility of data and variables in the

code, but some represent the code structure and module dependencies with

tree graphics. Examples of providers of textual, graphic, and database

representations we can look at are Cflow and Ctags, PECAN, MicroScope,

and some commercial systems.

Cflow and its predecessor, Ctags, are programs available on Unix. Cflow

provides a textual output file giving locations of functions and

typedefs for C code in a group of files. Several options are available

on how this information is presented. Nonetheless, it is targeted at a

specific language and provides very limited information.

3. 2. 2. 1 PECAN

PECAN is a family of program development systems making extensive use of

the windowing and high-resolution graphics power available on today's

personal workstations [Reiss 1984]. The PECAN systems provide program,

semantic, and execution views of a user's program.

The program views are visual representations of the program's abstract

syntax tree. They include a syntax-directed editor and a declaration

editor providing textual representations, and a Nassi-Schneiderman flow

chart as a graphical representation. A planned program view will

support a procedure-level (module) connection diagram.

The semantic views include an incrementally maintained scoped symbol
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table, a display of the currently edited data type, a graphical display

of the expression tree under current focus for editing, and a graphical

display of a dynamically updated flowchart. The user can point to

different locations within these views in order to establish a focus for

editing.

The execution views include control, program, and data views. The

execution control view shows the current execution state of the program

through a display of error messages and a full transcript of program

input and output; it also allows reversal of program execution, stepping

through statements, and the insertion of breakpoints. Execution can be

monitored in the program views through a highlighting of statement being

executed. Execution can also be monitored in the semantic flow graph

view. The data view is obtained through a display of the current

execution stack and variable values.

The issue with systems like PECAN is whether they provide an appropriate

level of granularity needed for design recovery. PECAN's views are very

detailed and focus on the statement debugging level of programming.

Design recovery, on the other hand, is accomplished within the context

of programming in the large with a focus on the system modular

architecture.

3.2.2.2 MicroScope

MicroScope, a product of research at Hewlett-Packard, is a collection of

tools designed to analyze and monitor programs written in Common Lisp
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and the Common Objects extension to it [Ambras and O'Day 1988].

Features of this system, however, should be applicable to conventional

languages. MicroScope is presented as a knowledge-based programming

environment. It acquires new knowledge by template-based parsing of

well-structured source code and storing it in frames. Other kinds of

knowledge, such as cross-reference information and annotations are

stored in different kinds of frames. During the initial program

analyses, text and other items with structure are placed in active

regions on the screen and selected interactively with a mouse. During

maintenance, the programmer can navigate through a graphical

representation of the module structure and then explode or zoom in on

details. Such static analysis can thus be used to assess the impact of

proposed changes to the program.

Poorly structure programs, on the other hand, can be studied by running

them. MicroScope analyzes the execution state provided by the runtime

system, itself, detecting events and creating the execution history as

the program runs. A history browser can then be used to show all

function calls and exits, display source code linked to the execution

history, or identify if a specified event was triggered in an execution.

Maintenance programmers tended not to use this capability of MicroScope.

Many features of MicroScope which were discussed in the paper have not

yet been implemented. For example, future enhancements include

implementing impact analyses of changes and flow analyses through a

technique called program slicing [Weiser 1984].

Program slicing allows the tracing of statements which contribute to an
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event or affect the values associated with an object. It is useful in

debugging. However, it does not provide sufficient information for

identifying interactions among objects in different modules [Chen and

Ramamoorthy 1986].

The authors of the MicroScope paper identify several important lessons

from their research. The first is the criticality of a user interface,

specifically in using a natural and appealing graphical view of the

program structure, in terms of functions and files. The second is

understanding the needs of maintenance programmers through planning

design and evaluating tool effectiveness in addressing those needs.

Finally, a third lesson is that execution speed of program analysis and

response time on queries is very important.

3.2.2. 3 Commercial Systems

Software analysis and design tool development is an area in which the

research work done by industry appears to be significantly ahead of work

done in an academic environment. Information about the mechanisms

implementing these tools tends to be proprietary even after the tool is

announced in the marketplace. Therefore, this information is difficult

to obtain. One recent survey (CASE 1988) identified thirteen products

with reverse engineering facilities; another more recent one [Hanna

1990] identified thirty-five products, including some of the thirteen in

the earlier survey. No generally accepted approach is demonstrated

among these tools. All require some form of intervention, often as

extensive interaction, from the software engineer in order to produce
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specification diagrams and documents in the reverse engineering

direction. Many also support forward engineering -- some with little or

no interaction required.

Several produce structure charts, but it is not clear from the

information provided whether these are the Structured Design (SD)

variety. Much of the literature tends to confuse hierarchy charts or

simple dependency graphs with these. American Management Systems, Inc.,

Life-Cycle Productivity System - System Implementor component, and

Tektronix, Inc., TekCASE Designer, look about the most promising in this

respect. The former reverse engineers COBOL code and the latter C

source. Only TekCASE Designer is specific in noting that it supports

the structure chart notation desired. Other tools, which admit to

needing interaction, include Adpac's PM/SS, Advanced Technology

International's SuperCASE, and Language Technology's Recoder.

Some are highly specialized in what they do or the kind of environment

they support. Though it does provide module dependency graphs,

Battlemap and its companion, Analysis of Complexity Tool, [McCabe 1989)

focus on the detailed code structure and present a specialized "module

flow" graph which is used in conjunction with the McCabe approach to

cyclomatic complexity analysis. RE-SPEC reverse engineers design

specifications, e.g. module calling structures, for the EPOS Engineering

and Project-management Oriented Support System, which is a CASE

environment [Lempp and Torick 1988].
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3.2.3 Design Recovery Databases

There is one design recovery database worth discussing, the C

Information Abstractor (CIA) [Chen and Ramamoorthy 1986], [Chen et al.

1990]. It identifies and stores data about the location and contents of

software objects and their relations to other objects in a C language

program. The conceptual data model for the this database includes

entities for files, functions, data types, global variables, and defined

constants (macros) -- all of which comprise references to objects

defined outside of a function boundary. The database may be queried by

INGRESS or by a set of programs forming an Information Viewer which is

specifically targeted a C programs. The database thus established can

be used by a graphics package to display multiple views of the program

thereby facilitating the task of understanding programs. Like the other

tools reviewed, it has only been used to show module dependencies

graphically and no more. Other areas where such a database would be

useful are software reuse, software metrics, and identifying ripple

effects for software restructuring.

Plans for extensions to CIA include structured comments linked to

objects, formal comment attributes which organize the contents of the

comments and are recognizable to the parser, incremental updating of the

database with a mechanism similar to that of Makefile in UNIX, and

abstraction on other textual forms.
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3.2. 4 Conclusions

Most the tools available can be used to recover module dependency, i.e.

invocation, information and to present it graphically in a hierarchy

chart. However, they do not provide the full visibility of

communication between modules in the structure chart sense of showing

data and control couples and their direction. It is retrieving this

particular aspect of the design that is the primary objective of this

dissertation effort.

From this review, three other areas in design recovery can also be

identified as needing further research and development at the present

time. These are: (a) the degree to which reverse engineering tools

must be and should be hardcoded for a specific source code language; (b)

the appropriate graphic representation which should be provided for

design specification; and (c) the timing and degree of interaction

required of the software engineer during the reverse engineering

process.

A significant characteristic of the tools above is that each is very

language specific. The required parsing of source code, when done, is

hardcoded into the tool. In most cases, these parsers are not as

detailed and complex as the compilers for the target languages.

However, the issue of hardcoding appears to be unavoidable, since these

are syntax directed tools, and each language's syntax is different. It

may appear desirable to develop a reverse engineering tool in which any

language could be specified easily and quickly in terms of generic
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modular function characteristics of the language's syntax. Indeed, with

the growing proliferation of special purpose languages, this would be a

desirable facility in CASE tool for both forward and reverse engineering

directions. Its major advantage would be the flexibility given the

tool, that is, that it can be customized quickly to the software at

hand. The countering argument is that the productivity payoff in

reverse engineering lies in attacking existing software systems, most of

which have been coded from a highly limited set of high-level languages,

i.e. COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/1, and C. Since the set is limited, it can be

argued that reverse engineering tool development should concentrate on

achieving effectiveness and efficiency through a high degree of

compatibility with code written in these languages -- as would be

possible through hardcoding the syntax. A balancing argument is that

there are specific principles on which good software engineering is

based -- among them are abstraction, modularity, information hiding,

functional decomposition, cohesiveness of functionality, top-down

hierarchical / structured ordering, etc. -- and that specializing the

tool for a language that allows the violation of these principles would

tend to obscure, rather than highlight, bad design. However, it is not

at all clear from the above research whether a generic approach based on

abstracting key module characteristics of a language is feasible; it

remains to be demonstrated. Here we attempt to make a start in this

direction by applying the syntax associated with functions in C to an

abstracted C grammar.

The second area needing further research is the most effective

representation to use for software design. Today this answer depends
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more on the training and experience of the individual software design

engineer than on solid scientific studies or on the accumulated

experience of the discipline, as it is in other engineering areas. The

trend among the tools is toward graphical representation of the code at

the modular function level. Finer granularity is provided in tools

which are used for debugging. Reverse engineering, on the other hand,

is performed on source code which has been correctly compiled and,

presumably, has been tested, debugged, and in use for some time. The

objective is not debugging the code, but, rather, either to identify

reusable modules or to reengineer old, unstructured, unmaintainable code

and systems. A level of granularity at the modular function level is

appropriate for the first objective and provides a good starting point

for the second. Structure charts developed within the context of the

Structured Design methodology are the appropriate graphical

representation here.

Finally, the timing and degree of interaction required of the software

engineer which source code is reverse-engineered hinges on both

knowledge base and productivity issues. The knowledge base issues

center on what information about the source code language can or cannot

be made available to the tool. For most languages, knowledge to find

module boundaries and dependencies can be expressed fairly straight

forwardly, perhaps even abstracted into a generalized specification.

The identification of the module interface, specifically global coupling

and the parameters passed back and forth, is more complicated and

requires some knowledge about the syntactic rules of the target

language. This study uses C as an example. Rules are developed for
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extracting this information from the code. However, even though the

rules may identify all parameters in the module interface and establish

a most likely type and direction, the parameter type and direction may

still be indeterminate, since a variable's usage in a calling module and

as a parameter in a subordinate module may leave its role ambiguous.

Such a determination would require interaction with the software

engineer who would read the source code and make the appropriate

selection. Consider a case where a variable is set or initialized in a

calling module because it must always have a value. Under normal rules

of usage, when it is used as a parameter, its implicit directionality is

to the subordinate module; however, if the subordinate module does not

use the value and only assigns a new value to the parameter under

certain, but not all, conditions, the actual directionality is reversed.

Complex rules may be worked out for this particular example, but it just

may be more effective to use the capabilities of the software engineer

and to allow him or her to identify the correct directionality.

Determining type as data or control is more complicated, since not all

control couples are logical variable types and not all logical variables

are control couples; intervention from the software engineer is

unavoidable here. It is the objective of this study to demonstrate that

a set of heuristic rules can be developed to recover, at the minimum,

architectural level structure information and a reasonable

representation of communication. The rules would allow this to happen

with consistency and repeatability. Intervention by the software

engineer would then be allowed at a clearly delineated point in the

reverse engineering process. Beyond this point repeatability of the
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recovered design information could not be guaranteed.

3.3 Reverse Engineering for Structure Charts (RESC)

3. 3. 1 Structure Chart Modules and Couples

Structure charts require a clear understanding of modules and the nature

of coupling.

What is a module 2 The answer is not as clear cut as one would expect.

Different implementation languages support modularization in different

ways. For example, C supports functions which hide local variables from

the rest of the system and communicate through arguments which are

declared. They can also communicate through global variables which are

accessible to all modules in the same program. Yet, in C, limitations

can be placed on the accessibility to globals. A complete program is

often constructed from source code placed in several stand-alone files,

i.e. files which are not referred to through preprocessor directives

such as the #include statement. If the extern declaration is not used

for a global variable in the other files, the visibility of a global can

be restricted to functions which are found or included only in that

file. Thus visibility of variables can be controlled between groupings

of program code by file as well. With visibility of variables also

being controlled within the file and the whole program by the function

mechanism, multiple levels of visibility are possible. Is this, then, a

higher level of abstraction of modules 2 Is it possible to show the

different levels within the context of the structure chart 2 The

answers to these questions depend on how one defines a module.
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In their initial work on SD (Stevens et al. 1974] defined a module as a

"set of one more contiguous program statements having a name by which

other parts of the system can invoke it, and preferably having its own

distinct set of variable names." This includes FORTRAN subprograms and

functions, C functions, COBOL paragraphs and sections, and procedures of

all kinds. Also, if sending messages is seen as analogous to

invocation, objects in object-oriented languages may be treated like

modules, though the module conceptual approach for objects would be

incomplete and the extensions under OOSD are more appropriate. A more

relevant problem with this definition is that the higher level of

modularization at the file level, of which we had an example in C, would

not fit under this definition very cleanly because, once a compiler

produces an executable program "module", "invocation" of the source file

by name is not possible (except under archaic and clumsy overlay

mechanisms in some languages).

[Yourdon and Constantine 1979) provide a looser definition which would

include the higher level of modularization: "a module is a lexically

contiguous sequence of program statements, bounded by boundary elements,

having an aggregate identifier." The boundary can be the begin and end

statements in languages like Pascal or Ada, open and close braces in C,

or implicit boundaries such as end-of-file. Structure charts are

capable of handling these concepts under this definition. It is

possible to handle modularization at the file level with OOSD type

extensions. It is also possible, and perhaps more practical, to handle

it with current structure chart notations. For the latter it helps to
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remember that the real issue is global variable visibility between the

files; the structure chart can resolve representing this visibility

through the use of separate and different global data areas for each

file. On the other hand, invocations of functions in different files

are handled the same way as functions within the same file and present

no real problem of representation of the structure chart. Recent

versions of C have introduced the static storage class declaration for

functions which forces the functions to be visible only within the same

source code file. The implications of function visibility are better

addressed with OOSD extensions.

A definition oriented more towards mechanisms is given by Page-Jones

[Page-Jones, 1988) who states that a module is a collection of program

statements with four basic attributes: input and output, function,

mechanics, and internal data. In addition to attributes which fit under

the Yourdon-Constantine concept, this definition allows the

consideration of lexical inclusion of modules as modular constructs

within another module, rather than as separately callable entities or

objects. This is consistent with how structure charts are used in

forward engineering.

The thrust of the conceptual effort in this study is the development of

a framework for identifying modules and the communication, or coupling,

that occurs among them. The framework should be consistent with the

concept of structure charts as discussed above. It should also be

compatible with probable extensions, but the focus of this effort is on

the current structure chart concepts. The grammar of modules developed
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in the next chapter defines module and module boundaries within this

concept. The grammar formalizes the range of concepts of module

identification, module dependencies, module parameters, and parameter

directionality and type for use in a framework of design recovery.

3. 3.2 Basic Modular Design Research

Much of the existing research in modular design has focused on the

forward engineering of systems. The major recurring idea is the use of

the principle of information hiding [Parnas et al. 1985], [Parnas 1972 ) .

According to [Parnas et al. 1985], the secrets kept by the module must

be identified during the design process, along with the role and

interface of the module. This identification, however, is done in the

nature of a comment by the designer and is not inferred from the details

of the program within the module. Aspects of specifications for module

roles and interfaces tend to be quite similar. For example, in [Weber

and Ehrig 1986] a BNF definition of a module is given which has a module

consisting of: a module name, an export interface description, an import

interface description, a body description, and a common parameter

description. The common parameter description identifies parameters

common to both the export and import interfaces. None of the work in

this area addresses reverse engineering, except to indicate that modular

specification of a system leads to improving its understandability and

maintainability.

Research into software reuse also emphasizes appropriate design

specification and coding for reusability from the start and throughout
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the forward engineering of a system. A serious problem encountered is

that designers and programmers need to identify and easily understand

available software components and modules [Fisher 1987], [Burton et al.

1987). The common approaches to software reusability employ subroutine

libraries, software generators, and object-oriented languages [Kaiser

and Garlan 1987]. To date, these have not had a great impact on

productivity gains outside a small set of application areas.

Research in the above areas contributes to reverse engineering by

identifying design representations which are most viable for system

maintenance, reuse, and re-engineering.

3. 3.2 Metrics

An important contribution of reverse engineering of software will be to

allow the application of various software metrics for consistent

research and study of actual design and coding practices. Evaluating

software quality can be placed into a broader quantitative context with

judicious identification and selection of measures to be integrated into

the reverse engineering of programs with known performance. As with all

metrics, their interpretation has to be done with care and after

sufficient information is collected to provide a scientific foundation

for the interpretation.

Within the context of forward engineering, [Curtis et al. 1979) have

identified three potential uses related to software quality for measures

based on concepts of software complexity which assess factors like
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reliability, portability, and maintainability. These uses are:

(1) providing feedback to programmers during development about

potential problems;

(2) guiding testing by identifying the more likely error-prone

modules through complexity analysis; and

(3) estimating maintenance requirements.

The measures identified, however, relate to the code, structure, and

control flows which are internal to modules and subprograms, i.e. the

detailed design level. For design recovery, it would be more useful to

identify existing approaches to software metrics which are related to

the design issues at the architectural level addressed by the reverse

engineering tool being developed here. Though such metrics would not be

included in the tool now, they may possibly be integrated into the tool

at some future time.

The relevant software metrics fall into two general categories:

(1) coupling and cohesion categorization; and (2) structural and

complexity measures. Coupling and cohesion categorization is derived

from [Stevens et al. 1974] and [Page-Jones 1988]... Structural and

complexity measures, on the other hand, have not been applied at the

architectural level, but there are a few measures worth discussing.

The coupling measure is much more than the number of data items passed

between modules; the type of coupling also represents the degree of

interdependence between two modules. For convenience, we can discuss
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the types of coupling in three classes: low, common, and content types

of coupling. The best type of coupling for modularity is low coupling

and may be, in order of increasing degree of coupling, data, stamp, or

control coupling. These represent a class of normal exchange of

information between modules. Data coupling is the exchange of elementary

pieces of data, stamp coupling is the passing of meaningful composite

data items or data structures, and control coupling is the passing of

information intended to influence the internal logic of a module. The

next class showing a greater degree of coupling is common or global

coupling involves passing information through global data which is

accessible to all modules. The final class providing the worst coupling

is content or pathological coupling in which the module boundaries are,

in effect, destroyed as one module refers to or changes data or actual

statements in another. A reverse engineering tool should be able to

distinguish fairly precisely among these three classes of coupling. The

identification of normal and global coupling can be made once the

modules interfaces are specified. Content coupling would be a bit more

difficult since it implies that the tool examine every line of the

modules under, as yet, undeveloped rules, as well as keep track of the

source code keywords which implement content coupling separately.

The cohesion measure indicates how well the activities within a module

relate to each other. With strong, high cohesion the activities are

genuinely related and the system is well partitioned. Strong cohesion

also turns out to correlate very well with module maintainability

[Yourdon and Constantine 1978]. The scale of cohesion from best to worst

maintainability in order of the categories is: functional, sequential,
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communicational, procedural, temporal, logical, and coincidental.

Functional cohesion occurs when all parts of the module contribute to

the execution of one problem related task. Sequential cohesion occurs

when the output from one activity in the module is required as input for

a following activity much like an assembly line. Communicational

cohesion occurs when the elements of the module use the same input data

or contribute to the same output data but order of execution is not

important. Procedural cohesion occurs when the activities are largely

unrelated to each other but control of the process flows in a specific

order from one to another. Temporal cohesion occurs when unrelated

activities must be executed at the same time, for example initialization

or end-of-day routines. Logical cohesion occurs when activities in the

module contribute in parallel to the same output; the selection of which

one is executed is determined outside of the module requiring a

knowledge of the available paths through the module. Such visibility

outside of the module violates the principle of information hiding.

Coincidental cohesion occurs when a grab-bag of activities are thrown

together into a module with no meaningful relationship to each other.

The first three types of cohesion are considered to provide readily

maintainable modules, while the last four introduce great difficulties.

A reverse engineering tool could not automatically distinguish among the

types of cohesion without highly sophisticated and advanced artificial

intelligence techniques based on fuzzy logic. At present, correct

classification of a module's cohesion must be based on a review of the

actual code by a software engineer with appropriate domain knowledge.

However, since highly cohesive modules tend to have low coupling, the
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coupling measure may serve as a useful indicator of both cohesion and

coupling prior to the intervention by the software engineer.

Simple structural and complexity measures at the architectural level

would include the simple coupling measure of the number of data items

passed between modules or the global data area, the number of modules,

the number of predefined or library modules, the overall depth of the

structure chart hierarchies, fan-in and fan-out statistics”, the number

of transaction centers and the number and depth of subhierarchies

handled by the transaction centers, the number of iterative invocations

of subordinate modules per module, the number of recursive invocations

by a module to itself or to superordinate modules in the same hierarchy,

and the number of information clusters with the number of modules per

cluster. For C, these measures should also include the number of source

code files and each file's external reference to function and global

variable statistics. Conceptual architectural design complexity

increases with the number of data items passed, the number of modules,

the fan-out per module, the number of global data areas or files, the

external references in a file, the number of transaction centers, the

numbers of iterative and recursive invocations, and the size of

information clusters. Conceptual architectural design complexity is

reduced by the number of predefined or library modules, the depth of

hierarchies, module fan-in, the number of subhierarchies handled by a

transaction center, and the number of information clusters.

1. Fan-in is the number of immediate superordinates for a module. Fan
out is the number of immediate subordinates and represents the module's
span of control.
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Factors impacting conceptual architectural design complexity also impact

detailed design complexity internal to the modules inversely requiring

trade-offs. For example, reducing the number of modules may increase

their size in order to accomplish the same function and, thereby,

increase internal module complexity. Program source code complexity

metrics, like Halstead's difficulty or effort metric E or McCabe's graph

theoretic cyclomatic complexity number v (G) [Curtis et al. 1979], are

not directly applicable at the architectural level. Indeed, through

simple direct transformations by analogy to the structure chart, they

may yield incorrect relationships to conceptual architectural design

complexity. This is certainly true for the cyclomatic number which is

equal to the number of graph edges less the number of nodes plus twice

the number of connected parts. If a direct transformation of lines of

authority to edges, modules to nodes, and subhierarchies to parts, is

made, then the relationship implied is directly opposite to that

indicated above for conceptual architectural design complexity.

Halstead's approach, based on the number of mental discriminations

needed to develop a program, has more potential but requires a

reapplication of the principles of information theory to develop a

correctly computed measure at the architectural level.

The area of structural and complexity measures at the architectural

design level and the trade-offs with detailed design measures clearly

requires more research. The creation of a reverse engineering tool into

which can gather appropriate data needed for evaluating such measures

integrated would advance research in this area significantly.
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4.0 Implementation of Reverse Engineering for Structure Charts (RESC)

4.1. Overall Approach

4.1. 1 Parsing of Code

The recovery integration into CASE of design information from C source

code is implemented in a process with two major stages. The first stage

reverse engineers the code and produces a file describing the structure

chart in a format compatible for importing the description into the CASE

tool in a methodical and reproducible way; this is the task of the

Reverse Engineering for Structure Charts (REsc)* tool. The second stage

is actually accomplished using the CASE tool itself. In this stage the

software engineer adds domain knowledge by adjusting and modifying the

structure chart. Once the design information is captured within the

CASE repository, the application may be restructured or reengineered at

will.

Figure 4.1 presents a simplified overall view of the context for this

two stage process. In the first stage, the software engineer supplies

the source code files to the RESC tool. As the source is processed by

RESC, design recovery information is saved for final transformation to

the structure chart format. On encountering conflicts or ambiguities in

how to interpret the code in the context of the design level

abstractions, RESC resolves them and generates resolution messages based

1. If integrated with the User Software Engineering methodology
developed at UCSF-MIS, this tool may be called RESC/USE.
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on rules derived from common practice and expectations. Then, after a

number of steps or processes, the RESC tool produces a file of

structure chart objects which can be imported directly into the

Interactive Development Environments (IDE) Structure Chart Editor (SCE)

which part of the IDE Software through Pictures (StP) CASE tool. In the

second stage, SCE imports this file into its database and displays the

structure chart graphically. The software engineer can now modify the

chart using the CASE tool interface.

In order of priority, the prototypical RESC tool developed in this

dissertation should demonstrate how to satisfy the following essential

requirements for reverse engineering source code:

(1) Identification of the essential structure chart modules, i.e.

modules, lines of authority among the modules, and the

couples communicated between modules;

(2) Placement of modules, lines of authority, and labeled couples

in an appropriate and correct graphical representation of a

structure chart; and

(3) A representation of the software and structure chart which can

be integrated into a CASE environment for both re

engineering and reuse of the software modules.

Though the demonstration is for one language, the approach taken is

suitable to a broad spectrum of commonly used computer languages.
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The first or RESC tool stage is, in fact, made up of several steps or

processes which are abstracted in the data flow diagram of Figure 4.2.

A more complete set of diagrams can be found in Appendix D. For C

source code, the first step is to prepare the source code with the

compiler preprocessor. Eventually, a more powerful version of RESC can

be constructed to handle multiple source code files and preprocessor

directives directly. The second step is to parse the source code to

extract module, module invocation, and other module and global area

communication information. The third step is to transform this

information into a database of structure chart objects. The fourth step

is to lay out the structure chart objects graphically applying an

appropriate layout algorithm. And the final step is to produce the SCE

CASE tool file containing the importable description of the structure

chart.

The parser is constructed by specifying a grammar with included semantic

actions to yacc , a parser generator available in UNIX, [Johnson 1984].

The companion lexical analyzer function generated by lex [Lesk and

Schmidt 1984], also available in UNIX. In fact, most of the work here

was done with beta versions of syntactically compatible PC based

counterparts to these called occs and Lºx [Holub 1990]. The grammar

specification was prepared by starting with a syntax specification for

the C language, similar to that found in compiler texts like [Holub

1990] or [Schreiner and Friedman 1985], and abstracting the relevant

portions which are needed to support the identification of modules and

visibility of communication between modules and with the global area.
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Since executable code is not being generating by this parser, this

abstraction allowed the consolidation of syntax for very similar

statements through the use of generic tokens for assignment, logical,

and other types of operators. For example, normal parsing of code

would require the syntax specification for assignment statements be

given separately in as many production functions as there are operators.

Here, the type of assignment is irrelevant, therefore, a single

production function utilizing a generic ASGNOP token can cover all

similarly used assignment operators.

The resulting grammar was then modified in two ways. First, a syntax

representing modularization of the language was inserted in order to

rapidly identify modules and the main superordinate module. Second, a

syntax to identify right-handed and left handed use of variables was

introduced in order to facilitate identification of the directionality

of function parameters; more is said about the rules for determining

directionality in Section 4.2.2.2 below. The modifications allow the

gathering of the required information through semantic actions included

with the parser specification. The grammar production functions used

for yacc without the action code are listed in Appendix B.

4.1.2. Design Level Object Database

The structure chart objects about which information must be recovered

for RESC to satisfy its requirements are:

(a) modules, including a means or flag to distinguish
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- the main module, starting the top of the chart,

- regular modules, and

- predefined (library) modules;

(b) lines of authority (arcs) between two modules, between a

superordinate module and an offpage connector to a

subordinate, or between an off page connector and its module,

either terminating normally or with a lexical inclusion,

including those invoked

normally,

iteratively,

- normally in a transaction center, or

- iteratively in a transaction center;

(c) passed parameters (arguments) associated with each line of

authority, including

- input data couples,

- output data couples,

- updated data couples,

- input control couples (flags), or

- output control couples (flags);

(d) lines of authority indicating access to a global data area by

a module, including those accesses which are

- normal,

- iterative,

- normal in a transaction center, or
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- iterative in a transaction center;

(e) global parameters associated with an access to a global data

area with the global variable treated as

- input data,

- output data,

- updated data,

- input control flags, or

- output control flags;

(f) offpage input connectors which are connected by lines of

authority to subordinate modules;

(g) off page output connectors which are connected by lines of

authority from superordinate modules and which carry the

labeled couples associated with the module invocation or

access to a global data area; and

(h) global data area modules.

Modules, lines of authority, passed parameters, and global parameters

are determined from information retrieved by the parsing program.

Offpage connectors and the global data area modules are generated at the

structure chart graphic layout step. However, the RESC prototype will

only show offpage output connectors to global data areas, but not the

global data area modules themselves, since this will demonstrate the

visibility of communication with the global area and there are issues to
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be resolved on how to treat the global area. It is anticipated that

these issues would be resolved in the final version of the RESC system

in favor of logically partitioning the global area hierarchically into

separate global data area modules by (1) the file in which the global

variable is originally declared and then, at the next level, (2) a

clustering analysis which will place variables which tend to accessed

together in the same global data area module. The appropriate

information to accomplish this is passed through in the prototype

version of RESC developed as part of this dissertation to the structure

chart graphical layout process.

In order to identify the structure chart objects and their attributes,

the parser must extract information on module declarations, module

invocations, passed arguments as visible and used in the calling module,

module arguments as declared and used in the called module, global

variables declarations, and global variable use. The location in the

source code where these objects or events are encountered must be

tracked by file and line number; this data will help extract source code

associated with modules for examination by the software engineer in the

CASE tool, as well as help resolve some of the rules for identifying

coupling type and directionality. For identifying coupling type and

directionality, the specific data type of the argument is not as

critical as into which of the following categories it falls. The data

type categories useful to record are:

(a) constants;

(b) Boolean variables, integer variables, and single byte strings;

(c) arrays, vectors, and character string pointers;
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(d) other variable pointer types;

(e) all other variable types; and

(f) pointers to functions.

Constants can only be passed down to subordinate module. Booleans",

integers and single byte strings, if used in a logical expression after

the invocation or in the called module, are likely to be control, rather

than data, couples. And variable pointers are likely to be associated

with data couples. These are examples of the kinds of heuristic rules

which can be developed and applied to the information recovered.

Pointers to functions are used in the C language to allow for greater

reusability of functions. They are usually used to allow flexibility in

applying a library function, or a potential candidate for a library

function, to different data structures by passing the library function a

pointer to a function which can perform actions unique to the particular

data structure of interest. The relationship of the function for which

a pointer is passed to the library function is technically one of being

invoked. However, the code of the library function has no direct

reference to it by name; only the function initially passing the pointer

and calling the library function has a reference by name. This kind of

function visibility is not modeled by the conventional structure chart.

An ad hoc solution, by which the original module is considered the

superordinate invoking the function whose pointer is passed, is also

developed as a rule below. This solution is both easier to implement

1. Unless it has been specifically defined by the programmer through a
typedef statement, the Boolean type does not exist in C language
programs. Other languages may provide a specific logical type.
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and maintains consistency with the convention that library modules show

no subordinates.

The important information about passed and module arguments that must be

gathered to allow the application of heuristic rules in determining

directionality relates to left-handed (L-h) and right-handed (R-h) use

in expressions immediately prior to and after invocations in the calling

module and the type of first use in the called module. This is discussed

in greater detail in the section below on determining parameter

directionality. Also, the details of the data which the parser gathers

are given in the data dictionary specification for the parser output in

Appendix D.

4.1.3 Integration with a CASE Tool

Integration into a CASE requires selection of a typical CASE tool.

IDE's Software through Pictures (StP) is conveniently available in the

UNIX environment to demonstrate the successful integration of the

reverse engineered software system into a CASE environment. A distinct

advantage of StP's Structure Chart Editor (SCE) is that it stores a

structure chart diagram in a human-readable ASCII file [IDE 1989).

Structure chart diagrams can also be imported into the editor in this

format and, once imported, the tool's data dictionary can be populated

directly. A specification of the St.P SCE structure chart diagram file

is given in Appendix C.

Table 4.1 lists selected SCE node/arc types corresponding to generic
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Table 4.1 -- Structure Chart Element Transformations

C Language Element

Main Program Module
main ()

Function

Library Function

Function Call

within
If or Case

For, While or
Do. . While

Function declared

as type other
than int

Function Argument
or Parameter

as R-h value only
(within function)

as R-h value prior
to L-h value use

(a) type declared
as pointer

above as L-h value

only
(b) return of

other than

logical value
as (a) or (b) and

Structure Chart Element

Top Module

Module

Predefined Module

Boss-Subordinate

Line of Authority
with

Transaction
Center

Iteration

Probably Output Data
Couple

Data or Control

Couple

Input Couple

Update Data Couple

Probably Output Couple

Output Couple

Probably Output Data
Couple

Output Data Couple
as L-h value prior
to R-h value use
in arithmetic or

char. operations
return of logical

value or result

of logical op.
in test expression

Global Type
Declaration

Probably Output Control
Couple

Input Control Couple

Global Data Area

SCE Node/Arc Type

Module (14) with no
arcs from above

Module (14)

Predefined Module (49)

Arc

Selection

Diamond (47)
Iteration

Arrow (48)

Output Data (54)

Data or Flag
Parameter

(51 or 52)
Input data (53) or

Input Flag (55)
Update data (66)

Output Data (54) or
Output Flag (56)

Output Data (54) or
Output Flag (56)

Output Data (54)

Output Data (54)

Output Flag (56)

Input Flag (55)

Global Data (68)

NOTE: The numbers in parenthesis under Node Type refer to node
types in St.P's SCE.
offpage connector (50),

The only node types not considered here are the
lexical inclusion (67), and the vertex (7).

:

º,
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structure chart elements and the C language elements from which they are

transformed. The table indicates probable structure chart objects

directly derivable from C language elements and constructs; those

related to couples, of course, could be changed through the application

of heuristic rules based on variable use.

4.2 Identification of Design Level Objects

4.2.1 Modules and Module Invocations

4.2.1. 1 Module Boundaries

Following the discussion about modules in section 3. 3. 1 above, we take

the term module to represent any collection of source code statements

that has a labeled entry point by which it is callable from other parts

of the software application. There must also be a mechanism which will

return control of execution to the point in the system from which the

module had been called after its task is completed. Examples of

modules in various programming languages are called procedures,

subprograms, subroutines, or functions. The main program itself is also

a module. For the purposes of RESC requirements, note that this

definition of module is slightly stricter than that used by Page-Jones

in that code that would be part of a structure chart lexical inclusion

is excluded from breakout as a separate module. A subordinate module is

the module which is called by a superordinate module or "boss".

Module boundaries are the first and last program statements in a textual

source code file which mark the limits of the text comprising the

module, i.e. function, procedure, or subprogram, body. In C this first
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line is the first non-comment program statement which uses the syntax of

a function declaration:

(type_specification) function_name ' ('' (argument_list) ')'

When at the beginning of a module body, the function declaration

statement will not be terminated by a semicolon. Rather, it will be

followed either by a variable declaration for one of the variables in

the argument list or by an open brace, {, which indicates the start of a

block. Transitions from this nesting level 0 to higher levels within

the module body and back can be tracked by incrementing a count of

nesting levels, that is, levels of blocks, with each open brace

encountered in the file, except for braces in literal constants within

quotes or braces delimiting enumeration lists after certain keyword

declarations, and then decrementing the count with each close brace, }.

When the count finally returns to level 0 with a close brace, i.e. when

the close brace corresponding to the first open brace is reached, the

program statement containing this close brace is the last program

statement in the module body.

In the RESC parser, the line after the last program statement in a

module becomes the first line in the next module or declaration. Global

variable, external function declarations, and statements other than

comments at nesting level 0 reinitialize the start of the next module

boundary. Therefore, only the comments immediately preceding the

function declaration statement of a module remain as part of the module

and the absolute first line of a module is, in fact, the first comment
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line immediately preceding the function declaration.

Some languages do not define module boundaries as clearly and may mark

the end of a module's domain only with a new function, procedure, or

subprogram declaration or an end-of-file for the last module in the

file. They may even permit a fallthrough of control and program

execution from one module to another without a specific call to the

second module, if the sequence of program execution is not directed to

return statement. Though Fortran may flag fall through to another module

as an error during compile or execution, it legitimately does allow

fall through through multiple entry points within the same subprogram;

each entry point, however, may have its own argument list and, thereby,

conceptually behave like a module boundary first line. Indeed, there

may be some advantage to treating each entry point as a separate module

in the structure chart representation called an information cluster

[Page-Jones 1988). Ironically, this rather "unstructured"

characteristic of Fortran may be used to simulate a very essential

characteristic of modern structured languages, data encapsulation.

The approach to identifying module boundaries taken in the RESC tool is

to identify the module declaration as the first line of the module, and

the last program statement prior to the next module declaration, or the

end of file, as the last line. A general definition of the first line

of a module, following BNF type notational definition of the module

itself, is established by: *

1. The data dictionary notation used here is defined in Appendix A.
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source_code_file - ( { (/meta_commands/)
(/global_declaration/)
Comment

| module ) )
| [ main_program module

| module ]

main_program module = (/ main_program keyword-symbol
+ (program name) /)

+ ( { (/global_declaration/)
comment ) )

+ block

module = ( { comment ) )
+ first_module_line
+ module_block

first_module_line - (module_declaration)
+ module_name
+ ( begin list_keyword-symbol

+ argument_list
+ (/end_list_keyword-symbol/) )

+ (statement_termination_symbol)

module_declaration (function_type_declaration)
+ (/module_keyword/)

module_block (/begin block_keyword-symbol/)
+ ( [ comment

| program statement
return_statement
function_assignment_statement

| block ] }
(/end_block_keyword-symbol/)+

block - (/begin block_keyword-symbol/)
{ [ comment

| program statement
| block ] }

(/end_block_keyword-symbol/)

+

+

In creating production functions, which are similar to the above, for a

parser for a specific language, the keyword-symbol must be replaced by

the actual literal keyword or symbol used or its token. This implies

that the module recognition parser will be hardcoded for a specific

language. However, with sufficient generality maintained in specifying

the parser, developing similar parsers for other languages should follow
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the same pattern of production functions and the associated semantic

actions.

4.2.1.2 Module Invocations

In this study, module dependencies are synonymous with function,

procedure, or subprogram calls in the source code or with lines of

authority in the structure chart, and calls are synonymous with

invocations. In order to construct the lines of authority, the module

calls or invocations must be recognized by the RESC parser in the source

code. This implies the distinguishing of the module calls from other

expressions; in other words, knowledge about the syntax of the specific

language being parsed is needed for specifying the production function.

However, since procedure invocations are typically standalone program

statements, a general form of a procedure invocation applicable to most

languages can be described by continuing the above development:

program statement [ assignment_statement
| declaration

| keyword_statement
procedure_call )

procedure_call = (/procedure_call_keyword/)
+ module_invocation
+ statement_termination_symbol

module_invocation = module_name
+ ( begin list_keyword-symbol

+ argument_list
+ (/end_list_keyword-symbol/) )

It is the function call usage of a module invocation that precludes a

completely clean general specification for the parser production

functions since the function call is part of an expression in the
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language and languages vary in syntax used for expressions. In a

function call the name of the module itself also represents a argument

value being passed back to the calling module. A function call can be

recognized in the calling module by its being used as a R-h object (see

discussion below is Section 4.2.2.2). In the subordinate module, the

function name must be used either explicitly or implicitly as a L-h

object, depending on the programming language. As part of an

expression, the function must be distinguished by the parser through

looking up tables for various types of identifiers, rather than through

a unique characteristic of the syntax captured in the parser production

functions. The development of the generic specification can proceed as

follows:

function_call = module_invocation

assignment_statement
= [ (/secondary assignment_keyword-symbol/)

+ ( [ ■ L-h_expression
+ ( (/assignment_qualifier/)) )

| (/combined_L-h_R-h_expression/) ) )
+ assignment_keyword-symbol
+ ( [ R-h_expression

(/combined_L-h_R-h_expression/) ) )
| (/ assignment_keyword-symbol

+ R-h_expression
+ secondary assignment_keyword-symbol
+ L-h_expression
+ (assignment_qualifier) / )

| (/combined L-h_R-h_expression/)
| I input keyword + (/input specs/)

* { L-h_expression )
+ (/input qualifier/) ) )

+ statement_termination_symbol

combined_L-h_R-h_expression
= [ ■ L-h_expression

+ combined_assignment_symbol )
| [ combined_assignment_symbol

+ L-h_expression 1 J
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keyword_statement = [ primary_keyword
+ keyword_statement_expression
+ ( keyword_statement_extension )

* alternative language syntax choices *

keyword_statement_extension
- (secondary keyword)

+ [ program statement
| block ]

With the development of the keyword statement and various expression

constructs that the system production function specification becomes

less general and more language syntax dependent. Since function

expressions need to be distinguished from others for this approach to

work, more language dependent detail must be developed in the parsing

production functions over and beyond that shown here.

4.2.1. 3 Identifying the Top Modules

Each language has different conventions for identifying the main program

module which starts the execution of the program. In C this is a

function named "main" which may appear anywhere in the source code.

This function interfaces with the environment and may have arguments

passed to it during invocation at the operating system level. Since a

"main" module is not declared through a function prototype in C, as

other functions would typically be prior to encountering the module or

function body of code, a mechanism is needed to ensure that the RESC

tool identifies its presence or absence. This can be done through the

implementation of the first, and perhaps the simplest, of many heuristic

rules within the RESC tool:

Rule M-1: A module table record for a module named "main" is
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initialized would be but prior to start of source code parsing

with the reserved unique module identification number of 1. If

the body of a module with this name is encountered during the

parsing stage then it becomes the candidate of choice for the top

hierarchical module in the structure chart.

Reserving the unique module number has some value with preparing the

extracted data for the graphical layout algorithm; it allows the first

module to be examined by that algorithm to be the top module for

starting the hierarchy displayed of the structure chart thereby saving

some search time.

Since it is possible that a programming system is examined by RESC that

depends on a "main" module in a library, rather than in the source code,

a second mechanism is needed to ensure that a starting point for the

structure chart is identified. The following rule, based on examining

the source code in module bodies, allows this to occur:

Rule M-2: A module which invokes other modules but which is never

invoked by any other modules is a candidate for a "main" or top

hierarchical module in the structure chart. If several such

modules are found, then each becomes a candidate for starting a

separate structure chart for the system source code being

analyzed.
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4.2.1.4 Structure Chart Issues in Module Invocations

An issue related to function calls and visibility of data in subordinate

modules is that, in many old C programs, functions had been set up to

return values, but with modifications over the years these returned

values are no longer used in the calling modules. The question here is

whether the structure chart should show the function value visibility in

the calling module. Though the returned value is not used it does

represent available visibility and coupling to the calling module, so

the issue is resolved with the following heuristic rules implemented

within the RESC tool:

Rule M-3: If a function returns a value associated with the name

of the function in the function module code, it returns an output

couple on the corresponding structure chart with the

function/module name as the label regardless of use or non-use of

the value in the superordinate (calling) module.

Another issue is related to how a structure chart should show a module

invoked in the source but for which no code or module body is found in

the source examined. As a minimal requirement to building a system

structure chart to show module dependencies, the RESC system must

construct tables for identifying and locating modules within the source

code files, and for identifying and associating module invocations with

each module. If a module invocation is found without a corresponding

module identified in the source code, this is taken to indicate a

predefined module. Positive identification of predefined modules is
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done by allowing the RESC tool to maintain a table identifying library

modules available to the system. In cases where positive identification

cannot be made the next rule applies:

Rule M-4: If a function is called within the program, but no

module body has been encountered defining the function by the

completion of the parsing step, the module is identified as a

predefined or library module.

There can be two categories of library modules: one category comprises

standard modules available within the source code language environment,

the other comprises the predefined modules created, tested, and placed

in a local library used within the MIS organization. These categories

are not distinguished in the structure chart, and so this information is

not recovered by RESC at this time. However, information about the type

of module, if available to RESC, would be helpful in determining couple

types and graphical placement on the structure chart, since it is likely

to be a member of a structure chart subhierarchy of related or similar

type.

Finally, there is the issue of how to handle functions to which pointers

are passed through the list of arguments in the invocation. The

following rule is proposed as a solution within the context of

structure charts.

Rule M-5: If a pointer to a function is passed in an argument

list, consider it directly subordinate to the module which passes
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the pointer within an invocation to a subordinate. The name of

the function will be part of a directive control couple to the

called module which states use function function_name.

This rule indicates that passing a pointer to a function introduces

control coupling which has an intermediate level of tightness. If this

function also accepts arguments, then it is most likely that an

appropriate way to handle the arguments is as couples directly to the

module representing the function. The capturing on the appropriate

couple labels is a problem remaining to be solved in future versions of

the tool.

4.2.1.5 Module Subhierarchy Membership

Structure chart subhierarchies fall into several types associated with

the primary functions of the modules in the subhierarchy. These types

are Afferent, Coordinating, Transform, and Efferent [Page-Jones 1988].

Modules in an Afferent subhierarchy input information into the program,

starting with very physical input at the lower levels and progressively

processing it into a more logical form as the data couples are passed

upwards to the calling modules. Coordinating modules at the higher

levels of the structure chart accept couples from subordinate modules

and pass them on to other subordinate modules. Much of the computation

and calculation is done in Transform subhierarchies of modules in which

the modules accept data from superordinate modules, process it, and then

pass it back transformed to the calling module. Finally, modules in the

Efferent subhierarchy take the data, process it into a physical form,
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and output it, usually passing the data couples from coordinating

modules at the top levels to subordinate output modules at the lower

levels of the structure chart. It is convenient for system designers

and for those programmer-analysts maintaining the program to be able to

arrange modules with like functions in close proximity on the chart.

Indeed, the convention put forth by Page-Jones is to place the Afferent

subhierarchy on the left of the structure chart, and the Efferent

subhierarchy on the right. An identification of the likely

(sub) hierarchy membership type for a module is helpful in the graphic

layout of the structure chart carried out by the RESC tool. Likely

subhierarchy types may be inferred from the type of modules

predominantly present in the hierarchy at the bottom level where

predefined modules are placed. Modules at higher levels in the

subhierarchy can then be assigned membership in this type of

subhierarchy.

Predefined modules placed in the library module table for use with RESC

can be categorized as Input, Output, Management, Processing (i.e.

computational), and Undetermined. These categories are used by RESC to

establish hierarchy type membership as Afferent, Efferent, Coordinating,

and Transform for the first four module categories, respectively. To

simplify steps in the layout algorithm, undetermined predefined modules

are placed using:

Rule MHT-1: Undetermined Library and Predefined modules are

assigned Transform hierarchy type membership.
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The RESC tool creates a Module Table which gets transformed into and

saved as the structure chart module object database. The table includes

counts of invocations of subordinate modules and of invocations by

superordinate (calling) modules. The table also has an attribute for

each module that indicated its (sub) hierarchy type membership. For each

module in Module Table that is Undetermined in hierarchical type

membership, RESC sets the hierarchical type by the following rules and

emits a resolution message. Rules MHT-2 through MHT-4 are for modules

with a count of arguments of zero. The count includes a count for the

function returning a value, if it does so. Rules MHT-5 through MHT-9

are for modules with a count of arguments greater than zero.

R ul MH T-2 : If the module has a zero count of invocations of

subordinates, set its hierarchical type to Transform.

R ul T-3: If the module does invoke subordinates and is invokedMH

only once by a calling module, set its hierarchical type to

Coordinating, else

R ul MH T-4: If the module does invoke subordinates and is invoked

more than once by calling modules, set its hierarchical type to

Transform.

Rule MHT-4 can be modified in future versions of RESC to consider the

type of module found in the set of invoked modules. Identifying a

module as a member of Transform subhierarchy type is neutral since this

type can be present in any type of subhierarchy.
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For modules with a count of arguments greater than zero, RESC

accumulates a count of couple directions in the Module Interface Table

for all couples in the module and compute a ratio of Input to all module

couples (RICD) and a ratio of Output to all module couples (ROCD). The

following rules can then be applied.

R Ul l e MH T-5: If ROCD is one then set hierarchical type to Afferent.

Rule MHT-6: If RICD is one then set hierarchical type to Efferent.

MHule T-7: If ROCD is greater than 0.5 and RICD is equal to zero,

set hierarchical type to Afferent.

R ul MH T-8: If RICD is greater than 0.5 and ROCD is equal to zero,

set hierarchical type to Efferent.

Rule MHT-9: If ROCD plus RICD are less than 0.5 and the number of

subordinate invocations is zero, set hierarchical type to

Transform.

Rule MHT-9, like Rule MHT-4, can be modified in future versions of RESC

to consider the type of module found in the set of invoked modules.

After the application of the above rules, there may still be modules of

an Undetermined hierarchical type. Resolution of these would requires

setting quite arbitrary resolution rules, as well as searches of parent
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and children hierarchical types. This resolution may be better handled

through by the Graphic Layout program of the RESC tool which examines

parent and child hierarchical relationships; the rules applied by the

layout program related to module hierarchy type are discussed in the

section on the layout program below.

4.2.2 Modular Coupling

4.2.2. 1 Rules for Identifying Couples

The terms argument, parameter, and couple have been used interchangeably

in this discussion. Subtle differences may be encountered in the

context in which the terms are used. The term argument is more likely

to be used when discussing the source code module where couple type and

directionality are not identified. On the other hand, the term

parameter is more likely to be used within the context of the structure

chart module as a synonym for couple; it subtly focuses attention on the

activities carried out within the modules either based on the

information provided or needed to produce the information. Couple is the

standard structure chart nomenclature and emphasizes the connection and

interaction between modules. Couples are identified from argument

lists; the perspective on visibility is from the superordinate module,

so the identities of couples are based on the argument names in the

invocation. Then rules must be applied to determine their type and

direction.

The generic specifications for first_module_line and module_invocation

given above indicate where argument lists can be found. Matching of
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arguments in module invocation and first module line specifications is

simplified because argument lists are typically matched by the position

of the argument or parameter in the list. But to accomplish this when

invocations may occur prior to the module declaration and its body in

the file, the parser must operate at the variable table level where

information on module arguments is retained. The same information is

needed to help resolve ambiguous types and directions for couples. In

order to keep these processes simple and to separate the information

extraction function of RESC from the recovering of design information

through the resolution of ambiguity by the application of rules, the

parser merely performs the extraction of information and the program

supporting the next step in RESC identifies type and direction.

The parser constructs tables which list: (1) the module arguments,

which are to be placed in a Module Interface Table, with variable type

category, and any preliminary determination of couple type and

direction; (2) global variables declared in file with variable type

category; (3) the arguments passed in module invocations, with

indication whether it is passed as a constant or by pointer based on

variable type in calling module; and (4) global data variables

externally accessed by each module.

The argument type is relevant insofar as it may help categorize the

structure chart parameter type; for constructing structure charts, the

relevant argument types for which rules of usage can be established are

Boolean, constants, categories of data arguments passed by reference,

and all other types. The useful categories are identified in Section
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4.1.2 above.

Data couples may be identified with a high degree of certainty by the

RESC system in constants being passed in a call to a subordinate module,

or as arrays, data structures (records), and lengthy strings present in

an argument list. Control couples may be identified with a high

likelihood if they are R-h Boolean type variables, or variables used in

logical keyword statement expressions, in the subordinate module if they

are arguments passed, i.e. received, by value. All other arguments are

ambiguous with respect to the type of couple represented and would

require that RESC.

Rules determining couple type are applied together with rules governing

couple direction. Therefore, they are described together in the next

section.

4.2.2.2 Rules for Determining Couple Direction and Type

One of the concepts that is used to help determine directionality of

couples is that of right-hand (R-h) and left-hand (L-h) uses of terms,

variables, and expressions which are found with a single programming

statement. An R-h use of a term, variable, or expression is as part of

a computational expression usually found on the right-hand side of an

assignment operator in most programming languages. For the purposes of

RESC, a R-h term, variable, or expression is any object in a programming

statement which represents a value which must be used in a string

operation or a computation, where that computation is performed in an
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arithmetic, a relational, or a logical expression. An unusual candidate

in C for first use as a R-h object prior to use as a passed parameter is

the local variable which is declared as static in the parent; this

variable is singled out to save its contents for use on subsequent

invocations of the parent.

The L-h object is one which is not used in a computation. Most often L

h variables are found on the left-hand side of assignment operators,

thereby have some result of a computation explicitly assigned to them.

Implicit assignment may also occur in certain languages, such as C, in

several ways. C has increment, ++, and decrement, --, operators which

comprise both a computation and an assignment, i.e. a R-h and a L-h use,

of the affected variable. Several languages, like C and Fortran, employ

a return mechanism for function calls which will take the value of an

expression placed in a return statement and assign it to the function

label, as in C, or require a direct assignment of the value to the

function label, as in Fortran.

However, for the purposes of RESC, an L-h object is an object in a

programming statement which is not used for providing a value for

computations. It is possible for an object to be both R—h and L-h in a

single programming statement, though first use in the statement is

typically R-h. Variables in type declarations would be omitted for

consideration as R-h or L-h objects unless the declaration initializes a

value; initialization is an assignment operation and automatically

implies a L-h object. A read or input statement also implies an L-h

object assignment. A write or output statement implies a R—h use.
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also have be an unidentified error up to this point, a warning message

may be emitted and the role of the variable maintained as initially

identified. Variables in type declarations would be omitted for

consideration as R-h or L-h objects unless the declaration initializes a

value; initialization is an assignment operation and automatically

implies a L-h object. A read or input statement also implies an L-h

object assignment. A write or output statement implies a R-h use.

Initial characterization of a couple's direction can be inferred by RESC

by identifying the passed argument's use as a L-h or R-h object before

and after the module invocation in the calling module and its first use

as R-h or L-h in the subordinate module. An argument used as a R-h

object in the subordinate module prior to any possible use as a L-h

object is an input to the subordinate module. Its use as a L-h object

implies an output to the calling module. Conversely, an argument

treated as a R-h object in the calling module after the call and not

before is likely to be an output from the subordinate module to the

calling module. And an argument treated as a L-h object prior to the

call in the calling module is likely to be an input to the subordinate

module; a constant is clearly so. The C language has a further

restriction on how arguments may be views in terms of inputs to and

outputs from the module. This restriction is found in the conventions

of its implementation for passing values by value or by reference and

does not exist in all languages. Only those arguments passed by

reference can have a direction out of the module. In implementations of

some another languages, like FORTRAN, for example, it is possible, and

even typical, for a variable passed by value as an argument to a called
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subroutine to have its value reset in the calling statement to the most

current value of the argument variable in the called subroutine upon

return. To emphasize this property, a constraint rule maintained by

RESC for C is stated here.

C-Language Implementation Constraint: The C-language restricts the

couple direction of function arguments passed by value to

Input (down). Only arguments passed by reference, that is, with

pointers to non-constants, may have a couple direction set to

Output (up).

In the rules developed below the argument in the called module is

referred to as the formal argument in the subordinate module, and the

argument, or more correctly the variable used for an argument, in a

specific invocation in the calling module is referred to as the passed

parameter.

The RESC tool creates a temporary Module Interface Table which has

entries for each module argument. It also creates another temporary

table for passed arguments which eventually becomes the couple database.

The likely couple type and direction associated with each argument in

the Module Interface Table is then determined by the following rules.

The first five sets of rules set values in the Module Interface Table

based on examination of the intra-module use of the formal module

arguments in the source code; the sixth and seventh involve the setting

of values in the Module Interface Table based on a cases of passed

parameters corresponding to the arguments in an invocation of the
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module; the eighth (MAG-2) deals with the special case of passing

pointers to functions in C; and the ninth with functions that return

values. These rules can be used to set couple type and direction

associated with formal module arguments immediately as information is

retrieved on the first pass of the source code within the scope of the

module boundary. However, those rules which are based on the concept of

resolving alternative possibilities towards the most likely, and which

are identified readily through a requirement to emit resolution

messages, are better applied latter after the initially extracted

database based on definitive rules has been created.

Rule CD/MAG/P-1: If, in the subordinate module, the argument's

first use was as R_h object and if there was no L_h use, couple

direction is Input to subordinate module and maps as Input (down)

for structure chart couple.

Rule CD/MAG/P-2: If, in the subordinate module, the argument's

first use was R_h, and there is L_h use in the same or following

statements of the module, then direction is Both (Update). (Couple

type becomes Data per Rule MAG-1).

Rule CD/MAG/P-3: If, in the subordinate module, the argument had

L_h use with no prior R_h use, then direction is Output from

module which maps into Output (up).

Rule CT/CD/MAG/P-4: (a) If, in the subordinate module, the

argument had R-h use only in a logical keyword expression, e.g. the
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test expression for an if, switch, while, do, or for statement,

then the Module Interface Table couple type should be Control and

direction is Input (down).

(b) If there is also L_h use in the same expression then the

direction is Both (update) with type remaining Control.

Rule MAG-1: If module couple direction is Both, then couple type

should be Data under the assumption that in a well written

program, the originating module of a status control flag should be

only one that changes its value. If couple direction in the Module

Interface Table is Both and couple type is Undetermined, resolve

associated couple type in the Module Interface Table to Data and

emit resolution message.

Rules CT-1 & CD-1: If argument type for a corresponding passed

argument is a constant, and the Module Interface Table couple type

and direction determined by the initial analysis of the statements

within the module are Undetermined, set Module Interface Table

couple type to Data and direction to Input (down). If the Module

Interface Table has another entry for either type or direction,

set type and direction for this couple in this invocation to the

Table's type and Input (down) and emit a resolution message.

Rules CT-2 & CD-2: If the variable used in a passed parameter is

also used as part of a test expression after the invocation, set

couple type to Control and, if there was no L_h use in the

meantime, set couple direction to Output (up). Update the Module
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Interface Table under the same rules as for CT-1 & CD-1,

ulR e MAG-2: When a function, i.e. a pointer to a function in C, is

a formal module argument, then the module representing that

function is treated as subordinate to the module invoking the

module which has the function pointer among its arguments in

parallel with it, but with no couples. Set the couple type to the

invoked module to Control and the direction to Input (down).

R ul e MAG-3: If a function returns a value, and is treated as a

R_h function call to assign a value at any time, enter it in the

Module Interface Table as a formal argument in position 0. Set

couple direction to Output (up). If also used in a test expression

during the function call, set couple type of the passed parameter

to Control and update the type in the Module Interface Table in

accordance of the rules for CT-1.

The variation in Rule CT/CD/MAG/P-4 above for setting the direction to

Both is appropriate even if the control couple represented does not

enter into any test expressions in the calling module. What may be

happening is a case of decision-splitting in which the new value of the

control couple is passed on to another module. Identification of this

situation is highly desirable in a structure chart so that the design

may be cleaned up, if it is appropriate to do so. Rule MAG-2 above is a

corollary of Rule M-5 for modules applied directly to module arguments.

The following rule is based on an analysis of the context of use of
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variables within a module which are also passed as parameter. Couple

types and directions can be directly inferred without reference to the

Module Interface Table.

Rule CD-3: (a) If the variable used in the passed parameter of

the invocation has had L_h use prior to the invocation and no R_h

use afterwards, set the couple direction to Input (down).

(b) If a passed parameter has had no L_h use prior to the

invocation and R_h use afterwards, set the couple direction to

Output (up). Note the comments above about any variable use prior

to the invocation, other than that of a formal module argument,

implying that L_h use must have occurred.

(c) If a passed parameter has had both L_h use prior to the

invocation and R_h use afterwards, set the couple direction to

Both.

Rule CT-3: Until otherwise resolved, maintain an Undetermined

couple type for couples representing passed parameters. Then,

after all rules have been applied, apply appropriate default rules

to resolve all remaining Undetermined types (e.g. CT-6).

Rules CT-4 & CD-4 : If a passed parameter is passed by reference,

or is an array, resolve an Undetermined type as Data, and

direction as Both, and emit a resolution message.

The following rules set values for couple type and direction in the

passed arguments table based on the values associated with arguments in
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the Module Interface Table.

Rules CT-5 & CD-5: If passed argument is part of a variable

arguments list, which is identified by it having an argument

position not found in the Module Interface Table and verified by a

variable arguments flag set in the Module Table, set couple type

to Data and direction to Input (down).

Rules CT-6 & CD-6: If passed argument couple type or direction is

inconsistent with Module Interface Table, resolve in favor of the

Module Interface Table, except where the Module Table entry for

type or direction is Undetermined, and emit resolution error

message.

Above Rules CT-6 and CD-6 should be applied again following rules CT-9

and CD-9 below.

The remainder of couples can be resolved by making a count of passed

argument usage by couple type and direction for each entry in the module

interface table. Based on the counts, the following rules are applied

with resolution messages emitted.

Rules CT-7 & CD-7: If module argument have Undetermined couple

types or directions in Module Interface Table, resolve the

associated couple type or direction in the Module Interface Table

by picking the non-zero count in argument usage entries, unless

there are more than one non-zero entries for type or direction,
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respectively.

Rule CT-8: If both Data and Control type counts are non-zero pick

Control for couple type.

Rule CD-8: If more than one direction count has non-zero pick

Both for couple direction.

Rules CT-9 & CD-9: Resolve all remaining Undetermined couple

types and directions in the Module Interface Table by selecting

default couple type Data and default couple direction Input (down).

Rules CT-6 and CD-6 are applied again following rules CT-9 and CD-9.

4.2. 3 Global Variables

Global variables used by a module also constitute a type of relatively

strong coupling for the module [Page-Jones 1988]... Under the principle

of information hiding [Parnas 1972] such variables should be either

input or output parameters under the interface specification for these

modules, but many programming languages make such tight control of

information hiding difficult. The global variables identified should be

categorized as used as R-h objects, modified as L-h objects, or both in

the subordinate module; and they would be shown as parameters going to

or coming from a global data area on the structure chart. A standard

symbol for a global data area is rarely used, and often not provided in

structure chart drawing editors of CASE tools. Theoretically global
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coupling is to be avoided in current software design practice, despite

the fact that many languages still commonly used rely heavily on global

variables. One way to mitigate the effects of global coupling is to use

an information cluster, which, in many cases, has a counterpart in the

named or labeled global data area.

In dealing with global variables, sensitivity is needed to the

programming language's treatment of information sharing (or hiding, as

the case may be) with respect to whether an invoked module is in the

same source file or in another. For example, a certain commonly used

programming language for PC-based databases, typically run under an

interpreter, has a "feature" whereby, if the invoked procedure is in the

same file, it has access to current value of global memory variables;

otherwise, if the invoked procedure is in another file (with the same

name as the procedure), the values of the memory variables are lost

unless special programming statements are included in both files to

first save, then retrieve these values. A similar limit on visibility

occurs in some implementations of C with the static storage class

declaration at the external or global level in a file. The placing of a

global declaration in a file may also determine limits on its visibility

in that it is visible only to modules and code defined after the point

of its declaration. Such sensitivity is not a primary priority,

however, for reverse engineering of source code written in most of the

mainstream languages. RESC does incorporate this sensitivity now but

should in its final versions; this issue in interwoven with the issue of

identifying different labeled global data areas.
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The way RESC presents global variable references for the structure chart

is to treat them as couples along a line of authority (LOA) to the

global data area, and to treat the global data area as the most

subordinate of modules. No consistency constraints need to be applied

to the global data module interface, as they would be to a normal

module. A single line of authority can carry as many global couples as

needed. Rules for determining type and directionality of the couples

are similar to, but simpler, than those for passed arguments. Also,

they only need to be applied to intra-module use of the variables.

Rules for determining types and directionality of couples accessed by

modules from global data areas follow.

Rule GVR/P-1: If global variable was first used in the module as

R_h object and if there was no L_h use, couple direction is

Output (up) with respect to the Global Data Area.

Rule GVR/P-2: If global variable first use was R_h, and there was

L_h use, then direction is Both.

Rule GVR/P-3: If there was L_h use of a global variable in the

module with no prior R_h use, then direction is Input (down).

Rule GVR/P-4: If the global variable is used in a test expression,

the couple type is Control.

Rule GVR-1: If global data area couple direction is Both and
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couple type is Undetermined, resolve couple type to Data and emit

resolution message.

4.2.4 Transaction Centers and Iteration

Transaction centers occur when module invocations are done from within a

conditional if ... then... else or switch... case construct context in other

than the test expression. The visibility of information actually

accessed by the calling module may be dependent on data in the test

expression received from other modules and, therefore, the existence of

the transaction center is of some interest to the designer and

maintainer at the architectural level.

Iterative invocations occur within the context of for. . . , while. . . , and

do. . . while constructs. That exactly the same invocation of a module is

made more than once is not of as much interest as that multiple

different invocations are made of the same module. However, there is a

matter of esthetics related to multiple module invocations which may

affect the content of the immediate visual or graphic information

presented by the structure chart. When a subordinate module is invoked

a multiple number of times from the same calling module, but not through

an iteration construct, how many lines of authority should be shown 2

If no parameters or if exactly the same parameters in the calling module

are exchanged through the subordinate module interface, then one each

line of authority for a non-transaction center and for a transaction

center call is sufficient to communicate module and data visibility. I

suggest that the two situations are important for the designer, and even
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more so for the maintainer, to identify immediately since the

transaction center indicates the existence of a conditional visibility,

as differentiated from the normal situation of a continuing, or ever

present, visibility. The structure chart iteration arrow on the line of

authority can be used to express the existence of multiple calls. A

problem of esthetics occurs if a new line of authority is drawn for

every different set of parameters which is passed; the structure chart

would become too busy. The solution for the RESC tool is to restrict

the number of lines to a maximum of two -- on each for the situations

dependent on the existence of a transaction center -- and to show only

one set of passed parameters as couples for each. Additional sets of

passed parameters may be listed in the annotation mechanism available

through the CASE tool.

The rules for treating lines of authority and iterative invocations of

modules and accesses to global data in association with a transaction

center follow.

Rule LOA/TC-1 : At most two lines of authority (LOAs) may be

created for calling the same subordinate module by any given

module -- one Transaction Center and one non-Transaction Center.

Rule LOA-1: If a Transaction Center or a non-Transaction Center

type of invocation to the same subordinate module is duplicated

within a module, set the invocation type to Iterative, place the

invocation reference ID no into a list of superseded invocations

and emit message giving data on superseded invocation.
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Rule LOA/TC-2: At most two global lines of authority (LOAs) may

be created for a module accessing a global data area -- one

Transaction Center and one non-Transaction Center.

Rule LOA-2: If a Transaction Center or a non-Transaction Center

type of use of same variable is duplicated within a module, set

the LOA invocation type to Iterative.

Rule PAR-1: Resolve differences in parameter/couple names

introduced through superseding invocations for a LOA in favor of

the first set used, and emit resolution message with module and

parameter names.

4.3 Graphical Layout of Modules

4.3.1. Overview

The objectives of the graph layout algorithm are to:

(1) Place SC Modules in relative position to each other. All

positioning at an appropriate horizontal level, or row, in the

structure chart (SC), and by the left to right vertical position,

or column, at the same level, is relative -- not scaled. If

scaling is necessary, it is done by the follow-on process which

prepares a file for input to a specific CASE tool.

(2) Identify a primary branch (hierarchy) for each SC Module,

probably through the selection of a primary parent of similar
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hierarchy type, i.e. afferent, transform, efferent, coordinating,

or undetermined.

(3) Insert SC Offpage Connectors for recursive calls within the

same branch and for modules for which there appears to be a high

fan-in from branches that originate more than one level above the

current module.

(4) Insert a SC Offpage Connector for any (one or more) global

data reference within the module, creating an SC arc and SC global

parameter as needed.

A fifth objective which would enhance and improve the utility of the

graph algorithm, but which is not pursued in this study, would be to:

(5) Partition the sets of modules vertically and horizontally into

hierarchies which can be displayed on separate structure charts.

This last, fifth, objective could be implemented through criteria which

group modules by the source file in which they are found, or which

minimize the number of cross-overs of invocations among such groupings.

The first criterion of grouping by source file requires a capability not

available in the prototype system and the second could best be developed

once data on module layout behavior is extracted and collected on a

sufficient number of systems.

Much of the current work in two dimensional layout of graphs for
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software system analysis and design [Batini et al. 1986], [Tamassia et

al. 1988], [Sugiyama et al. 1981), [Carpano 1980] attempts to solve a

more complex problem than is encountered here. Specifically, they

either address the problem of data flow diagrams where a hierarchical

precedence is not necessarily imposed on the process relationships, or

they attempt eliminate, or make more aesthetically pleasing, crossovers

of lines which are not broken by connectors. The problem for RESC is

made easier by the following factors: (a) the top hierarchical module

is identified and sets up a ready starting point for the layout; (b)

the hierarchical dependency information is already available for each

module to identify an appropriate vertical positioning; (c) in many

programs the sequencing of invocations will tend to match the desired

location along the same horizontal level, i.e. input or afferent first

allowing initial placement on the left, processing in the middle, and

output or efferent usually last allowing placement on the right; (d)

identification of subhierarchy type membership by the rules above

provides additional information for horizontal positioning; and (e) the

structure chart graphics set has offpage connectors available to pretty

up crossovers of lines of authority.

The graphic layout process produces an updated SC object database with

the module, connecter, and couple objects proportionally placed in a

relatively scaled two-dimensional plane. In this context, relatively

scaled means the objects are proportionally positioned, and not merely

ordered. Therefore, it may be assumed that the plane is made up of,

say, 3600 horizontal and 1200 vertical pixel-type points with module

object cell size of 250 by 50. The origin point (0,0) is taken to be at
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the top left of this plane. The final process which prepares the file

imported into the structure chart editor of the CASE tool can apply

absolute scaling to the relative positions, if necessary. StP's SCE

does not require absolute scaling for its input since it can

automatically rescale and center the graph. Lines of authority are also

placed automatically once the starting and destination node objects are

identified.

4.3.2 Module Layout Algorithm

The approach for laying the modules out in the hierarchical graph of a

structure chart involves five logical steps:

(1) Select the module which is the top or root module of the

hierarchy. There may be more than one such module and hierarchy

identified in production oriented systems but here the approach is

developed assuming one such starting module exists.

(2) Layout all modules belonging to the hierarchy in appropriate

rank order position vertically, then horizontally at the same

level, or row. The rank positions are temporary sequence numbers

for placing modules and connectors beginning with level 1 at the

top of the hierarchy vertically and position 1, at the same level,

for the leftmost position. The primary parent for each module is

temporarily identified during this step to prevent replacement of

the link with this parent by a connector in following steps.

Recursive calls to a module or a hierarchy of modules, if
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encountered, are identified during this step and can be replaced

with connectors associated with the called module to facilitate

layout. This step also has immediate access to data on module

fan-in and fan-out which can be computed and inserted into the SC

object database, if that has not already been done.

(3) Insert structure chart offpage connectors where needed and to

remove cross-overs. Subordinate output connectors for modules

invoking global variables are created. It should be noted that

every time a connector is created, so is a LOA object in the SC

object database. The associated global parameters forming the

couples along the LOA to output connectors are also identified and

created. Both input and output connectors are created for modules

with multiple parents which are not next to each other in the

levels above, thereby implying the possibility of cross-overs.

(4) Scale relative module and connector positions. The relative

scaling of vertical position is straightforward and done according

to vertical rank position. Connectors are placed at intermediate

levels between the levels for modules. Scaled horizontal position

at a given level may be corrected and adjusted to ensure

appropriate centering and relationship of the module within its

primary hierarchy. The scaled positioning of couple objects is

done during this step; the logic and code to do this is also

available within the St.P SCE system.

(5) Create unique ID numbers for structure chart nodes. The nodes
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of the graph are the modules, connectors and couples. The unique

ID numbers allows certain structure chart graph editors, like SCE,

to automatically draw the LOA links between the nodes.

The approach to laying out the graph in step 2 above is to start with

placing the top or main module, which is already identified by a flag in

the module table, at the top level. The numbering of levels for modules

starts at 1 and is incremented by 2 in order to reserve the intermediate

even numbered levels for connectors. Modules are maintained in an array

or list data structure which can be searched linearly for associated and

assigned attributes and pointers to heads of lists of parents and

children. The List of Parents will be constructed to aid in the

selection of a primary parent. The module table may be sorted by the

module reference identification number, reflecting the first time

declaration sequence of each starting with the top modules, which might

allow a quicker binary search procedure to be used. A List of Modules

at each Level is constructed based on child relationships to keep track

of the layout.

Module invocation information, needed to construct child and parent

relationships, is available in the proto SC LOA table. The SC LOA table

should be sorted first by the calling module, and then by the invocation

reference identification number within the calling module. The first

sort requirement on SC LOA automatically creates a list of child

identification numbers for the calling module in contiguous entries in

the LOA table. The second is important for the layout in that, since

the identification number was incremented and assigned on each encounter
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of an invocation by the parser, it reflects the sequence of invocations

in the source code and, therefore, is likely to follow the input

(afferent), computational (transform), and output (efferent) sequence

desired for structure charts. This forms the basis of a heuristic rule

for laying out modules at level, i.e. within rows, in the reverse

engineered structure chart.

Rule LAY-H1: The sequence by which modules are generally invoked

in a module, specifically by a coordinating module near the top of

a structure chart, tends to provide the best guideline for the

first-cut laying out of modules horizontally, when specific

information on the module type is otherwise unavailable, with

likely afferent modules placed on the left, transform modules in

the middle, and efferent modules on the right.

With this information on the sequence of invocation available, the

first-cut structure chart graphic layout algorithm can be implemented by

the execution of the following steps:

VLl: Initialize. Assign a top or main module to the List of Modules at

Level with level set equal to 1 for the top level. (Level and row

are synonymous here). Initialize the hierarchical level to 0 for

all other modules to be examined. If this is the first top module

examined, i.e. the main module, initialize count of parents and

count of children to 0 for all modules. Initialize an array of

maximum size to be expected for the actual number of levels of

modules; the index to the array will be computed by the integer
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division of the level value by 2. Each element of this array will

have a first (raw) count of modules at level initialized to 0 and

a pointer to the head of a List of Modules at Level initialized to

null, except for level 1 which would be initialized to the values

implied by the top module above. Set current search level to 1 and

lookahead level to current level plus 2. Set (to true) the flag

indicating that modules at current level are still to be examined.

Repeat for each level. While all modules at current search level

have not been examined, select next available module at current

search level as current module and continue immediately with step

VL3. Otherwise, increment current search level by 2, set

lookahead level to current level plus 2, initialize current

position at level to 0, and select first available module at

current search level as current module. If no modules are found

for the new current search level this process is complete, so go

to step VL10; else continue with step VL3.

Repeat for each current module examined. For each new module

examined check the assigned hierarchical level. If it is 0 then

set the flag indicating that a module, which is not at the top, is

being examined for the first time to true; else set the flag to

false. The top module would have had hierarchical level

initialized to 1 so this flag would be set to false. Assign

current search level to the current module hierarchical level.

Find the first invocation of a child module by the current module

in the SC LOA table to start the examination of a current child.
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If none found return to step VL2.

Repeat for each current child examined. Perform this step until

there are no children left for the current module taking each in

turn as the current child. At this time, add the current module

to a List of Parents for the current child, increment the count of

parents for the current child, and increment the count of children

for the current module. If the current module is being examined

for the first time and is also the current child the a recursive

call is being made so do step VL5; else do step VL6.

Create connectors for self recursive calls. Construct a connector

name based on an unique acronym of the module name concatenated

with "-recursv". Create an input connector record with

hierarchical level set at current level - 1, and an output

connector record with hierarchical level set at current level + 1.

Assign the current module's horizontal position at level to both.

Set the input and output connector flags to true for the current

module. Increment both count of parents and count of children for

the current module. Go to step VL2.

Move previously examined child. If the hierarchical level assigned

to the current child is 0 go to step VL7. Otherwise, a level has

been assigned and Rule LAY-V1 for laying out modules on a

structure chart is applied.

Rule LAY-V1: A module is placed at a level on the structure chart
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which is below all of its immediate superordinate parents, except

for the case of recursive invocation.

If the child module possesses a List of Children then the

possibility of a recursive call through several intermediate

levels of modules exists, and the elimination of this possibility

may be considered before the child module is moved to a lower

level. This is done through an exhaustive search of all paths in

the subhierarchy represented by the List of Children in the SC LOA

table for the current module which is the child's parent. Such

searches add to the overhead of running the algorithm for a

typically rare occurrence. An alternative which would greatly

reduce the overhead is (a) to perform the search only if the

child's previous hierarchical level assignment is for the current

search level or for the module level immediately above it and

(b) to modify the Rule LAY-V1 as follows:

Rule LAY-V1 (modified) : A module is placed at a level on the

structure chart which is below all of its immediate superordinate

parents, except for the cases when it is already assigned to a

level above the level of an immediate parent of the its parent, or

when it is part of recursive invocation directly through its

parent.

If the current child is part of a multi-level recursive call, or

if its previous hierarchical level assigned is less than the

current level - 2, go to step VL9. Otherwise, it is removed from
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the List of Modules at its previous level, but the raw count of

modules at that level remains unchanged to allow for appropriate

spacing of modules with a gap to remaining for a line of authority

to pass through to the lower level. If input and output connector

flags are set for the current child, then their hierarchical level

values are updated appropriately with the lookahead level value #1

or -1.

Assign level for current child. The current child's hierarchical

level is assigned the value of the lookahead level. The current

child is added to the end of the List of Modules at the lookahead

level and the raw count of modules at the lookahead level is

incremented.

Assign horizontal position for current child. With Rule LAY-H1

applied to the children retrieved from the SC LOA table, the

number representing the sequential position in the List of Modules

at the level being constructed, i.e. the lookahead level, is

sufficient to describe the relative horizontal position on the

structure chart. Assign the current value of the raw count of

modules at the lookahead level to the current child's horizontal

position at level. Go to step VL2.

Create connectors for multi-level recursive and inverse calls. If

the current child has no input connector flag set, construct a

connector name based on an unique acronym of the module name,

create an input connector record for the child with hierarchical
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level set at the child's assigned hierarchical level - 1, set the

horizontal position at level to the child's horizontal position,

and set the child's input connector flag to true; else use the

name of the existing input connector. Increment the count of

parents for the child. Create an output connector record for the

current module, the child's parent, with hierarchical level set at

current level + 1, and assign the current module's horizontal

position at level to it. Set the output connector flags to true

and increment the count of children for the current module. Go to

step VL2.

VL10: Wrapup. Save the value of the current search level as the

maximum search level. Find the maximum raw count of modules at

level and save this value. Both of these values are used in

relatively scaling positions of objects on the structure chart.

At this point each module has attributes for the count of parents

and the count of children which do include consideration of the

connectors created. Compute each module's fan-in by assigning to

it the value of the count of parents. Compute each module's fan

out by assigning to it the value of the count of parents. Proceed

to identifying primary parents for primary subhierarchy membership

of modules and then to inserting offpage connectors for cross

Overs •

Resolve Undetermined hierarchy type memberships. At this point there

may still be some modules whose hierarchy type membership is

undetermined. It would be helpful to identifying primary parents if
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these cases could be resolved. Previous rules for determining

membership are based in some way on the relationship of the couple

direction to the type. At this point, only arbitrary rules are left to

apply if the interactive intervention of the software engineer is to be

avoided. As previously discussed, such intervention tends to lead to

undesirable non-reproducible results in the structure chart object

database. Two rules which take advantage of the existence of the Lists

of Modules at Level and of the Lists of Children created during the

graphic layout procedure are proposed here. These rules are applied to

the lowest levels of the structure chart first, and then, progressively

to higher and higher levels until the top is reached.

Rule LAY/MHT-1: If a module with undetermined hierarchy type

membership has no children, compute the value of the ratio of its

assigned horizontal position to the raw count of modules at level.

If the ratio is less than 0.30, assign type Afferent to the

module. If the ratio is greater than 0.70, assign type Efferent

to it; otherwise assign type Transform.

Rule LAY/MHT-2: If a module with undetermined hierarchy type

membership has children, compute the value of the ratio of the

number of types of the children modules which are Afferent,

Efferent, Coordinating, and Transform. Assign the type with the

largest ratio to the module. In case of ties, assign type

Transform if the module is in the lower half of the structure

chart and Coordinating if in the upper half.
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Note that the above rules are completely arbitrary but could be

validated upon the collection and analysis of appropriate data.

Identify primary parent. The purpose for choosing a primary parent is

to ensure that the graphed line of authority is shown for the most

appropriate parent of a module. A primary parent also provides a means

of distinguishing where offpage connectors should be created to reduce

cross-overs, thus providing a reasonable first cut for an aesthetically

pleasing structure chart. It is based on identifying contiguous parents

at the level immediately above the module and on considering the type of

hierarchy (Afferent, Efferent, Coordinating, Transform or Undetermined).

At this point Undetermined types should have been resolved. If there is

only one parent the choice is obvious. However, if there are more than

one then the following rules are considered:

Rule LAY-PP1: If three or more contiguous parents are found at

the level above a module and the middle one matches the module in

type, choose the middle one as primary parent. An afferent module

matches an afferent parent, an efferent an efferent, and a

transform a transform. All types match a coordinating parent.

Rule LAY-PP2: If a pair or the outliers of the three or more

contiguous parents also match in type, choose either the first in

the list for an afferent, the last for an efferent, and randomly

-- perhaps by maintaining an alternatives flag which switches with

every choice -- for all other matchings. Follow this rule also if
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only a pair of contiguous parents are found which match in type.

Rule LAY-PP3: If contiguous parents are found but no strong match

in type is indicated, then attempt to satisfy the above two rules

with a weak match. Afferent and efferent types can weakly match

transform parents; these weak matches are overruled by the above

strong matching criteria.

Rule LAY-PP4: If no contiguous pairs of parents are found, or if

no weak match can be made for contiguous parents, seek the first

matching afferent parent, the last matching efferent parent, or a

middle choice from the List of Parents for the other types.

Rule LAY-PP5: If none of the above rules can be applied, then

arbitrarily assign the first module that can match the criteria,

or just the first module if none match, in the List of Parents as

the primary parent.

Step through the modules as they appear in the Lists of Modules at

Level. Skip the top or main modules since they have no parents. Then

repeat the following steps for each module.

PP1 : Select the next module to examine as the current module. If the

input connector present flag is true decrement the count of

parents by 1. If this count is less then one and the module is

not a top or main module, send an error message.
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PP2: If count of parents is equal to 1, assign that parent as the

primary parent and go to PP1; else assign the first parent in the

list as primary parent by Rule LAY-PP5 until the other rules may

be applied.

PP3: Attempt to find three or more contiguous parents in the List of

Modules at the level above the current module. If found, apply

Rules LAY-PP1 through LAY-PP3; else attempt to find two contiguous

parents and, if possible, apply Rules LAY-PP2 and LAY-PP3. If no

contiguous parents are found at the level above the current level,

attempt to apply Rule LAY-PP4.

PP4: After a final primary parent is identified, add input connectors

to the current module and output connectors to the parent modules

for the parent module which are not contiguous to the primary

parent.

Add Connectors for Global Variables: Sorting the SC global LOA and the

SC global parameter tables by using module reference identification

numbers would speed up this step. Pass through the List of Modules at

Level starting at the top module and follow the procedures for adding

connectors described in the module layout algorithm steps above. If a

module has a global variable reference then create a connector to the

global area.

Scaling Relative Position: The purpose of this step is to position the

structure chart objects on a grid which can be directly mapped into a
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graph. The grid size is initialized in memory for first version of the

program. Assume, for the purposes of the initial exercise, that

x_scale=3600, y_scale=1200 and that the origin x=0, y=0 is at the upper

left corner. Also assume that a module box is 250 by 50, so that each

level can reserve a height of 75 for its objects. These numbers imply

that we are dealing with a plane that can hold about 16 levels and 14

non-overlapping horizontal cell locations, i.e. a structure chart with 8

rows of modules and 14 modules across. However, the intervals can and

should be laid out more generously when there is space.

The interval spacing for rows (R) is determined by dividing the maximum

number of levels (L max) plus three into y_scale according to the

following:

R = ( y_scale / ( L. + 3 ))max

This includes consideration of two additional levels for connectors

below the last row of modules and above the top module. Eventually, for

laying out large structure charts, a minimum value for this interval

would have to be assigned and, if the number of levels cannot fit, the

structure chart would have to be split into two or more charts.

The interval spacing (IL) for modules at each level is computed by

taking the raw count of modules at level (CL) plus one and dividing it

into x_scale.

Ir, = (x_scale / ( CL + 1 ))
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This interval will place the modules approximately over their child

trees, but not in the center. Another pretty tree algorithm would

lookahead to each level and determine how to compute the interval based

on the maximum amount of modules at any level and the maximum amount

which have to drawn for the current tree. Development of such an

algorithm is postponed for future enhancement to the tool.

Assign a scaled grid row position (X ) and scaled grid column positionrow

(*col) for each module based on the intervals computed and the relative

level (IR) and the position at level (PL) and the following formulae:

Connectors are handled similarly, except that they have to be checked

for overlapping at the same level. The positioning of couples along the

LOA is done using trigonometric formulae, once the originating and

destination coordinates of the LOA are computed. An algorithm and code

for the positioning of couples already exists for the St.P SCE software.

Node IDs: SCE node IDs are a number between 100 and 4999. Start with

100 for the main module and assign a number sequentially incremented to

the remaining modules. All structure chart objects (modules, input and

output connectors, lines of authority, parameters, global lines of

authority, and global parameters) are assigned a unique node number.
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5.0 Evaluation

5.1 Test Example

5.1. 1 Parser Output

The objective of the parser program is to extract information about

source. It also performs some initial identification of Structure Chart

objects using rules which can be applied within module boundaries. Its

output is then used to complete identification of those objects by a

following program identified previously as Process 3, Identify Structure

Chart Objects, in Figure 4.2. To recapitulate, the Structure Chart

objects of interest are: modules by type, lines of authority

corresponding to invocations, to include invocations taken in iterative

and transaction center contexts, and couples corresponding to passed

arguments by type and direction. A test example was selected from the

literature to illustrate how this happens for discussion purposes. This

program, with minor modifications, is listed in Appendix E. Three of

the modules are selected here for specific discussion of how the

application of the rules brings results. After the source file passes

through a preprocessor, the source code for the input to the parser

analyzer program would look like:

void do_run ( int start, int mult, int incr)
{

int seed = start, result;
long int index;
for ( index = 0; index < 32769L.; index++)
{

result = linear ( mult, incr; &seed);
do_modulo ( index, 10, 500, result);

if ( result & 16384)
{

all_vals I result) += 0x1;
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test cell ( all_vals [ result), index);
}
else

{
all_vals I result - 16384) += 0x10;
test cell ( all_vals [ result - 16384), index) ;

}
}
return;

}

int linear (int multiplier, int increment, int * seed)
{

long int temp;

temp = ( (long) multiplier * * seed 4 increment) $ 32768L;
* seed = (int) temp;
return ( * seed);

}

void test cell ( int val, long int index)
{

if ( ( val & Oxf) > 0x1) {
printf ( "Repetition on trial *ld: val == %d\n",

index, val);
wait ();

}
if ( ( val & Oxfo) > 0x10)
{

printf ( "Repetition on trial *ld: val == %d\n",
index, val);

wait ();
}

}

Table 5.1 shows selected output from the parser program for information

associated with these three modules. This includes output for the

module table, the formal module argument table, the module invocation

table, the passed argument table, the global variable table, and the

global variable use table. Pages D-2 through D-6 of Appendix D may

prove helpful to the reader who wishes to interpret some of the codes in

the table. The modules listed above are identified as modules 6, 4, and

5, respectively, in Table 5.1. The formal module argument table, which

contains the initialization data used for the Module Interface Table,

also includes initial evaluation of the couple types and directions
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Table 5.1 - Selected Output for RESC Parser Program

MODULE TABLE:

Output. Data

function ID 6 4 5

name "do run" "linear" "test cell"
is main F F F

no. of args. 3 3 2
variable args. F F F
func. call F T F

returns value F T F

type void T F T

FORMAL MODULE ARGUMENT TABLE:

Output. Data

function ID 4 4 4 4 5

arg. position O 1 2 3 l
name "linear" "multiplier" "increment" "seed" "val"
arg. type B B B P B

1st use R_h F T T T T
L_h use T F F T F
couple type U -> D U -> D U -> D D C

couple direction O I I B I

function ID 6 6 6 8

arg. position l 2 3 3

name "start" "mult" "incr" "big_cycle"
arg. type B B B B

1st use R_h T T T T
L_h use F F F F
couple type U -> D U -> D D C
couple direction I I I I

MODULE INVOCATION TABLE:

Output Data

invocation ID 9 10 11 12
caller ID 6 6 6 6

caller name "do run" "do run" "do run" "do run"
called ID 4 8 5 5

called name "linear" "do modulo" "test cell" "test cell"
func. call T F F F

iterative T T T T

trans. Center F F T T
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Table 5.1 (Continued) - Selected Output for RESC Parser Program

PASSED ARGUMENT TABLE:

Output. Data

invocation ID 9 9 9 9

caller ID 6 6 6 6

caller name "do run" "do run" "do run" "do run"
called ID 4 4 4 4
called name "linear" "linear" "linear" "linear"

arg. position O l 2 3
arg. text "linear" "mult" "incr" "&seed."
arg. type B B B B
by refer F F F T

L_h before F F F T
R_h after F F F F
test expr. after F F F F
initialized F F F T

invocation ID 10 10 10 10
caller ID 6 6 6 6

caller name "do run" "do run" "do run" "do run"
called ID 8 8 8 8

called name "do modulo" "do modulo" "do modulo" "do modulo"
arg. position l 2 3 4
arg. text "index" * 10" "50" "result."
arg. type B K K B
by refer F F F F

L_h before T F F T
R_h after F F F T
test expr. after F F F F
initialized F F F F

GLOBAL VARIABLE USE TABLE:

Output. Data

variable ID 7

name "all_vals"
user ID

user name

1st use R_h
L_h use
iterative
trans. Center

couple type
couple direction

6
"do run."

:

GLOBAL VARIABLE TABLE:

Output Data

variable ID 7

name "all_vals"
var. type A
initialized F
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associated with those arguments for which the couple type and direction

can be determined unambiguously. This evaluation is based on analysis º

of the source code within the module using intra-module rules. For º
example, the Oth argument for module 4 is the function module "linear",

(itself), which return. a value. Its couple direction is Output (up) by º

Rule CD/MAG/P-3; its couple type is Undetermined but will eventually

resolved to Data by Rule CT-9 applied within Process 3, as are the

couple types of arguments 1 and 2 of modules 4 and 6. Couple direction

for arguments 1 and 2 of module 4 and all three arguments of module 6

are determined as Input (down) by intra-module Rule CD/MAG/P-1. Couple

direction and type of argument 3 of module 8 and argument 1 of module 5

are determined as Control and Input (down) by Rule CD/CT/MAG/P-4. Couple *

direction for argument 3 of module 4 is determined as Both by Rule

CD/MAG/P-2, and its type as Data by Rule MAG-1. -

The coupling behavior of global variables for a specific module can also 1 :

be identified to a limited extent through the application of Rules

GVR/P-1 through GVR/P-4 at this point. For example, global variable 7 º

use direction is Input (down) relative to the global data area by Rule

GVR/P-3. The type data is resolved by default rule.

Other rules which are applied in the parser program are Rule M-1, Rules

M-3 through M-5, and Rules MAG-2 and MAG-3. The C-language **

implementation constraint on directions of arguments passed by value is

also applied in the parser. The application of Rule M-4 allows the

parser program to identify predefined modules for which no function sº

bodies are found to be added to the library function table and output.
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These, however, will have no associated information on formal arguments

entered into the formal library module argument table. Such information

can be added to the file independently prior to its use as input for the

next process. The remaining rules, mostly related to inter-module

information, are applied in the next process.

5.1.2 Identifying Structure Chart Objects

Process 3 completes the identification of Structure Chart objects,

including the determination of the actual couple types and directions

for the passed arguments. It first applies the rules relevant to passed

argument data alone and then resolves inconsistencies with the module

argument table, otherwise called the Module Interface Table, by Rules

CT-6 & CD-6. Thus, argument 3 of invocation 10 should have a couple

direction of Both by Rule CD-3 (c), but is overruled, correctly, by CD-6

to Input (down). Couple type and direction for arguments 2 and 3 of

invocation 10, which are passed as constants, are determined to be

Control and Input (down) by Rules CT-1 & CD-1; the Module Interface Table

couple direction for this argument is consistent with this choice.

Rules CT-4 & CD-4 set type and direction for argument 3 of invocation 9,

which is consistent with the Module Interface Table. Rule CD-3 (a) sets

direction as Input (down) for argument 0 of invocation 10, which is also

consistent with the Module Interface Table. The remaining couple types

and directions for the passed arguments shown in Table 5.1 would be

determined from the Module Interface Table.

Selected output of Process 3 is shown in Table 5.2. This output
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Table 5.2 - Selected output for RESC Process to Identify SC Objects

PROTO SC MODULE TABLE:

Output. Data

module ID 6 4 5

name "do run" "linear" "test cell"
module type S S S
count invoked l l 2
count invocations 4 O 4

of subordinates

no. of args. 3 3 2
variable args. F F F
returns value F T F

count global use l O O
hierarchy type E U E

membership

PROTO SC LOA (Lines of Authority). TABLE:

Output. Data

invocation/LOA ID 9 10 11 12
caller ID 6 6 6 6
called ID 4 8 5 5
iterative T T T T

trans. Center F F T T

interface type S S S S
superseding LOA

- - - 11
for chart

PROTO SC GLOBAL VARIABLE TABLE:

Output. Data

variable ID 7

name "all_vals"
extern decl. F

data area label "global"

PROTO SC GLOBAL. VARIABLE LOA TABLE:

Output. Data

global LOA/couple ID l
user module ID 6
iterative T

trans. Center T

superseding LOA
-
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Table 5.2 (Cont'd) - Selected Output

PROTO SC PARAMETER (Couple). TABLE:

Output. Data

invocation/LOA ID 9
caller ID 6
called ID 4

arg. position O
text "linear"

couple type D
couple direction O
superseding LOA

-

invocation ID 10
caller ID 6
called ID 8

arg. position l
text "index"

couple type D

couple direction I
superseding LOA

PROTO S

Output. Data

global LOA/couple ID
variable ID

couple type
couple direction
superseding LOA

:

for RESC Process to Identify SC Objects

9 9 9
6 6 6
4 4 4.
l 2 3

"mult" "incr" "&seed."
D D D

I I B

10 10 10
6 6 6
8 8 8
2 3 4

"10" "50" "result."
C C C

I Ii

GLOBAL PARAMETER (Couple). TABLE:
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consists of the essential entities needed for a structure chart object

database. These are the modules, the lines of authority, and the

couples which appear on the chart. The global variables are included to

support the special case of global area lines of authority and couples.

Again, Appendix D may be helpful in interpreting some of the data

elements.

The SC Module Object Table has information about the number of times the

module has been invoked and the number of calls it contains for

subordinate modules. This is similar to fan-in and fan-out

respectively, except that fan-in and fan-out numbers exclude multiple

calls between modules, and these counts do not. The counts will

correspond exactly to the total numbers of superseded and not superseded

invocations in the LOA Object Tables. Both superseded and not

superseded invocations between two modules usually map into a single

line of authority (LOA) representing the not superseded invocation on

the structure chart, as considered in Rule LOA-1. The SC Module Object

Table also contains information about the module's likely hierarchy type

membership, e.g. Afferent, Coordinating, Transforming, or Efferent. The

Efferent type for modules 6 and 5 in Table 5.2 was determined by Rule

MHT-6. This information is used in placing the modules in appropriate

positions in the structure chart layout.

Figure 5.1 shows what the structure chart generated from the information

processed by RESC would look like. This includes what would happen with

application of the graphic layout algorithm, like, for example, the

creation of a connector for the "printf" module. Note that the source
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code includes a module "even_count" which is not invoked and which does

not invoke any of the other modules.

5.2 Results

This research and the developed prototype programs demonstrate a

framework for recovering design information obscured during the coding

of software systems. As a result, several programs are being

implemented together to form a tool for applying this framework. The

first program, a parser and lexical analyzer, operates on C source code

module to extract the data needed. This program can and does

incorporate some rules for identifying unambiguous conceptual uses of

formal arguments in modules which can be applied on the first pass

through the source code. It also identifies candidates for modules

which may be treated as predefined or library modules. A second program

incorporates a set of heuristic rules which analyze the extracted data

to recover the design information into a structure chart object database

in a predictable way. A program specified by a graphical layout

algorithm developed above can now operate on this database. The layout

program places the objects into a structure chart with appropriate

hierarchical relationships. Finally, a fourth program can take the data

files produced and generate a structure chart description file ready for

import into an existing CASE tool. The existing CASE tool has an editor

for the graphical display and manipulation of structure charts. Testing

of the prototype shows that the rules can be applied effectively to

extract and prepare the information needed for the layout program

according to specification.
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The heuristic rules researched and developed fall into several

categories: (a) module placement in the structure chart based on

determining the hierarchy type for the module; (b) couple types and

directions of data passed between modules based on variable usage in the

calling module and argument usage in the called module; (c) couple

types and direction of global variables based on variable usage in the

module; and (d) configuration and display of lines of authority based

on the context of the invocation within the calling module.

The process of constructing the RESC tool has helped to identify

weaknesses in the classical Structured Design methodology for the design

specification of a system to be implemented in a computer language with

the features of C. Incongruities exist between how C programs are

really constructed and the capabilities of the structure chart to

describe those constructs as precisely as a blueprint should a piece of

equipment. For example, the concept of what is a module becomes fuzzy

with the various entities and methods available in C, such as functions,

source code files, and a number of declaration statements, including

extern or static declarations. Each of these affects data scope and

visibility in ways which cannot be specified with a corresponding level

of nuance and detail by the structure chart elements available in the

methodology without extensions. C also introduces the idea of function

visibility, through the passing of pointers to functions, which is not

handled well by the rules of a classical structure chart. Indeed it can

be argued that the passing of pointers to functions is discouraged under

structured design as an example of content or pathological coupling.
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But "real" C programmers are unlikely to abandon this programming

construct on the grounds that it makes maintenance of the code more

difficult for someone else. Therefore, the appropriate highlighting of

the visibility of a function on a structure chart would be very helpful.

On the whole, however, the results of this work do point towards the

feasibility of reverse engineering of code to structure charts (RESC)

working successfully.

5.3 Discussion

The reverse engineering of code to extract the design information

contained in structure charts can provide a valuable contribution to

understanding, maintaining, and upgrading many existing software

systems. Such structure charts would display and make visible both the

existing system architecture and the existing relationships of data

elements and control between modules. Software systems for medical

applications can especially benefit since many were developed while the

software designers and developers were simultaneously attempting to

understand the medical application itself. Despite the best intentions

of the designer, such situations are notorious in forcing bottom-up

approaches to the development of much of the code. This often results

in badly designed and hard to understand system architectures with messy

and extensive coupling among all elements of the system. Part of the

maintenance requirements for these systems is the verification that

control information and data are being provided to modules as believed.

The information extracted and processed by the reverse engineering
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technique presented in this research will provide an important tool for

supporting such verification.

The approach for this technique is novel in that it seeks to extract

data from source code not normally made available as output by

compilers, and then applies a series of heuristic rules to the extracted

data to identify attributes of module and variable usage. This is not

to say that much of this data is not available to advanced compilers; it

is, and it can be extracted by placing the right "hooks" into the

compiler code in order to retain the state history for each variable

and for each invocation of interest within the entire module. The

objectives of advanced compilers are different. Their objectives are

usually to improve the running time of code by minimizing calculations,

specifically redundant ones in loops, and by minimizing the discarding

from register memory of values defined for variables and expressions

which are reused in computations within a module. There is a similarity

of the rules used for optimization of code with some of the intra-module

rules here; the compiler uses rules, for example, to identify points in

the code where a variable is defined, i.e. where it acquires or changes

value, and to identify a block of statements and paths along which this

definition may reach. This is similar to first identifying a left hand

use of a variable followed by intermediate right hand uses, if any,

before another left hand use. Compiler optimization focuses

specifically on this behavior, however, and not on the variable's use

for data or control purposes. Although information on context of use is

available and is used in identifying paths in the compiler, the

association of such context of use with the variable itself is not
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needed to support the objective of deciding whether to keep the values

of the variable or of the computed expression in which it participates

in register memory.

The objectives in reverse engineering for identifying visibility of data

and control between modules in accordance with the Structured Design

Methodology are not completely supported by the information used for

optimization as discussed above. First, the variables of interest are

either those which are the arguments of the module or those which are

global in scope. Second, the methodology focuses on the context of use

of these variables. Third, the reach of an argument or of a global

variable would appear to be over the whole module; however, the concept

of this reach for arguments can be modified by several factors. These

factors include: (a) how the corresponding parameter passed by the

invocation is used prior to, during, or after the invocation in the

calling module, e.g. left use before the invocation, right use or use in

test expression afterwards, (b) the passed parameter type in the calling

module, especially within the invocation, e.g. passing by reference, or

as a constant or string constant, (c) the argument type in the called

module, and (d) whether there is a right hand use before the initial

definition, i.e. left hand use, if any, of a variable of interest within

the called module boundaries. This places requirements on capturing and

retaining different information from that used to optimize code, as well

as some, but not all, of the same information.

Therefore, rather than placing the needed hooks within existing compiler

code, the approach here has been to go directly to the production
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functions which would have been used to create a compiler for a computer

language, and then to modify those production functions so that they

reflect the modular structures and variable usage contexts or states

which are of interest in the Structured Design Methodology. The "hooks"

for extracting the data needed are placed at the appropriate transitions

in the production functions, and the data is prepared for application of

the heuristic rules at the encountering of each module boundary and at

the completion of the parsing of the source code. This approach has the

additional benefit of not carrying the overhead of the compiler code

which does not contribute to extracting the data needed.

The approach to reverse engineering through the use of explicit

heuristic rules for developing the design information of interest has

two significant benefits. First, once a stable set of rules is

accepted, design data can be reproducibly retrieved and presented by the

RESC system. This ensures consistency in the design information made

available to software engineers. Second, the process of formulating the

rules highlights the assumptions, such as those related to defaults and

resolution of conflicts, which are open to debate and testing. As the

tool is applied to a large number of systems, data on the correctness

and appropriateness of the rules can be gathered and variations tested

until a final set of rules can be made stable.

Although absolute correctness in the tool is not one of the stated goals

of this research, the issue of correctness of reverse engineering may be

raised. Correctness, in this context, is defined as extracting that

information which, when used in an independent forward engineering
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process, would lead to implementing a program with the same

functionality as the original program. That any approach in software

engineering leads to absolute correctness is difficult to prove, since

such approaches are usually developed to achieve pragmatic goals.

Indeed, the very use of heuristic rules implies that the basis of the

process for developing them is empirical and that exceptions are likely

to be encountered eventually. Such exceptions are also not likely to

result in significant differences between the fundamental or essential

functionality of the reconstituted system and the original one.

However, it is not intended to use recovered design information in a

forward engineering process which completely divorces itself from the

original code. The code actually comprises part of the recovered module

specifications in place of pseudocode. Therefore, the concepts of

essential and sufficient correctness may be introduced and are more

appropriately applicable. Essential correctness occurs when the

extracted information would result in the independent development of a

program in which any differences in functionality from the original one

are minor in nature and do not change the fundamental functionality of

the system. Minor differences can be resolved by the software engineer

referring to appropriate parts of the original code. Sufficient

correctness occurs when the extracted information cannot completely

reproduce the functionality of all of the modules of the original

program without a duplication of the control logic from the original

code for some of them. The use of realistic heuristic rules should lead

to essential correctness for normally written programs, that is, those

where control of execution would progress sequentially through the code
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as would occur in programs written according to structured programming

guidelines. In programs not following such guidelines, the heuristic

rules should lead to sufficient correctness at the very least.

It is important to realize that the development of the RESC framework

and tool is only a beginning. Extensive research is needed to develop

and test the rules and metrics to achieve the tool's full potential.

5.4 Desirable Enhancements

Enhancements and extensions to the RESC system can take place at various

levels. First, improvements can be made to the current system through

additional functionality and changes in the mechanisms for extracting

data from the source code in support of the current Structured Design

methodology. Second, support for the extensions to the design

methodology itself which were discussed in earlier chapters can be

integrated into the tool. Third, the reverse engineering process can be

extended to include the include the recapture of requirements. And

fourth, metrics used to characterize the system architecture can be

extracted from the structure chart object database to support research

into the software design process.

As part of the first category of enhancements, improvements to handle

multiple files and functionality, which allows viewing of function-like

macros and code conditionally eliminated during preprocessing, can be

added to the current system. Currently, the prototype processes a

single file which is best prepared for it using the C-language
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preprocessor. However, in order to speed up the testing of the parser

on small files during its development and to reduce the requirements for

tracking dynamic memory allocation during program execution, the parser

production functions were modified to handle elementary preprocessor

commands such as the two cases of the #include and #define directives.

The former case allowed the extraction of the filename and would allow

the nested processing of source code files. In an enhancement, the

objective would be to process the files similarly to the way the

preprocessor would utilize the line control #line directive in its

interaction with the compiler. Having the parser handle the

preprocessor directives, rather than preprocessing the file, has the

advantage of extending the functionality of the tool to viewing aspects

of the design which are based on the preprocessor capabilities and which

are deleted from the source code by preprocessing. One of these is

viewing source code which may not be included in the final source

through the use of the #if and #ifdef family of directives. These

include or exclude source code from processing by the compiler depending

on whether or not certain identifiers are true or defined and, thus,

identify source which is implementation dependent. It may be desirable

to show the impact of such optional source code on the final system

architecture, either in terms of additional invocations, or new or

differently coded modules available in the system. There may be a

problem in distinguishing such optional objects in the structure chart

since current structure chart notation does support it. This may

provide a case for extending structure chart notation to, say, using

dashed lines and boxes for conditionally included invocations, which are
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not part of a transaction center, and for conditionally included

modules.

The latter case of #define directive, when applied specifically to

macros with parameter lists, would allow the viewing of such macros as

equivalents to modules in a manner similar to that intended by the

original designer or programmer. Other languages have similar concepts

to the function-like macro, e.g. the single line function in FORTRAN.

This view would be supported in structure chart notation by indicating

lexical inclusion for every invocation of the macro. Adding this

functionality to the current tool also requires the adding of flags for

lexical inclusion into the data extracted and processed through to the

structure chart database, as well as some recoding of function lookups.

The mechanism which would support the nested processing of multiple

files of source code would only need to be modified slightly to handle

another desirable enhancement to the tool. That enhancement is to allow

the development of a full picture of the system architecture derivable

from the source code file dependencies specified in a makefile. A

program can extract the relevant source code file names from the

makefile and pass this list to the parser. The parser would then

process all files in this list, adding to it any new file names

encountered in preprocessor directives. Controls for preventing

redundant processing of files, specifically header files, should be part

of this mechanism.

There are improvements which can be made to the parser which would
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enhance the usefulness of the tool when applied to highly complex or

badly written spaghetti-like code. C allows multiple statements per

line of code, which implies the rare possibility of changing left hand

and right hand roles for a variable of interest on the same line where

left hand use actually occurs first. Currently the heuristic rules

applied to a variable used in both roles a line of code are based on the

underlying assumption that right hand use is first. The parser does

have some hooks in place to extract this information on a statement by

statement basis. By introducing a mechanism for tracking statement

numbers in a module, rather than line numbers, the rules would then be

applied correctly to this rare possibility. Another improvement could

aid in analyzing code which is not written in the straight flow through

style implicit in good structured programming. This improvement is the

application of sophisticated flow graph techniques used by optimizing

compilers for variable usage analysis within modules. But such an

improvement could also cost in terms of tool performance, would require

the development of some very arbitrary rules to resolve all possible,

albeit unlikely, conflicts of use along each path, and, in the end, may

not add much new information to the visibility of variables of interest

between modules.

The rules for laying out the structure chart objects can also be

improved; some of these potential improvements have already been

indicated in comments placed appropriately with the layout algorithm in

the previous chapter. It should be noted, however, that much of the

layout can be modified interactively by the software engineer once the

structure chart is displayed within the St.P structure chart editor.
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Another possible enhancement of the current tool could be the

introduction of a mechanism to allow the software engineer to override

individual resolution decisions of the rules as they are applied during

the ongoing process. However, this would have a negative impact on an

important benefit of the RESC approach, the reproducibility of results.

Under the RESC approach, the overriding of such resolution decisions can

take place in the final step involving use of the graphic structure

chart editor.

In the second category of enhancements, the tool may support extensions

to the Structured Design notation and methodology. Some enhancements in

notation must await increased functionality in the CASE tools. One

example is that of conditionally included invocations and modules

mentioned above. Another is the showing of multiple different

invocations by a calling module using different variable names to a

subordinate module, the ignoring of which up to now has been a vestige

of the manually drawn structure chart era. The best way to display this

situation may be to show only one line of authority to the called

module, thereby reducing clutter on the graph and, then, to tabularly

describe the variations in interface annotation for each invocation.

The RESC tool can easily extract this information, but many popular CASE

tools do yet not have an available notation to display it. Extensions

to the methodology include object oriented structured design. Such

extensions open up a whole field of future research for enhancing this

reverse engineering tool.
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The third category of enhancements is the recovery of requirements

specification information, e.g. data flow diagrams. This information

would be integrated into a CASE repository as the next step after design

recovery. Rules used in transform and transaction center analysis

[Page-Jones 1988) for the topographical transformation of data flow

diagrams into structure charts can form the basis for rules for the

inverse transformation. The software engineer may first have to review

the structure chart and identify equivalent levels of either functional

complexity or system functionality in order for the inverse

transformation to map back appropriately into levels of data flow

diagrams. Though desirable for system remaineerina, requirements

recovery is not as critical as the recovery of design information.

Consider the analogous example of significant modifications to a

building. Usually it is only necessary to consider the changes at the

blueprint level, i.e. on the level analogous to the structure chart.

Only in cases where there is a significant impact on the environment, is

it necessary to do new architectural drawings or models of the building.

In software engineering, the trend, until now, appears to have been to

start with a new requirements analysis in such cases, and to pick up

reusable components from existing systems at the design, i.e structure

chart, phase. Therefore, it is not clear whether reverse engineering

all the way back to data flow diagrams has a practical application other

than verifying system correctness, that is, that the system satisfies

the user's requirements.

The fourth and final category of enhancements is the addition of metrics

to RESC for extracting controlled information on software design for
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research. The first way to do this would be to provide a means to query

the structure chart object database. Such queries would allow for

pulling out quantitative design data not immediately available as

processed data, like the statistics on fan-out and fan-in. A second way

to do this is to extract statistical information on coupling as

discussed in Section 3.3.2. Normal and global coupling data can be

gathered from the couple object database. A further decomposition of

normal coupling into data, stamp, and control can be accomplished if the

code in the parser is modified to retain and pass through the

identification of data structures as a type of interest, in addition to

the identification of types of passed parameter already captured.

Content coupling can be flagged as existing within a module by

identifying the offending keywords, e.g. poke in BASIC, to the parser in

a production function and allowing it to set a flag for the module. In

C, content coupling is expressed through the passing of a pointer to a

function; the RESC parser already identifies this situation and passes

the information forward in the attribute argument type in calling

module. The tool also captures and passes on the data needed for

computing the simple structural and complexity measures at the

architectural levels discussed in Section 3. 3. 2. As stated in that

section, additional research is needed if more advanced measures of

complexity can be applied usefully at the architectural level.

However, it appears that this tool already extracts and passes through

the kind of data which would be needed to support these measures.
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6.0 Conclusion

The process of coding of a software system specification and design

loses explicit information that the designer employs in realizing his or

her concept for a problem solution. This information has value for

software maintenance and modification, especially in critical

application areas which tend to rely on many poorly written programs;

yet the documentation which provides the required information is often

missing. Much of the useful information, such as the visibility or

scope of data shared between and among modules and with the global area,

and the direction of the impact of changes in the data, is implicitly

available through an analysis of the source code. Reverse engineering

of code to structure charts (RESC) through sets of workable, practical

rules allows the extraction of this information in a repeatable process.

This research demonstrates how RESC would be applied to source code

written in a complex language like C. Programmers can quite easily

write obscure and difficult to understand code in C, and often do.

Therefore, the ability to recreate the design information would add

significantly to the maintainability and understandability of these

systems.

RESC is a viable approach to design recovery and can be extended to

languages other than C. It is a powerful reverse engineering tool for

supporting software redocumentation, maintenance, restructuring, and

reengineering. As the output of one of its steps, it produces a series

of files which can form a database available for queries on various
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aspects of the modular design of the system examined. It is also

flexible in accepting functionality for extracting other information,

although this would require the coding and integration of programs and

functions into RESC in order to provide the means for extracting that

information. Specifically, the RESC tool provides a framework for

adding capability to quantify aspects of the design of existing software

for research and study.

Potential future uses of RESC with enhancements are extensive. Several

industrial and commercial uses have already been identified in earlier

sections, though the primary concern here is for maintaining medical

programs. The tool also has a potential for research into software

design. This potential creates a role for academic uses which would

help build scientific foundations in software engineering. Building

scientific foundations implies the ability to test hypotheses which, in

turn, requires the quantification of data related to software. To date,

the tools needed for this have not been available in sufficient numbers

and with appropriate functionality. RESC holds the promise for

facilitating the gathering of the quantified data needed to test

software engineering issues and hypotheses.
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APPENDIX A -- DATA DICTIONARY NOTATION

The BNF-derived algebraic notation used here is:

Notation Meaning

E COMPRISES or CONSISTS OF

+ AND , also implies sequence (may be omitted to
also indicate concatenation, but AND is still implied)

| OR , also implies parallelism

( . . . ) element or structure within parentheses is optional
(item generally found in languages, but is not
required to be part of the statement)

(/ . . . /) element or structure within parentheses is optional
(item generally not found in all languages)

[ . . . ] select one of the parallel items within the
brackets (a choice is required and not optional; may
be used for grouping)

< . . . » select one or more of the items in the brackets

{ . . . } repeat the elements or structure within the
braces (items shown in parallel can be selected and
repeated in any sequence)

N{ . . . }M repeat a minimum of N times up to a maximum of
M times (N=0 implies optional choice, see below)

({ . . . }) repeat zero or more times

" . . . " item within quotes is literal and stands for
Or itself (sometimes shown in all upper case or bold

" . . . " letters without quotes; however, all upper case
bold will indicate a token in production
functions here, so quotes are used to avoid the
potential for confusion)

* . . * item within asterisks is a comment or annotation



APPENDIX B -- C GRAMMAR PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS FOR RESC

NOTE: Uppercase expressions represent tokens passed by lexical analyzer
to parser.

/* yacc / occs PRODUCTIon FUNCTIons FOR REVERSE ENGINEERING
/*

program

prog_structures

prog_struct

ext_def

global_decl_list

global_decl

/* Simple preprocessor processing included in parser for
/* quick testing with simple files.

preprocessor info

7

?

:;
;

|

OF C-PROGRAMS

prog_structures

prog_structures prog_struct
prog_structures main_module
/* empty "/

ext_def
preprocessor info
module

opt_specs global_decl_list SEMI
opt_specs SEMI

global_decl
global_decl_list COMMA global_decl

var_decl
pre_vd_init initializer
func_decl

NS INCLUDE FILENAME

/* Certain macros which may look like function calls in code
Ns PPDEF MACRO_FID
Ns PPDEF MACRO ID

*/
*/

*/
*/

*/



ppif_prefix

ppblock

ppelse_str

main_module

main_name

nl_arg_list

arg_def_list

module

module_decl

param def_list

module_block

;

#

?P:f:;
;

ppif_prefix ppblock NS PPEND $prec COMMA
NS PRAGMA

NS PPBLK

ppblock ppelse_str prog_struct
ppblock prog_struct

/* empty +/

NS PPELSE

main_name ni_arg_list arg_def_list module_block
/* nestlevel = 0 */

opt_specs MAIN LP

nl_param list

def_list

opt_specs module_decl param def_list module_block
/* nestlevel=0 */

func_decl

def_list

compound_statement



opt_specs

specs

type_or_class

class_spec

type_spec

types

enum_spec

enums

tag

opt_enum_list

;

f

?

;

?

;

;

|

class_spec NEWTYPE $prec STRUCTOP
specs

/* empty +/

type_or_class
specs type_or_class

type_spec
class_spec $prec COMMA

CLASS

TYPDEF

types

enum_spec

struct_spec

VOIDT

TYPE

NEWTYPE

enums tag opt_enum_list
enums LC enumerator list RC

ENUM

ID

LC enumerator list RC
/* empty +/



enumerator list :

?

enumerator

struct_spec :

?

structs

?

opt_tag .

var_decl

enumerator

enumerator list COMMA enumerator

ID

ID EQUAL const_expr

structs opt_tag LC def_list RC
structs ID

STRUCT

ID

/* empty +/

ID $prec COMMA

/* Reduction of above gives the declaration of a new name
/* for a variable. Captures all variable declarations.

|
|
|
|
;

pre_var_decl :

pre_var_dc :

;

nl_param_list

pre_var decl ni_param_list
pre_var_dc nl_const_expr
ptr_star var_decl $prec UNOP
LP var_decl RP

var_decl LP

var_decl LB

RP

param_list RP
pid_list RP
VOIDT RP $prec STRUCTOP

*/
*/



nl_const_expr

func_decl

pre_func_dc

module_name

param_list

pid_list

param decl

mod_nom

type

abstract_decl

?

}:

B;:;
;

;

}

?

RB

const_expr RB

ptr_star func_decl $prec COMMA
pre_func_dc nl_const_expr $prec UNOP

/* Const Value Couple Sent */
LP func_decl RP
module_name ni_param_list

func_decl LB

ID LP $prec SIZEOF

param decl $prec COMMA
param_list COMMA param_decl

ID

pid_list COMMA ID

type var_decl
abstract decl
ELLIPSIS

LP ptr_star mod_nom RP LP RP

ID

type_spec
type type_spec

type abs_decl



abs_decl

pre_abs_dc

def_list

def

id_list

var_id

pre_vd_init

pre_vd_colon

initializer

init_list

:;
:?3
;

;

:f:;
;

/* empty +/ $prec COMMA

LP abs_decl RP LP RP
ptr_star abs_decl $prec COMMA
pre_abs_dc nl_const_expr $prec UNOP
LP abs_decl RP

abs_decl LB

def_list def
/* empty "/

specs id_list SEMI
specs SEMI

var_id
id_list COMMA var_id

func_decl
var_decl
pre_vd_init initializer
pre_vd_colon const_expr $prec COMMA

COLON const_expr $prec COMMA

var_decl EQUAL

var_decl COLON

expression $prec COMMA

LC init_list RC

initializer

init_list COMMA initializer



compound statement : lourley def_list statement_list RC

lcurley

statement_list

statement

retrn :

ifs

?

if prefix :

whiles 3

;

f

LC

;

statement_list statement
/* empty +/

compound statement
expression SEMI
ifs statement $prec COMMA
ifs statement ELSE statement

whiles statement

dos it statement while prefix test expr RP SEMI
fors statement

switchs compound statement
CASE const_expr COLON statement
DEFAULT COLON

BRK SEMI

CONTINUE SEMI

GOTO ID SEMI

ID COLON statement

SEMI

retrn SEMI

retrn expression SEMI
preprocessor info

RETURN

if prefix test expr RP

IF LP

while prefix test expr RP

--
º



dos DO

? s

while prefix : WHILE LP

it statement : statement º

switchs : SWITCH LP expression RP
?

fors for prefix test expr SEMI opt_expression RP
?

for prefix FOR LP opt_expression SEMI
}

test expr expression
/* empty +/ *|

opt_expression expression * , -

| /* empty "/

const_expr expression $prec COMMA
}

expression : expression COMMA primary_expr
primary_expr

f

primary_expr : lh_expr assign_op primary_expr $prec EQUAL
| pre_quest primary_expr COLON primary_expr $prec QUEST
| binary rh_expr $prec COMMA ."

} s

pre_quest : primary_expr QUEST $prec QUEST * *

;



assign_op EQUAL
ASGNOP.

binary rh_expr binary_rh_expr binary op binary_rh_expr $prec COMMA
binary_rh_expr COMPOP binary rh_expr
rh_expr $prec COMMA

STAR

DIVOP

PLUS

MINUS

SHIFTOP

BITOP

AND

LOGOP

binary_op

rh_expr unary expr
CONSTANT

string const $prec COMMA
SIZEOF LP string_const RP &prec SIZEOF

|
|
|
| SIZEOF LP expression RP $prec SIZEOF
|
|
|
|
|

sIzEOF LP abs_decl RP $prec SIZEOF
rh_expr INCOP
unary_op rh_expr $prec UNOP
function_name LP arguments RP
function_name LP RP

nst_expr
?

function_name : ID

arguments : arprimary_expr
arguments COMMA primary_expr

;

arprimary_expr primary_expr
?



B - 10

unary_op

type_cast

string const

lh_expr

nst_expr

unary expr

pre_unary_ec

struct_expr

ptr_star

;

:

;

;

;

f

;

:

;

AND $prec UNOP
UNOP

INCOP

MINUS $prec UNOP

PLUS $prec UNOP

LP type_cast RP $prec UNOP

abstract_decl $prec UNOP

STRING

string const STRING

unary expr

LP expression RP

LP expression RP
ID $prec STRUCTOP

ptr_star unary expr $prec UNOP
pre_unary ec expression RB $prec UNOP
struct_expr ID $prec STRUCTOP

ID LB $prec UNOP

unary expr STRUCTOP $prec STRUCTOP

STAR

*

C



APPENDIX C -- SPECIFICATION OF Strº SCE STRUCTURE CHART FILE , -

scefile6 = "scefile6" * 1st line * s -

+ node_count + arc_count + max_node_number - *

* 2nd line *

+ global_message
-

+ ( node_record | parameter_record ) * - :
+ ( arc_segment_record )
+ "O" * last line * --

*"
global_message = message

message = number_of_lines_in_message * 1st line *
+ ( message_text_line )

node_record =
node_header_block • 5+ lines “

+ node message_block
+ [ PDL block ] * modules only *

parameter_record =
node_header_block • 5+ lines “

+ parameter_mask value * .

+ parameter_arc_number + "0" * t

+ x_offset_of_arrow_start
-

+ y_offset_of_arrow_start •
+ arc_source_node_number
+ arc_destination_node_number

* All last 7 items on single line, + º
* (offsets will have relative values). * *-

* Line used only for node types 51 & 52 * * ; :

node_header_block =
"1" * 1st line *

+ node_number + node_type * 2nd line * º,
+ x_coordinate + y_coordinate *"

* relative values, 3rd line *
+ node_label_block * 4th. ... lines *
+ scale width + scale height º

* no scale set, separate line * . . .

node_label_block = message
-

* function or variable name *

node message_block = message * module or function º
source code listing *

PDL block = message * will be empty + \

arc_segment_record = ■
"2" * 1st line *

+ source_node_number * 2nd line * sº
--

+ destination_node_number * 2nd line * -

+ "2" * last line * º



APPENDIX D -- OUTPUT DATA DICTIONARY SPECIFICATION FOR RESC

*

NOTE: This Appendix contains data dictionary specifications of the
-

outputs of Processes 2, 3, and 4 of the reverse engineering of C- º
code to the structure chart object database. Specifically, these
are the output files respectively associated with the following
data stores shown on the accompanying data flow diagram:

XF1 -- Module and Invocation Data

This includes the output of the parser program.

XF2 –– Proto-SC Object DB

This is the module, line of authority (LOA), and
couple database developed by application of the rules
described in this report prior to graphical layout. , -

MF2 -- SC Object DB

This is the final structure chart object database
- -

after application of the graphical layout algorithm.

The notation described in Appendix A is also used here. -
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The RESC Data Dictionary

Output of Parser Program:

Filenames_Reference = * Filenames: * *

{ include file_ref ) * FINC. REF * *
{ source_file_ref ) * FSRC. REF *
{ def_output text_file_ref ) * FTXT. REF *

* default output text file created by *

* Identify SC Objects Program, not by parser. * -

Module_and_Invocation_Data = * Filenames: *

{ module ) * FCN. DTP *

+ ( library module ). * LIBFCN. DTP ºr
+ ( module_invocation ) * CALL. DTP *

+ ( passed_argument ) * PA. DTP ºr

+ ( module_argument ) * FA. DTP ºr

+ ( library module_argument ) * LIBFA. DTP &
+ ( global_variable ) * GV. DTP *

+ ( global_variable_use_in_module ) * GVU. DTP ºr

include file_ref = filename_reference_record

source_file_ref = filename_reference_record - -

filename_reference_record =
file_reference_ID_no * unique key ID “ -

+ filename

+ file_ref_ID_no_of_file_with_include
* '0' for keyed input filename * -
* "-1" for stol default text file * H. :

+ size in number_of_lines *

+ [ line_no_of_include in original_file º,
| other_line_no_reference <null: ) |

º
module = * Module Table - *

module_reference_ID_no * unique key ID “
+ module_name ~
+ (top/main_module_flag) * True/False * *

+ original_source_code_file_ref_ID_no
-

+ line_no_first_line_module_boundary &
+ line_no_last_line_module_boundary
+ extern_declaration_in_file * True/False *

-

+ module_body_found in file * True/False * *
-

* Module interface definition follows #

+ (count_of_arguments) * useful data ?
+ variable_count_of_arguments_specified

- -

* True/False
+ invoked by function_type_call * -

*

* True/False - indicates R-H use *
* at least once in source ºr * "

+ return statement_returning_value * True/False * - "
+ declared as type_void * True/False *

-



Parser

library module = * Library Table *
module_reference_ID_no * unique key ID “

+ module_name
+ (count_of_arguments)
+ variable_count_of_arguments_specified

* True/False *
+ invoked by function_type_call

* True/False - indicates R-H use *
* at least once in source *

+ declared as type_void * True/False *
+ type_of_module * Input, Management, Processing *

* Output, Undetermined "

module_invocation =
invocation_ref_ID_no

+ calling_module_ref_ID_no
+ calling_module_name
+ subordinate_module_ref_ID_no
+ subordinate_module_name
+ source_file_ref_ID_no_for invocation
+ line_no_of_original_invocation * debug use *
+ function_type_call * True/False *
+ found_in_module_table * True/False *
+ (found_in_library table) * True/False #
+ iterative_invocation_type * True/False *
+ transaction_center_invocation_type

* True/False

passed_argument -:

.
º .

invocation_ref_ID_no
calling_module_ref_ID_no
calling_module_name
subordinate_module_ref_ID_no
subordinate_module_name
argument_position_in_list
[ argument_variable_name

constant_value_literal )
passed_by_pointer_or_reference * True/False
argument_type_in_calling_module
(used as l-h_object_prior_to_call) * True/False *

* other than initialized value *

(used as r-h_object_after_call) * True/False *
(used in test expression_after_call)

* True/False
(initialized_value_in_declaration) * True/False



Parser

Argument types of interest:

(a) constants (K); ==> passed down
(b) Boolean (B) variables, integer variables, and single

byte strings; ==> controls
(c) arrays (A), vectors, and character string pointers;
(d) other variable pointer (P) types;
(e) all other variable types (O); and
(f) pointers to functions (F).

module_argument - * use for couple verification

+

:
+

module_ref_ID_no
argument_position_in_list

* position 0 is for function name
argument_variable_name
argument_type * K, B, A, P, O, or F *
(first_use_as_r-h_object) * True/False *
(used as l-h_object) * True/False *
parameter_couple_type

* Data, Control, Undetermined, (Z) unused "
parameter_couple_direction

* Input to module, Output from module,
* Both, Undetermined

library module_argument =

:
+

* may not be available for all library
* modules. Use for couple verification

module_ref_ID_no
argument_position_in_list
(argument_variable_name)
(argument_type) * K, B, A, P, O, or F
parameter_couple type

* Data, Control, Undetermined, (Z) unused “
parameter_couple_direction

* Input to module, Output from module,
* Both, Undetermined

global_variable =

+

+

+

+

global_variable_ref_ID_no
variable_name
original_source_code_file_ref_ID_no
line_no_first_line where defined
line_no_last_line where_defined

* Following fields not used in current
* program versions, so ignore for now

extern_declaration_in_file * True/False
(global_area_label) * ignore for now, needed

* for some languages, initialize to "global"
(variable_type) * K, B, A, P, or O
initialized_on_declaration * True/False

*

*

ºr

ºr

*

.

:

>

º

-

(" !



Parser

global_variable_use_in_module =

:
+

variable_name
module_name
(first_use_as_r-h_object) * True/False
(used as l-h_object) * True/False *
iterative_invocation_type * True/False *
transaction_center_invocation_type

* True/False *
couple_type * Data, Control, Undetermined "
couple_direction

* Input to module, Output from module,
* Both, Undetermined

-



Output of Identity SC Obiects Program:

Filenames_Reference = { def_output text_file_ref )
* default output text file created -

* by Identify SC Objects Program, *

Module_Interface_Description = * Ignore for Prototype *
{ module_interface_definiton )

module_interface_definition = Module Name:
+

+
module_name
module_function_description

* would have to be entered manually *
Input Parameterst
list_of_input parameters
Output Parameters t
list_of_output parameters
Updated Parameters:
list_of_input/output parameters
Global Variables Used:

list_of_globals used not modified
Global Variables Modified:

list_of_globals modified
Global Variables Updated:
list_of_globals updated

Proto Structure Chart Element Graphical Representation Database

SC objects are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

modules, including
- regular modules
- predefined (library) modules

lines of authority (arcs), including those
- invoked normally
- invoked iteratively
- invoked in a transaction center

with any of the above
- terminating normally in another module
- terminating with a lexical inclusion

parameters associated with each line of authority,
including

- input data couples
- output data couples
- updated data couples
- input control couples (flags)
- output control couples (flags)

parameters associated with a global data area of
the same type and direction as the
parameters above, and

offpage connectors which are handled by the Layout
program.

--

-

º



Identity Sc objects

Proto_Sc_Object_DB =

:
* Filenames:

{ proto_SC_module ). * SCMOD. PDB
{ proto_SC_LOA ) * SCLOA. PDB
{ proto_SC_parameter ) * SCPAR. PDB
{ proto_SC_global_LOA ) * SCGVLOA. PDB
{ proto_SC_global_parameter ) * SCGVPAR. PDB
{ proto_SC_global_variable ). * SCGV. PDB

proto_SC_module =

.

:

:
proto_SC_LOA

:
+

module_reference_ID_no * unique key ID
module_name
type_of_module

* Main Module

(module_annotation_location)
text annotation filename and line no

put module interface spec here, to
go along with source code

* Ignore for now
source_code_text_location

* filename & text boundary line nos
(count_of_invocations_by_calling_modules)
(count_of_invocations_of_subordinates)
count_of_parameters/arguments

:

:
* Standard, Predefined "

*

ºr

* include function call in count *

* True/False
* True/False

variable_number_of_arguments
function_value_returned
count_of_global_variables_used
hierarchy type_membership

* Afferent, Transform, Efferent,
* Coordinating, Undetermined

= * line of authority arc
invocation/LOA_ref_ID_no * for graph layout
called module_ref_ID_no
calling_module_ref_ID_no
iterative_invocation_type
transaction_center_invocation_type

* True/False
module_interface_type * Standard,

* Lexical Inclusion (ignore for now)
(arc_textual_message_location)

* optional -- ignore for now
* information about multiple calls

(superseding_LOA_id)

* True/False

proto_SC_global_variable =

:
global_variable_ref_ID_no
variable_name
global_variable_definition_location
extern_declaration_in_file * True/False
(global_area_label)

:

*

.
*

-->

-



Identity sc objects

proto_SC_global_LOA =
globa_LOA/couple_ref_ID_no ; :

+ using_module_ref_ID_no
+ iterative_invocation_type * True/False * º

+ (arc_textual_message_location) * . . .
* optional -- ignore for now * -- .

** information about multiple calls
+ (superseding_global_LOA_id)

proto_SC_parameter =
invocation/LOA_ref_ID_no * for graph layout *

+ called module_ref_ID_no
+ calling_module_ref_ID_no
+ variable_name/value/text_in_calling_module
+ argument_position_called module

* '0' for function name itself #

+ couple_type * Data, Control º
+ couple_direction

* Input (down), Output (up), Both (update) *
+ (superseding_LOA_id)

proto_SC_global_parameter = ~ :

globa_LOA/couple_ref_ID_no
+ global_variable_ref_ID_no

using_module_ref_ID_no
+ transaction_center_invocation_type
+

* True/False * |

+ couple_type * Data, Control º *
+ couple direction -

* Input (down), Output (up), Both (update) * I. : . .
+ (superseding_global_LOA_id) *

module_annotation_location = ---,
file_and_line_location_data º

* text annotation filename and line no *

source_code_text_location = &
file_and_line_location_data

* filename & module boundary line nos #

global_variable_definition_loacation =
file_and_line_location_data

arc_textual_message_location =
file_and_line_location_data

file_and_line_location_data =
text_file_ref_ID_no

+ line_no_first_line_text -
+ line_no_last_line_text º
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Output of Layout SC Obiect graph Program:

Structure Chart Element Graphical Representation Database ** . . .

sc_Object_DB = * Filenames: * - * i
{ SC_module ) * SCMODT. DB # :

+ ( Sc_input connector ] * SCICON. DB #
+ ( SC_output connector ] * SCOCON. DB & º
+ ( Sc_LOA ) * SCMLOA. DB #
+ ( Sc_parameter ) * SCMPAR. DB #
+ ( SC_global_LOA ) * SCGLOA. DB #
+ ( SC_global_parameter ) * SCGPAR. DB &
+ ( SC_global_variable ) * SCGWAR. DB &
+ Sc_statistics_record * SCSTAT. DB #

SC_module = proto_SC_module
+ chart_module_node_ID * system generated *

* following is placed by Layout program *
+ ( LOA_fan in count )
+ ( LOA_fan out_count )
+ scaled grid_row position

- -

+ scaled grid_column position -

* Following items are needed during processing *
* and are output for aid in debugging * º 1.

+ hierarchical_level_assignment * row & •
* '1' for top & uninvoked modules • i

+ horizontal_position_at_level_assignment
* analogous to relative column position

+ hierarchical_branch/path_primary_parent I. :

* t

* should provide means for identifying * º

* level of parent for start of branch * * , º

+ input connector_defined * True/False *
-

+ output connector_defined * True/False * ---,

+ global_connector_defined * True/False * y
SC_input connector =

* connecters added by layout program only * º
connector_reference_ID_no

º . . . .
+ connector_label

-

* either of first two fields forms * ( :
* unique key which should not match any ”

* module ref_ID_no
called module_ref_ID_no
chart_connector_node_ID * system generated *
scaled grid_row_position
scaled grid_column position
* Following items are needed during processing
* and are output for aid in debugging

+ hierarchical_level_assignment * row
* '1' for top & uninvoked modules

+ horizontal_position_at_level_assignment
-

* analogous to relative column position *

:
:
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Layout SC Obiect Graph

SC_output connector = , --

* connecters added by layout program only *
-

connector_reference_ID_no
+ connector_label

* should match label and ID_no of *
-: corresponding input connector *

+ calling_module_ref_ID_no
* either of first two fields with * ~

º: third field forms unique key *
+ chart_connector_node_ID * system generated *
+ scaled grid_row_position
+ scaled grid_column position

* Following items are needed during processing *
* and are output for aid in debugging *

+ hierarchical_level_assignment * row *
+ horizontal_position_at_level_assignment

* analogous to relative column position *
+ hierarchical_branch/path_primary_parent

SC_LOA = * line of authority arc *
-

I called module_ref_ID_no
| called connector_ref_ID_no )

* connecters added by layout program only * cº
+ [ calling_module_ref_ID_no

| calling_connector_ref_ID_no )
+ iterative_invocation_type * True/False * ~".
+ transaction_center_invocation_type -

* True/False * * =

+ module_interface_type
* Standard, Lexical Inclusion (not used), *
* Output Connector, Input Connector *

+ chart_arc_node_IDs * source/destination * ---,

+ (arc_textual_message_location) * optional * y

SC_parameter = proto_SC_parameter >
+ chart_arc_parameter_node_ID . . . .
+ scaled grid_row_position
+ scaled grid_column position *

+ (scaled x_offset + scaled y_offset)
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Layout sc Obiect Graph

SC_global_LOA =
called connector_ref_ID_no

* connecters added by layout program only *
+ using_module_ref_ID_no º

+ iterative_invocation_type * True/False * --

+ transaction_center_invocation_type _-

* True/False *
+ chart_arc_node_IDs * source/destination * -

+ (arc_textual_message_location) * optional * *

SC_global_parameter = proto_SC_global_parameter
+ chart_arc_global_parameter_node_ID
+ scaled x_offset
+ scaled y_offset

SC_global_variable = proto_SC_global_variable

SC_statistics_record = count_of_nodes
+ count_of_arcs ". .
+ maximum_node_number

chart_arc_node_IDs = * source/destination * •
chart_source_node_ID ** s

+ chart_destination_node_ID *
* node IDs are unique node ID numbers between * - C
ºr 100 and 4999 that is system generated * . . .



APPENDIX E -- SAMPLE C TEST PROGRAM FOR RESC

NOTE: Normally the program would be run through the preprocessor prior
to input to the parser. Minor modifications shortening verbose
comments, using older argument definitions for function linear to
add variations to the test, and moving preprocessor definitions
out of module bodies to accommodate the current parser production
functions were made.

/* Program to generate random integers, and to watch for repetitions. */
/* Reference: Werner Feibel, Advanced QuickC. Osborne McGraw-Hill,

Berkeley, California, 1988. pp. 416-418. */

#include <stdio. h

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>

#define MODULUS 32.768L

#define SEMI MOD 16384

#define MAX_STR 8O

#define MAx_RAND 32769 L

#define PER_LINE 10

#define LOW 0x1

#define HI Ox10

#define MASK_FOR_LO Oxf
#define MASK_FOR_HI Oxfo

int even_count ( int [ ]);
int get_int ( char *);
int linear ( int, int, int *);

void test cell ( int, long int) ;
void do run ( int, int, int);
void wait ( void);
void do modulo (int nr read, int little_cycle, int big_cycle, int res) ;

int curr_seed = 3897;
int all_vals [ SEMI MOD] ;

main ()
{

int index, start, mult, incr;

char info [ MAx_STR) ;

º
º



start = get_int ( "starting seed? ");
mult = get_int ( "Multiplier? ");
incr = get_int ( "Increment? ");
printf ( "Starting seed = *dVn\n", start);
do_run ( start, mult, incr) ;

}

/* prompt user for integer value, read and return the value */
int get_int ( message )
char *message; /* old style C argument declarations */
{

char info [ MAX_STR) ;

printf ( "$s", message);
gets ( info);
return ( atoi ( info)) ;

}

/* count the # of even values in the array */
int even_count ( int vals [])
{

int count = 0, index;

for ( index = 0; index < MAX_RAND; index++)
if ( (vals [ index) & 2) == 0)

count---|- ;

return (count) ;
}

/* generate a random integer, using linear congruential algorithm */
int linear ( multiplier, increment, seed)
int multiplier;
int increment;

int * seed;

{

long int temp;

temp = ( (long) multiplier * * seed + increment) * MODULUS;
* seed = (int) temp;
return ( * seed);

}

/* generate a sequence of random values, using the parameters
passed as arguments. */

“



void do_run ( int start, int mult, int incr)
{

int seed = start, result; , -

long int index;
-

for ( index = 0; index < MAX_RAND; index++)
{

result = linear ( mult, incr; &seed); _

do_modulo ( index, 10, 500, result); º

if ( result & SEMI MOD) -
{ ~

all_vals [ result) += LOW;
test cell ( all_vals I result), index) ;

}
else

{

all_vals I result - SEMI MOD) += HI;
test cell ( all_vals I result - SEMI MOD), index);

}
}

return;

}

/* Test whether an array cell has a value that indicates whether º
--

a value has been repeated. */
void test cell ( int val, long int index) ...
{ - .

if ( ( val & MASK_FOR_LO) > LOW) { I
printf ( "Repetition on trial *ld: val == *dVn", º

index, val);
wait (); º

} y
if ( ( val & MASK_FOR_HI) > HI)

-

{ *

printf ( "Repetition on trial *ld: val == %d\n", . . . . .

index, val); º
wait ();

} -

} º

/* Wait for user to continue */
void wait () ...”

{

char info [ MAX_STR); &



printf ( "Press <Return- to continue " );
gets ( info);

#define INDICATOR " . "

/* Write symbols at specified intervals ---
to let user know something is actually happening.
PARAMETERS :

int nr read : value being checked for current count;
int little_cycle : value to decide when to write INDICATOR.
int big_cycle : value to determine when to do a line feed.

*/

void do modulo ( int nr read, int little_cycle, int big_cycle, int res)
{

if ( (nr read & little_cycle) == little_cycle - 1)
printf( "ºc", INDICATOR);

if ( (nr read & big_cycle) == big_cycle - 1)
{

printf( " $6d, $dVn", nr read, res);
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